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Abstract

The main objective of next-generation wireless networks is to accommodate the in-

creasing user demand and to achieve a ubiquitous high-data-rate coverage so that

mobile broadband services comparable to those of the wirelines are realized in a cost-

efficient manner. This ambitious objective however faces several technical challenges

in the conventional cellular architecture, e.g., the large pathloss. Wireless multihop

relaying is therefore among the envisioned solutions; for that relays- with much less

functionality and cost than base stations- can extend coverage, overcome shadowing

through routing, and/or improve detection in a cooperative manner. Hence, a future

network comprising various forms of dedicated wireless relays is envisaged in many

wireless standardization bodies and forums which have adopted orthogonal frequency

division multiple access (OFDMA) as the prospective air interface.

The synergy of multihop relaying and OFDMA techniques offers a very rich set

of opportunities but renders an unsuitable environment for static resource planning.

This is due to the increased system dynamics, the portion of resources invested in

operating the wireless relays, and the co-channel interference associated with the

inevitable aggressive reuse of the scarce licensed spectrum. Therefore, intelligent radio

resource management (RRM) schemes are required to combat the interference and to

operate the relays in a dynamic and opportunistic manner. It is not immediately clear

though how to perform RRM in such a complex environment. As such, RRM could

be the main obstacle confronting the deployment and operation of future networks.
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On these grounds, our objective is to devise intelligent RRM schemes that dy-

namically optimize the resource allocation in future networks in multiple dimensions;

frequency, time, space, power, and relay route, so that bandwidth is efficiently uti-

lized while a reliable and ubiquitous service is achieved regardless of users’ locations

and channel conditions. Towards that end, mathematical optimization and dynamic

programming tools are employed along with novel opportunistic medium access tech-

niques, in a centralized as well as a distributed manner. Various forms of relays of

different characteristics and functionalities, such as the fixed and nomadic relays,

are incorporated. In addition, algorithms with low computational complexity and

signaling overhead are devised for practical implementation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Next-generation wireless communication networks are expected to provide ubiquitous

high-data-rate coverage in the most cost-effective manner. To achieve this objective,

high-spectral-efficiency schemes are required in conjunction with aggressive resource

reuse strategies to ensure prudent use of scarce radio resources. Interest in orthogonal

frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is growing steadily, as it appears to be a

promising air-interface for the next generation of wireless systems due, primarily,

to its inherent resistance to frequency-selective multi-path fading and the flexibility

it offers in radio resource allocations. Exploiting the dynamism in wireless channels,

OFDM subcarriers can be adaptively modulated and/or assigned to the “best” link to

achieve frequency and multi-user diversity gains. OFDMA results from using OFDM

in conjunction with frequency-division multiple access protocol, in which a user may

be assigned one or more subcarriers in order to meet its communication requirements.

Wireless coverage is only ubiquitous if reliable service is provided throughout the

serving area of a base station (BS). It is advantageous for network service providers

to distribute system capacity across the network area, reaching users in the most

cost-effective way. With the traditional cellular architecture, increasing the capacity

along with the coverage requires deployment of a large number of BSs. This approach

is cost prohibitive to network service providers [1], [2]. As an alternative, relaying
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techniques are expected to alleviate this coverage problem since the relay station

(RS) with less functionality than the BS can forward high data rates to remote areas

of the cell while lowering infrastructure cost. The synergy between OFDMA and

relaying techniques offers a promising technology for providing high data rate to

users everywhere, anytime.

To this end, an OFDMA-based relay-enhanced network comprising various forms

of infrastructure-based or dedicated relays is envisaged in the next-generation net-

works. These relays could be owned, leased or given at no cost to users by the service

provider. How to perform radio resource management (RRM) in such a complex envi-

ronment is not immediately clear. However, there is a consensus on the need to devise

intelligent RRM algorithms with excellent bandwidth efficiency that can harness the

full potentials of relay-enhanced OFDMA-based networks. The literature reveals that

RRM algorithms have been extensively investigated for conventional OFDMA-based

networks (without relays), e.g., [3] - [7]: it is only recently that attention has started

to shift to relay-based OFDMA multi-cell networks.

1.1 The RRM Problem Statement

RRM algorithms are usually designed to exploit the variations in wireless channels by

adaptively distributing scarce communication resources to either maximize or mini-

mize some network performance metrics. In relay-enhanced OFDMA-based wireless

networks, a typical resource allocation problem statement might be as follows:

“How many information bits, how much transmit power (for users, relays, or

BS), and which subcarriers (or subchannels) should be assigned to different

links to either maximize or minimize a desired performance metric, e.g., system

throughput (capacity) or total transmit power in the network, respectively?”
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Figure 1.1: A partial network in multicellular relay networks.

In a situation where a network device has “free” access to energy (e.g., fixed relay

applications, where off-the-wall power is always available), the main objective of the

RRM algorithm in downlink transmissions could simply be to maximize the system

throughput. To this end, scheduling, routing, bit-loading and adaptive modulation

constitute some of the tools that are commonly employed in RRM solutions.

An Optimization Example [8]: Let us consider formulating the downlink sum-rate-

maximizing subcarrier allocation problem for a half-duplex relay network, assuming

that the average power (P ) for each subcarrier is the same and fixed. Consider a

single cell from the network shown Fig. 1.1 where the wireless station (WS) and

RS are treated as contending for radio resources, an optimization problem can be

expressed in the following way. LetM , K, andN represent the number of relays, WSs,

and subchannels, respectively. Let ρm,n represent subcarrier n assignment variable,

indicating whether subcarrier n is allocated to the BS - RSm link (m = 1, · · · ,M) or

BS - WSm link (m = M + 1, · · · ,M + K). Let ρ∗m,k,n also indicate that subcarrier

n is allocated to the BS (m = 0) or RSm (m = 1, · · · ,M) - WSk link during the
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second time slot of the downlink frame. Let γm,n and γ∗
m,k,n denote the signal-to-

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) in the corresponding transmissions. Assuming

that the channel does not change within the duration of the two-hop transmission,

we can express γM+j,n = γ∗
0,j,n (j = 1, . . . , K), which will lead to the subcarrier

allocation problem formulated in [8] as:

max
ρ,ρ

∗

1

2

M
∑

m=1

min

{

Am, Bm

}

+
1

2

(

M+K
∑

m=M+1

Am +B0

)

, (1.1)

subject to:
M+K
∑

m=1

ρm,n = 1, ∀n,

M
∑

m=0

M+K
∑

k=1

ρ∗m,k,n = 1, ∀n,

ρm,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m,n,

ρ∗m,k,n ∈ {0, 1}, ∀m, k, n,

where Am =
∑N

n=1 ρm,n log2(1+γm,nP ) and Bm =
∑N

n=1

∑K
k=1 ρ

∗
m,k,n log2(1+γ∗

k,m,nP ).

The first term in the cost function (1.1) represents the achievable rate of data flow

from BS to WSs via RSs and the second term stands for the achievable rate in the

direct channels from BS to WSs.

One main challenge confronting some formulations of RRM algorithms as pre-

sented in [8] and [9], is that they fall in the class of integer programming problems

that incur a prohibitive search complexity of O
(

(MK)N
)

[9]. The complexity chal-

lenge is primarily due to combinatorial nature of the OFDMA and the optimization

constraints. The constraints above can be interpreted as a subcarrier can only be as-

signed to one transmitter-receiver pair, meaning that there is no sharing or intra-cell

subcarrier reuse.
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Radio resource management algorithms are sometimes classified according to their

output objectives or processing requirements. In terms of their output, the algorithm

can be classified as network-centric, achieving high capacity from the perspective

of the service provider, or user-centric, providing reliable service and fair share of

resources to the user, or having flavors of both. On the other hand, considering

the processing requirements, the classifications are 1) centralized, where the algo-

rithm requires, in principle, global or centralized knowledge of all interference and

channel state information (CSI) for all nodes (users, relays) in the network, or 2)

semi-distributed, where the algorithm requires a limited global knowledge of network

link conditions or 3) fully distributed where the algorithm provides each resource-

allocating node the ability to allocate resources based on local channel conditions.

While the centralized schemes constitute the bulk of RRM literature as perceived

optimal in principle, the high signaling overhead (which consumes part of the system

throughput) and complexity incurred in such proposals make them less attractive for

OFDMA-based relay networks; therefore, distributed RRM algorithms are expected

to attract more attention for these type of networks. Nevertheless, an interesting

question requires an answer; can we design centralized RRM algorithms that incur

low complexity and save substantially in feedback overhead?

We attempt to answer this question in Chapters 3 and 4 whereas distributed and

semi-centralized self-organizing schemes are devised in Chapters 5 and 6.

1.2 Publications, Patent filings, and Technical Reports

The work that has been published, accepted, or submitted is presented in Chapters 2

- 6 whereas Chapter 7 summarizes the thesis conclusions and contributions and dis-

cusses the possible extensions as well. Several articles of archival value have been

produced and they are cross-referenced to individual chapters as follows:
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• Chapter 2 serves as a literature survey and tutorial. The contents of that chapter

are published in following journal articles and technical report:

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and D. Falconer, “Opportunities

and challenges in OFDMA-based cellular relay networks: A radio resource man-

agement perspective,” IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Technology, 59(5), pp.

2496-2510, January 2010.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, M. Rahman, H. Yanikomeroglu, D. Falconer, Y.-D.

Kim, E. Kim, and Y.-C. Cheong, “An overview of radio resource management

in relay-enhanced OFDMA-based networks,” IEEE Communications Surveys

and Tutorials, 12(3), pp. 422-438, Third Quarter 2010.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, M. Rahman, H. Yanikomeroglu, and D. Falconer, Radio

Resource Management in OFDMA-based Fixed Relay Networks: Literature Re-

view. Deliverable Y1-D1, submitted to Samsung Electronics, Korea, (49 pages),

15 December 2007.

• Chapter 3 presents our first fairness-aware RRM scheme designed for fixed relay

networks using the traditional relaying protocol in the relevant literature. The

contents of that chapter are published in following journal paper, patent fillings,

conference paper, and technical report:

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, M. Rahman, H. Yanikomeroglu, D. Falconer, and Y.-D.

Kim, “Fairness-aware radio resource management in downlink OFDMA cellular

relay networks,” IEEE Transaction on Wireless Communications, 9(5), pp.

1628-1639, May 2010.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, M. Rahman, H. Yanikomeroglu, D. Falconer, and Y.-

D. Kim, Apparatus and Method for Allocating Subchannels and Controlling

Interference in OFDMA Systems. Filed by Samsung, Korea patent applica-

tion no: P2008-0054726 (filing date: 11 June 2008), US patent application no:

12/341,933 (filing date: 22 December 2008), international patent application no:
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PCT/KR2009/002119 (filing date: 23 April 2009).

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, M. Rahman, H. Yanikomeroglu, D. Falconer, Y-D.

Kim, W. Shin, and E. Kim, “Fairness-aware joint routing and scheduling in

OFDMA-based cellular fixed relay networks,” IEEE International Conference

on Communications (ICC), June 2009.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, M. Rahman, H. Yanikomeroglu, and D. Falconer, Radio

Resource Management through Joint Routing and Fair Scheduling andMulti-cell

Coordination in OFDMA Fixed Relay Networks. Deliverable Y1-D2, submitted

to Samsung Electronics, Korea, (50 pages), 15 March 2008.

• In Chapter 4, a different and more practical design improving the performance

of the first scheme under higher traffic loads is presented. The contents of

that chapter are presented in the following journal paper, patent fillings, and

conference paper:

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and Y.-D. Kim, “Fair resource al-

location towards ubiquitous coverage in OFDMA-based cellular relay networks

with asymmetric traffic,” accepted to IEEE Transactions on Vehicular Tech-

nology, January 2011.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, D. Falconer, and Y.-D. Kim, Method

for Performing Fair Resource Allocation in OFDMA-based Relay-Networks.

Filed by Samsung, Korea, patent application no: P2009-0022132 (filing date:

16 March 2009), USA patent application no: 12/567,776 (September 2009), and

international application is underway.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, D. Falconer, and Y.-D. Kim, “A

fair radio resource allocation scheme for ubiquitous high-data-rate coverage in

OFDMA-based cellular relay networks,” IEEE Global Communications Confer-

ence (Globecom), December 2009.

• A decentralized RRM scheme for networks enhanced by both fixed and nomadic
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relays is presented in Chapter 5. That work is presented in the following journal

paper, invention disclosure, conference paper, and technical reports:

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, “Integrating self-organizing no-

madic relays into OFDMA fixed-relay cellular networks”, submitted to IEEE

Transactions on Mobile Computing, no. TMC-2010-10-0487, 19 October 2010.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and Y.-D. Kim, Method for Re-

laying Data in Wireless Network and Personal Relay of Enabling the Method,

and Mobile Device for Communicating with the Personal Relay. Filed by Sam-

sung, Korea; Korea patent application no: P2009-0084026 (application date: 07

September 2009).

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and Y.-D. Kim, “Radio resource

management in OFDMA-based cellular networks enhanced with fixed and no-

madic relays”, IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference

(WCNC), April 2010.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and D. Falconer, Distributed Ra-

dio Resource Management in OFDMA-based Multi-cellular networks Enhanced

with Fixed and Nomadic Relays. Deliverable Y2-D1, submitted to Samsung

Electronics, Korea, (59 pages), 15 January 2009.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and D. Falconer, Distributed Ra-

dio Resource Management in OFDMA-based Multi-cellular Networks Enhanced

with Fixed and Nomadic Relays. Deliverable Y1-D3, submitted to Samsung

Electronics, Korea, (32 pages), 15 September 2008.

• Chapter 6 presents a novel joint power and subchannel allocation algorithm for

the nomadic relays of the decentralized RRM schemes. That work is presented

in the following conference paper and technical report:

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and Y.-D. Kim, “Nomadic relay-

directed joint power and subchannel allocation in OFDMA-based cellular fixed
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relay networks”, IEEE Vehicular Technology Conference (VTC-Spring), May

2010.

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and D. Falconer, Distributed radio

resource management with power control in OFDMA-based multi-cellular net-

works enhanced with fixed and nomadic relays. Deliverable Y2-D2, submitted

to Samsung Electronics, Korea, (34 pages), 15 April 2009.

A journal paper with the following interim title is in preparation:

– M. Salem, A. Adinoyi, H. Yanikomeroglu, and Y.-D. Kim, “Joint power and

subchannel allocation for the self-organizing nomadic relays in OFDMA-based

cellular fixed-relay networks,” to be submitted to an IEEE journal, January

2011.
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Chapter 2

Overview on RRM in OFDMA Relay Networks

This chapter provides a survey of the current literature on OFDMA networks en-

hanced with decode-and-forward relaying and provides their link to earlier literature

in non-OFDMA networks. We address some of the opportunities, challenges, and

terminologies associated with the migration from conventional cellular architecture

to relay-enhanced in OFDMA-based networks. We highlight the fairness concerns in

such networks and discuss some fairness metrics as well as possible fairness implemen-

tations in radio resource allocation (RRA) algorithms. The work presented in this

chapter has appeared in the journal articles [10] and [11] and the technical report [12].

The RRM problem example discussed in Section 1.1 and the discussions in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 are based on a similar topology. In systems similar to that depicted

in Fig. 1.1, the BS continuously keeps track of the quality of some or all links (e.g.,

SINR per subcarrier). For slowly varying channels, BSs or RSs can be assumed to

have sufficiently accurate estimate of the channel states. The base stations can opti-

mize the resource allocation locally or they can involve a central or network controller

as shown in Fig. 1.1. The radio resources are assigned to links based on a number of

considerations with the overall aim of improving the throughput. User fairness can

also be an important aspect of system performance. The BS directly or through RSs

serves the WSs in each cell. The data of each WS in a cell can potentially be routed
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through any of the relays according to the routing criterion. All cells share the same

spectrum if no clustering or fractional reuse is employed. It is also observed that

cooperation (where a WS is served through more than one link) can be invoked to

deliver a reliable service to WSs.

2.1 Activities on Relay-based Architecture among Standard-

ization Bodies, Forums, and Consortiums

To the author’s knowledge, the first standard involving relays in the form of analog re-

peaters was introduced in personal wireless terminal (PWT) interoperability standard

in the 90’s. PWT emerged from ETSI digital enhanced cordless telecommunications

(DECT) standard as a North American TIA variant. Operated in the 1900 MHz

band using time-division duplex (TDD) and time-division multiple access (TDMA),

these relays were to extend range up to a few kilometers for voice and low-rate data

services [13]. In recent years, as one of the key technologies for 4G networks, relay-

ing has again attracted tremendous attention in order to obtain coverage/capacity

enhancement as well as to extract benefits such as cooperative diversity gains.

The idea of relaying has previously been examined in the 3GPP in the form of

ad-hoc peer-to-peer multihop protocol known as opportunity-driven multiple access

(ODMA). In the ODMA protocol, the cell-edge wireless stations (WSs) communicate

with the BS through the help of other WSs that are closer to the BS. However, the

ODMA protocol did not make it to the standard due to complexity and signalling

overhead concerns [14]. Nevertheless, a number of lessons were learned. Currently, nu-

merous standardization bodies, forums, and consortiums have been working on relay-

based architectures in scenarios ranging from wireless local area networks (WLAN)

to wide-area cellular networks.

Early WLAN standards, such as IEEE 802.11a/b/g, do not support relay-based

deployment due to their contention-based multiple access technique. Researchers
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proposed a number of possible relay-friendly modified MAC protocols, for instance,

relay-enabled point coordination function (rPCF) [15] and relay-enabled distributed

coordination function (rDCF) [16], among others, to enable the use of relays with

these standards. However, Task Group “S” (TGs) of the IEEE 802.11 Work Group

(WG), formed in 2003, released an unapproved draft version of IEEE 802.11s wireless

mesh network (WMN) in March 2007, which is an amendment to support mesh and

relay based WLAN. The key element in this WLAN version is called mesh point

(MP). Being very similar to the traditional access point (AP), MP can connect mesh

APs, other MPs, and STAtions (STA) wirelessly. An excellent overview on 802.11s

is available in [17]. European ETSI HIPERLAN/2, on the other hand, has shown an

ability to support relay-based deployment due to its dynamic TDMA access on an

OFDM air-interface.

IEEE 802.16m and 3GPP advanced long term evolution (LTE-A), which con-

tend beyond 3G standards are the two most notable standards to advocate relaying.

Although IEEE 802.16m inherits multihop relaying from predecessor IEEE 802.16j

standard, the evolving LTE-A is expected to incorporate multihop relaying to further

narrow down the gaps between these two standards. The worldwide interoperability

for microwave access (WiMAX) forum was created in 2001 to promote conformance

and interoperability of products based on harmonized IEEE 802.16/ETSI HiperMAN

standard. Like IEEE WLAN, the focus of IEEE 802.16 early standards was not on

relaying until IEEE 802.16e; in fact, this is the first standard that supports mobility

along with basic mesh networking capability. IEEE 802.16j mobile multihop relay

is an amendment to IEEE 802.16e standard focusing on coverage/capacity expan-

sion. The first unapproved draft version [18] has been published by the end of 2008.

In IEEE 802.16m, OFDMA in TDD has been used for both the downlink and up-

link while OFDMA and single carrier frequency-division multiple access (SC-FDMA)

are the access schemes for the downlink and uplink of LTE, respectively. Adaptive
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OFDMA is proposed for the downlinks in 3GPP-LTE or Evolved UTRA. To this end,

an excellent overview on design issues relating to adaptive transmission for OFDMA-

based systems beyond 3G can be found in [19].

In addition to these standardization efforts, European 6th framework projects such

as FIREWORKS1 and WINNER2 have been involved in the 4G (and beyond) wireless

research. They consider relaying and OFDMA as essential elements required to meet

the demand of future wireless services. Accordingly, RRM design occupies a pivotal

position in these projects. We now briefly discuss some of the basic tools employed

in designing RRM solutions.

2.2 Some Basic RRM Tools

2.2.1 Scheduling

Different scheduling policies are available for the selection of users to be served based

on different network criteria. The most common scheduling algorithms are the fol-

lowing: 1) Round-robin scheduler: This user-centric and fairness-conscious scheduler

assigns the same amount of physical resources to users in turn. Conventional round-

robin scheduler, probably the most natural form of scheduling, does not guarantee

quality of service since, it neither utilizes the queue state nor exploits the channel

variability in the scheduling policy, thereby sacrificing the inherent multiuser diver-

sity and achievable network capacity. 2) Max-SINR scheduler: This network-centric

schedulers is the best in terms of total capacity maximization at the price of fairness,

as it fully exploits multiuser diversity inherent in the network. 3) Proportional-fair

scheduler: This scheduler provides an intermediate solution that realizes the multiuser

diversity gains while maintaining fairness across users. At any transmit node, this

scheduler allocates a subchannel to the WS that maximizes the ratio of its achievable

1http://www.ist-fireworks.eu
2www.winner-ist.org
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rate on that subchannel to its exponentially weighted average rate. It is observed

in [20] that proportional fair scheduling does not guarantee queue stability even for

low traffic loads.

The fair throughput and early-deadline-first schedulers are also discussed in many

publications in the literature, including [21], [22], and [23]. The early-deadline-first

scheduler is particularly suitable for real-time applications since it can support or

allow priority service. A survey of the state-of-the-art adaptive RRA and scheduling

approaches in conventional OFDMA-based systems is provided in [24].

Unless modified, the scheduling techniques mentioned above may not deliver op-

timum performance in the future OFDMA-based relay networks that have many op-

timization parameters [25]. This fact is recognized in one variant of the round-robin

scheduler known as the exhaustive round-robin scheduler, where bursts of un-equal

resources are assigned to users. The scheduler continues to serve a user until its

queue is exhausted. In this way the overhead requirement is reduced while fairness is

sacrificed for increased network capacity.

2.2.2 Routing

In relay enhanced wireless networks, scheduling and routing resource management

decisions should not be isolated. Routing can be viewed as the process of establishing

efficient connectivity between nodes over multihop links. In communication systems

with large number of nodes, there will be diverse link qualities associated with the

various links along any route. Therefore, different routing schemes are expected to

produce different performance results and overhead [26]. Performing routing and

scheduling jointly is known to produce superior performance results compared to

decoupled scheduling and routing. A review of some routing metrics and algorithms

is available in [27].
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2.2.3 Link Adaptation: Adaptive Modulation and Coding

The best modulation level to employ for transmission can be obtained by adapting

modulation according to the instantaneous SNR to achieve the maximum possible

transmission rate for a particular target bit error rate (BER); this process is known

as adaptive modulation. The combined use of adaptive modulation and channel

coding techniques has given rise to what is commonly known as adaptive modula-

tion and coding (AMC). The SNR can be partitioned into a number of consecutive

non-overlapping intervals with boundary points obtained by re-arranging the rate

expression [28]

ri,j,n = W log2

(

1 +
−1.5 γi,j,n
ln(5 BER)

)

, (2.1)

where ri,j,n is the achievable rate, γi,j,n is the received SINR from source i at destina-

tion j on subchannel n and W is the OFDM subchannel bandwidth. Evaluating the

number of bits (spectral efficiency) to employ for the OFDM symbols of a subcarrier

(or subchannel) is sometimes referred to as bit loading.

2.2.4 Power Control

Transmit power control (PC) is an important interference combatting mechanism

thereby constituting a means for improving the network throughput by reducing

the co-channel interference and facilitating frequency reuse. The RRM schemes ear-

marked for the future wireless systems are envisioned to be aggressive in reusing

the scarce licensed spectrum enabling the operation of many active devices ranging

from nomadic relays [18], [29] to femtocell access points [30]. Although dynamic

power control (DPC) has been a key player in resource assignment in CDMA-based

systems, it has been concluded that centralized power control is not practical in

multicarrier/OFDMA systems comprising many active nodes as it requires accurate

measurements of all gains in all radio links. Rather, practical power control schemes
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have to rely on far less accurate measurements and allow only a limited information

to enable distributed operation. In such case, DPC could be also employed to ensure

that a wireless transmitter uses just enough power to facilitate its operation with-

out sacrificing system performance or causing receiver saturation. Therefore, PC will

continue to be a relevant tool. Even systems based on well-designed RRM schemes

could still benefit from PC techniques in addition to their traditional function as

interference combatting mechanisms.

2.2.5 Cooperative Relaying in OFDMA Networks

The benefits of cooperative communication for addressing physical layer problems

have been well investigated. It is only recently that the cross-layer interaction of

cooperative schemes has started to receive attention for the emerging OFDMA-based

networks. In fact, cross-layer optimization is identified as an important strategy to

ensure overall system performance in wireless networks [31]. The authors in [32]

and [33] introduce cross-layer optimization to the resource allocation in OFDMA-

based relay networks by incorporating a physical layer cooperative technique into the

RRM problem formulation. Their treatments are similar in many respects, except

that [33] considers multihop scenario (more than two hops) while [32] treats only a

two-hop case. Furthermore, [33] considers multi-modal relaying (system selects be-

tween amplify-and-forward or decode-and-forward relaying, depending on the channel

conditions and power allocation), while [32] uses only decode-and-forward relaying.

While [32] maximizes the minimum throughput among all BSs under routing and

PHY constraints, [33] maximizes network sum utility by optimally choosing the ac-

tive data stream and allocating power in each tone in conjunction with selecting the

best relay node and the best relaying method.

The schemes described in [32] and [33] need to operate in a slow-fading envi-

ronment to be able to acquire the CSI for implementing the adaptive power and
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bit-loading in a centralized manner. For this reason, the receiver needs to reliably

estimate channel and convey it to the BS. The authors also assume that the OFDM

frames are synchronized throughout the network to enable nodes’ cooperation at the

level of OFDM subcarrier [33]. In an effort to reduce the computational complexity,

some conditions are imposed such as the source-relay, source-destination, and relay-

destination links all use the same subcarrier. This restriction results in sacrificing part

of the inherent frequency diversity in OFDMA systems. Furthermore, the challenges

in ensuring such a network-wide synchronization have not been addressed, and the

impact on the proposed system is not discussed. Given that OFDM/OFDMA tech-

niques are very sensitive to frequency and timing synchronization errors [34], such an

assumption might be too stringent a condition. The impact of these errors on the

system performance cannot be left to speculation. Therefore, we believe that further

investigation of these issues is required. The performance degradation could result

from the loss of orthogonality among subcarriers leading to interference (caused by

the inaccurate compensation of frequency offset) or inter-symbol interference due to

timing error. Thus, a sufficiently long cyclic prefix or guard interval between adjacent

OFDMA symbols may be required to provide protection against these errors. This

additional overhead has the effect of reducing the achievable network throughput.

To further emphasize the need for cooperative protocols in the future wireless

standards, the IEEE 802.16m working group is considering protocols to enable co-

operative communication that is cross-layer optimized. For example, [35] proposes

a functional block called cooperative transmission management unit on the upper

medium access control. Their description stresses the interaction between the co-

operative transmission management unit, scheduling and resource allocator, and the

physical layer control, such as interference management, ranging, and link adaptation.
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2.3 Earlier RRM Research in Relay Networks

The need to efficiently utilize the scarce radio spectrum has driven the research trend

from fixed reuse patterns to dynamic and very aggressive resource allocation. Even

in a non-OFDMA air-interface, the existence of relays presents some challenges in

RRM design. Therefore, in the following section we present some of the previous

RRM schemes that constitute the building blocks of the discussions in the rest of

this survey. We start with basic, fixed resource allocation schemes in multicellular

networks.

2.3.1 Relaying in Downlink Multicellular Networks

To a large extent, static resource allocation is the common practice in the literature.

In particular [36] investigates a static resource allocation in a non-CDMA multi-cell

network with 6 fixed relays in each cell. In conjunction with this static allocation, a

“pre-configured” relaying channel selection algorithm is used to reduce interference.

This algorithm has built-in channel reuse. The reuse is performed in a controlled

manner to prevent co-channel interference from increasing to unacceptable levels.

This means that a relay is not allowed to reuse any channel in the same cell, but it

could reuse the channel from the cell farthest from it (because a cell farthest from a

relay most probably has the least co-channel interference to this relay transmission).

Note that no channel is reserved for exclusive use of relays, whenever the need arises

for relaying, a relay channel is selected from any adjacent cell in a way that keeps the

interference within the acceptable level. Different design and path selection criteria

are discussed in [26], [36] and [37] in different flavors and forms. Since no channel

(frequency) is assigned to relays a priori in these algorithms, the benefits of relaying

are achieved without sacrificing system bandwidth.
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A centralized downlink joint scheduling and routing in a single cell CDMA EV-

DO (EVolution Data Optimized) system is proposed in [38]. Fairness among users

is attained through a queue stability strategy. Relaying is done by reusing the same

licensed band used in BS-RS links whereas in some of the earlier works, RS-WS

links are assigned an unlicensed band such as for IEEE 802.11. The co-channel

interference, a form of intra-cell interference, results from concurrent transmissions of

different nodes on the same carrier frequency with different pseudo noise (PN) codes.

Relays behave like user terminals in uplink and feedback to the BS the rate-control

information, as well as the queue size information for the assigned user for each time

slot. The joint routing and scheduling examines each possible set of simultaneous

active transmitters in a computationally demanding search. For each set of active

transmitters, interference power can be calculated at each receiving destination of

each link in the set of all possible links defined on the former active set. Relays are

allowed to transmit to either WSs or to any other inactive relays during the time

frame. The joint scheduling and routing algorithm [38] employs a demand metric

that is calculated for candidate links per each set of active transmitters. This metric

is proportional to Shannon capacity and to the maximum difference in queue lengths

between source node and destination node across each link. The set of transmitting

nodes that achieves the highest demand sum, over all its active links, is the optimal

set. Implicitly, the user that has the largest difference in queue lengths over any

active link is scheduled on that link.

A reduced-complexity implementation of this algorithm was also introduced in [38].

In this approach, the infeasible combinations of active links per each set of active

transmitters are eliminated. The infeasible combinations violate the following con-

straints:

• A relay cannot transmit and receive simultaneously.

• Any WS cannot receive simultaneously from two or more different nodes.
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• Any transmitting node can only transmit to a single node per time frame.

The user mobility with such a routing and scheduling algorithm also suggests that

data buffered in a relay could be lost if not forwarded to the new serving relay.

In [39], a fixed relay-enhanced multi-cell downlink scenario in FDD mode with

TDMA is considered, where the fixed relays are located at the centre of each sector of

the cell. By virtue of their relative locations (neighbourhood), antenna directivities,

and gains, the cells are organized into in-group BSs representing cells that are mu-

tually interfering with each other. The transmission time frame is divided between

the BSs in the dominant interferer group and RSs. In order to schedule and route

packets such that dominant interference is minimized, the interference management

scheme proposed in [39] utilizes inter-cell coordination among the in-group BSs taking

co-channel interference into account. WSs and RSs in a cell estimate their CSI of the

links from the serving BS and the in-group BSs and RSs and forward them to the

serving BS. From there, they are exchanged among the in-group BSs for informed

scheduling decisions. The information exchange can be viewed as a command. Thus,

a particular BS might receive different commands from two different groups. When

this happens, the BS takes the more conservative command, with the aim to neither

cause too much interference to the transmissions of other in-group transmissions nor

receive too much interference from other in-group BSs. The objective is to maximize

the total network throughput with the least interference suppression. The proposed

scheme finds a combination of in-group BS transmissions in the first sub-frame, in ad-

dition to the transmission parameters for RS-WS transmission in the next sub-frame.

The interference problem is addressed by frequency reuse partitioning from the out-

set. This a priori resource partitioning is sometimes used in OFDMA networks as

well. The downside of this strategy is that it restricts the opportunity in the channel

that can be exploited through OFDMA tones. It also requires frequency planning,

which can be time-consuming and expensive.
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Figure 2.1: Static resource allocation in [36] and [40].

2.3.2 Relaying in Uplink Multicellular Networks

In [40], the static allocation proposed in [36] is extended to FDMA/TDMA in FDD

mode for multicellular networks. In contrast to the downlink of [36], an uplink sce-

nario is considered. The objective is to maximize the received SIR values at both

BSs and each RS in the uplink. This is achieved by a static allocation that minimizes

the interference power received from co-channel terminals. In a cluster size of four

cells (the reuse partitioning), the total resources (24 pairs of channels, uplink and

downlink) are reused in each cluster; six pairs of channels are assigned to each BS.

One pair from the 6 channels of other BS is assigned to each of the 6 RS. Figure 2.1

shows the layout for the channel allocation, where nodes (BS or relay) using the same

resources are designated with the same shape. The assumed fixed-power allocation

calculates the WS’s power level to guarantee the minimum required received power

from users located at cell edges. WSs are assumed to be fixed at the worst interfer-

ing positions to the cell under investigation. This fixed allocation obviously limits

the performance gains, due to the suboptimal frequency reuse partitioning. It also
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sacrifices the inherent multiuser diversity and traffic diversity gains.

In a related study to [40], the authors in [41] investigated the performance of an

FD/TDMA-based multihop fixed cellular network (in which wireless terminals act as

relays whenever necessary) with respect to the number of frequency channels. The

outage probability, connectivity, and average node throughout are analyzed to explore

the dependency of the performance on the number of frequency channels. Results

show that implementing multihop provides not only significant coverage boost but

also high node throughput, as long as there are enough frequency channels. It is

observed, on the other hand, that if the network has a limited number of frequency

channels, no performance gain can be achieved particularly at high loading values.

In [42], a centralized uplink Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)

cellular network in FDD mode with Wideband-Code Division Multiple Access (W-

CDMA) air interface is considered. The scheme relies on integrated radio resource

allocation, where routing is coupled with scheduling. In this scheme, WSs use the

same carrier frequency to transmit to either the BS or an RS while the RS uses

two different carrier frequencies on the two hops. The proposed algorithm is com-

posed of three entities as shown in Fig. 2.2: a routing entity, called load based route

manager ; a resource scheduling entity, called base station resource scheduler ; and a

refinement entity, called relay station load balancer, that fine-tunes resources assigned

to users. This refinement process is necessary to prevent overloading the RSs. The

proposed scheme uses a path-loss-based benchmark relaying scheme in conjunction

with a conventional scheduler. Their optimization cost function, based on system

consumed-capacity, is different from the distance and path-loss-based cost functions

in [37]. Reference [42] introduces a load-cost indicator, defined as the ratio between

the consumed system capacity on a particular route (represented by the interference

caused by this WS) to its data rate.

Fig. 2.2 shows the three entities that are fed with the path-loss and interference
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Figure 2.2: Structure and sequence of operation of the integrated radio resource
allocation in [42].

information. The load-based route manager prepares tentative user routes based on

selection of the routes with least load-cost indicator; then, the base station resource

scheduler prepares tentative user transmission times and rates. The outputs of both

entities are input to the relay station load balancer that produces the final user rates,

times and routes such that no relay is overloaded. The relay station load balancer

prioritizes users by the ratio between the cost of direct-link to that of relayed-link.

Given that integrating routing to RRM provides superior results, it is observed that

integrated radio resource allocation outperforms the reference schemes in several ways.

The load-cost indicator reflects the route quality in interference limited scenarios

adequately; it prevents overloading of RSs; routing and scheduling are done jointly;

and load cost indicator periodically executes its algorithm, thus coping well with the

system dynamics.
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2.4 RRM in OFDMA Fixed-Relay Networks

There is a noticeable similarity between RRM algorithm design for relay-enhanced

OFDMA-based networks and earlier RRM algorithms for non-OFDMA relay net-

works. Essentially, these algorithms are aimed at ensuring prudent utilization of

communication resources, and at improving system performance. The discussions in

Section 2.3 (for earlier RRM in non-OFDMA) present the links to the literature in

RRM in OFDMA relay networks. The following discussion is grouped into centralized

and distributed RRM schemes.

2.4.1 Centralized RRM Schemes in Single-cell OFDMA Relay Networks

A downlink single-cell network with a single fixed RS is considered in [43], while such

a network with multiple fixed RSs is studied in [8]. In both [8] and [43], time-division

based half duplex transmission and AMC are assumed. In [43], it is required that WSs

feed back their CSI to the BS or the RS in the form of per-subchannel SNR every time

frame. Routing is decoupled from resource allocation to reduce CSI overhead, and

an SNR-based path selection algorithm is executed to determine the node to route

the data of a WS, an approach that has been previously used for non-OFDMA relay

networks [37]. Since the BS-RS subchannels are assumed to have the same average

SNR, only the number of required subchannels is estimated for relaying.

In [43] two algorithms (fixed time-division and adaptive time-division) are pro-

posed to improve the cell throughput and coverage while minimizing complexity and

overhead requirements, the frame is divided into a BS subframe followed by a RS sub-

frame. In the first fixed time-division algorithm, the RS performs its own allocation

in the RS frame and requests relayed users’ packets to be forwarded by the BS. The

RS, provided it has packets queued, allocates the channel to the WS with the highest

SNR. Here, throughput is improved from exploiting traffic diversity gains. The set
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of users with high SNR values and no queued packets are expected to be allocated

in the next frame. Therefore, the RS requests the users’ packets to be forwarded.

The BS divides its resources between the RS’s and the direct users’ demand. The

throughput within the time frame is defined as the average of the BS-RS throughput

and the RS-WS throughput.

In the second adaptive time-division algorithm, the allocation is done just as in

the first one. However, the time frame is quantized to an integer number of time

slots and an iterative time-division adaptation is performed by adding or subtracting

a time slot from the BS frame, to maximize the total throughput, which is averaged

over the two hops. SNR-based path selection routing is considered, instead of joint

routing and scheduling, to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and overhead. Fur-

thermore, the time-division resource partitioning between BS and RS transmissions

in a frame remains suboptimal despite the gain obtained by optimizing the duration

of the subframes.

The objective function in [8] is the total average throughput of both the direct

and relayed links presented as a function of SNRs and some indicator (optimization)

variables. Two algorithms are proposed to improve the overall cell-throughput while

minimizing the system complexity. In both algorithms the BS transmission frame

is followed by an equal RS frame. The first algorithm performs subcarrier alloca-

tion with a predetermined equal power allocation (the same level for both BS and

RS). The second algorithm achieves an optimal joint power and subcarrier allocation.

Simulation results show that as the number of RSs increases, the sum rate is in-

creased, while the joint allocation algorithm continues to outperform the fixed power

allocation algorithm. Without relays, the joint algorithm introduces a marginal gain

especially at high SINR regime, and the power allocation part becomes equivalent to

water-filling.

In [9], an OFDMA relay network with multiple sources, multiple relays, and a
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single destination is investigated where resource allocation is considered with fairness

(load balancing) constraints on relay nodes. The authors’ approach is to transform the

integer optimization problem into a linear distribution problem in a directed graph to

allow the use of the linear optimal distribution algorithms available in the literature.

A (central) decision maker is assumed to know the CSI as well as the role of the

node (source/relay/destination). Due to the low speed of nodes, this role designation

does not change in an allocation period. The required information is collected at the

central unit for allocation decisions. It is also assumed that the subcarriers allocated

in the first hop are the same as those in the second hop. This reduction in available

frequency diversity gain results in a potential system performance loss. Besides,

centralized allocation schemes have an unenviable high signaling overhead problems.

Thus, in dense relay networks, high complexity and signaling overhead requirements

make them unattractive.

In [44] and [45], a multihop OFDMA-based downlink system is considered in a

single isolated cell, based on a fairness-aware adaptive resource allocation scheme. The

CSI is assumed to be available at the BS. The scheme performs adaptive subchannel,

path, and power allocation to maximize the system capacity with minimum resources

allocated to each user. The network architecture consists of a BS surrounded by three

relays. Dedicated frequency bands are reserved for the BS-RS links, i.e., the resource

allocation scheme considers only the links to users, either from the BS or RSs. The

problem is formulated in a way that a WS can be assigned to either a BS or any of its

RSs. However, as a result of excluding the BS-RS links from the resource allocation,

a RS is assumed to always have data buffered for all of the potential users that can

be served by this RS. WSs are allowed to receive allocation signals simultaneously

from different nodes and to use the broadcasted resource allocation information to

filter out received data.

This formulation leads to a mixed non-linear integer programming optimization
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problem, which is known to be very difficult to solve in real time. Therefore, a

best-effort fairness constraint is imposed to ensure that any user will be allocated a

fixed minimum number of subchannels α where 0 < α < N/K, where N and K are

the number of subchannels and users, respectively. The parameter α can be tuned

such that the optimization problem results in strict fairness (as α → N/K) or strict

capacity maximization (as α→ 0).

The heuristic fairness-aware algorithm is composed of three steps; subchannel

allocation, load-balancing, and power-distribution. The subchannel allocation step is

realized in two phases. In the first phase, subchannels are allocated fairly by sorting all

the channel gains (over all links and subchannels) in a descending order and allocating

subchannels in that order. Once a user is allocated with its α subchannels the user is

removed from the list. The remaining subchannels are allocated in the second phase

to their respective best users to improve the capacity in a manner to achieve load-

balancing which is to ensure that all nodes are allocated about the same number of

subchannels based on the believe that the offered load at any node is proportional to

the number of its assigned subchannels. The BS runs the load-balancing algorithm

until the difference in the number of allocated subchannels for any two nodes is less

than a chosen threshold, or when the difference in the channel gains assigned to

different nodes on a selected subchannel is larger than another threshold. These two

thresholds can be used to control the number of iterations. In the last step, the BS

and RSs distribute the total transmission power equally to the allocated subchannels.

The performance of the capacity maximization heuristic algorithm is close to

that of the optimal solution, and significantly outperforms the non-adaptive FDMA

resource allocation scheme. In addition, at the price of loss in capacity, the fairness-

constrained heuristic algorithm significantly increases the fairness index F (t), based
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on Jain’s index [47], defined as

F (t) =

(

∑K
i=1 ri(t)

)2

K
∑K

i=1 r
2
i (t)

, (2.2)

where ri(t)’s are user instantaneous rates. More elaborate discussion on Jain’s fairness

index is contained in Section 2.8.2.

To avoid a difficult non-convex optimization problem, [46] formulates a convex

problem in a downlink single-cell scenario by using preassigned subchannels and op-

timizing only the power allocation. Thereafter, a heuristic scheme for subchannel-

allocation using Lagrange dual-decomposition method is adopted. The authors pro-

pose a modified water-filling algorithm that can be solved by an inner-outer bisection

method. In the half-duplex relaying scheme, the total transmission time frame is di-

vided equally into two consecutive subframes, BS subframe and RS subframe. In the

BS subframe, the BS transmits directly to the single-hop users on the set of subchan-

nels B0 and transmits to each of the M fixed relays on some other disjoint subchannel

sets: B1, B2, ..., BM . In the RS subframe, RSs transmit to their respective users on

the disjoint subchannel sets: S1, S2, ..., SM . The power constraint is applied to the

problem in the form of total cell power constraint.

The optimal power allocation algorithm utilizes the Lagrange dual-decomposition

instead of a subgradient method, which requires a large number of iterations to con-

verge to the optimal solution. The optimal solution that satisfies Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker (KKT) conditions implies that for any RSj the sum-rate of the first hop over

the set Bj, j 6= 0, and the sum-rate of the second hop over the set Sj must be equal.

The solution finds a water-filling level k1 for all the subchannels in the BS set B0 and

a pair of filling levels (kj2 and kj3) for each RSj, corresponding to the subchannels in

the first and second hop sets, Bj and Sj, respectively. The following relation holds
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for all j:

k1 = kj2 + kj3. (2.3)

The proposed modified water-filling algorithm employs an inner-outer bisection method,

where the outer iterations determine an upper bound of k1 by applying the conven-

tional water-filling on the subchannels in B0, while the inner iterations adjusts {kj2}

and {kj3} to achieve the equality of the sum-rates of the two hops of all RSs. This

equalization is realized in the three-step heuristic algorithm as follows:

Step 1: Generate the modified inverse subchannel SNRs for all {Sj}, i.e., 1/γ1+1/γ2

where γ1 and γ2 are the normalized SNRs on the first and second hops, respectively.

Step 2: Determine k1 using conventional water-filling on the set B0 and the modified

subchannels in {Sj} under the total cell power constraint.

Step 3: Calculate the water-filling power required on the subchannels in {Bj} using

a bisection method.

The heuristic subchannel-allocation reads thus: the user with the highest SNR

occupies subchannels in B0, and the user with the lowest modified inverse subchannel

SNR occupies subchannels in {Sj}, whereas for {Bj} the worst Nj subchannels of the

BS are chosen.

The inference from this study can be summarized as follows: First, the subchan-

nel allocation is a critical factor in the system performance which requires further

investigations for finding an optimal scheme. Second, multihop relaying, along with

the proposed heuristic subchannel allocation outperforms the optimal resource allo-

cation in OFDMA networks without relays. The proposed optimal solution and the

heuristic scheme have not efficiently exploited the inherent multiuser diversity. In ad-

dition, the schemes overlook the routing and scheduling in the optimization process.

Because the treatment is based on simple network model, there are no provisions

for how such schemes can be applied to OFDMA-based multicellular networks. This
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Figure 2.3: Network layout and spatial reuse pattern [48].

last point is applicable to many of the current literature, only a handful of papers

are available in the open literature investigating relay-enhanced, OFDMA-based air

interface technology in multicellular networks.

2.4.2 Centralized RRM Schemes in Multi-cell OFDMA Relay Networks

In [48], a centralized downlink OFDMA scenario in a multicellular network enhanced

with six fixed relays per cell is considered. The proposed scheme considers efficient use

of subcarriers via opportunistic spatial reuse within the same cell, as shown in Fig. 2.3

(i.e., a set of subcarriers used in a BS - RS link (S2) can be reused after 180 degrees

angular spacing in a RS - WS link), even when no directional antennas are employed.

The data of WSs can be routed through any of the six relays, based on the maximum

power received rather than the SINR. This means that the relay selection strategy

is insensitive to the amount of interference received. The work in [48] is probably

one of the first papers to consider such spatial reuse in a multicell environment,

although, with a largely oversimplified model. Fading has not been considered except
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for independent lognormal shadowing on links, which means that subcarriers are

similar on any particular link. Consequently, the problem was formulated as the

minimum number of required subcarriers to satisfy a user’s quality of service (QoS).

This is used in the transmit scheme selection algorithm (TSSA) that switches among

single-hop (SH), multihop (MH) and MH with spatial reuse (MHSR).

In TSSA, the only scheme allowed in the interior hexagon is the SH directly

from the BS, whereas outside this region (relay region), TSSA could choose between

MH scheme or MHSR that requires less number of subcarriers to satisfy the QoS

requirements. With this strategy, an integer programming optimization problem is

formulated to maximize the number of users with satisfied QoS requirements.

Using the percentage of unsupported users as a performance metric, the perfor-

mances of TSSA and three other preset combinations represented as inner/outer re-

gion; SH/MH, SH/MHSR and SH/SH are compared. It is observed that a significant

increase in the number of supported users is achieved when applying TSSA while the

other three combinations performed in the following order: SH/MH, SH/MHSR and

SH/SH. Restricting a cell region to a particular transmission scheme, regardless of

the channel conditions, is suboptimal and potentially reduces the performance gains.

In addition, no technique was employed to mitigate the co-channel interference. By

ignoring channel variations and traffic diversity opportunities, the proposed scheme

has not exploited the inherent multiuser and frequency diversity gains.

The idea of grouping users based on their locations for allocation purposes ap-

pears in [49] in the downlink OFDMA-based multicellular relay-assisted network with

global frequency reuse. However, routing is decoupled from resource allocation. In

the distance-based relay selection strategy, users within a predefined neighbourhood

of the BS are restricted to a single-hop transmission from the serving BS. These users

are called “near-users”, while the “far-users” are those that can only receive in two-

hop transmissions through the closest RS. Two different time allocation policies are
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considered in the cell capacity formulations. The first policy is the time-orthogonal

policy, in which there is no frequency reuse at all on the three links; the BS-RS back-

haul link, the RS-far user link, and the BS-near user link. These links are activated

for only a fraction of the total time, µb, µf , and µn, respectively. In the second policy,

on a common subchannel, the BS-RS backhaul link is active within µb of the total

transmission time, while the BS-near user and RS-far user links are active simultane-

ously during the remaining µn+µf portion. Intra-cell interference could occur during

the latter concurrent transmissions, as no coordination is employed between the BS

and the RS.

Of particular importance is the spectrum reuse capability in this scheme. The

RS-far subchannel can be reused in the same cell by introducing a relay reuse factor

such that all or a subset of the M RSs in a cell transmit in the time and frequency

resource allocated to the BS-near user or each RS has to transmit on a subchannel

orthogonal to the subchannels of the other RSs. In the latter case, there is no intra-

cell reuse rather bandwidth is partitioned into M orthogonal blocks. In addition to

multiuser diversity gains, further capacity improvement is realized by the spectrum

reuse among the BS and RSs. It is observed that the performance of the proposed

schemes is insensitive to the relay reuse factor, which means that such reuse does not

improve the total capacity. The paper concludes that multihop relaying represents a

viable method for improving the QoS for the far users.

It might have been obvious that in the future wireless networks, centralized RRM

schemes are not the best option, considering latency, overhead, system and computa-

tional complexity, among other issues. Hence, the importance of distributed schemes

has been recognized. However, there has not been much progress in this front.
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2.4.3 Distributed RRM Schemes in OFDMA Relay Networks

In [50], a “semi-distributed” downlink OFDMA scheme in a single cell enhanced by M

half-duplex fixed relays is considered. The scheme divides the users into disjoint sets

located in the neighbourhoods of the BS and RSs, the approach that is common in the

literature and discussed above. The users attached to the BS and relays are referred

to as the BS-WS cluster and the RS-WS clusters, respectively. The BS allocates

some resources to the BS-WS cluster directly and to the RS-WS cluster through the

RS. Implicitly, it is assumed that all routes have been established prior to resource

allocation, regardless of the channel conditions, and that the same subcarrier is used

on the two hops, BS-RS and RS-WS. In addition, it is assumed that a protocol is

available for gathering CSI and the allocation decisions are broadcasted on a separate

control channels.

The authors in [50] classified their algorithms into Separate and sequential allo-

cation (SSA) and separate and reuse allocation (SRA). The starting point of these

two-step resource allocation schemes is basically the same. In this first step, each RS,

along with its user cluster, is treated as a large-sized WS with a required minimum

rate equal to the sum of all the minimum required rates of the WSs in its cluster. The

CSI, in terms of received SNR, is fed back from the RS in the form of two (1-by-N)

vectors carrying the received SNRs at the RS itself and a processed version of the

received SNRs at its connected WSs, on N subcarriers. The processing function can

result in the maximum SNR, the minimum SNR or the average SNR on each sub-

carrier. Hence, the BS allocates the resources among its own WSs and these virtual

large-sized WSs. In the second step, the RS allocates resources to the users in its

cluster based on one of two allocation schemes:

• Resources assigned in the first step to that BS-RS link are allocated among the

connected users, this is the SSA.
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Figure 2.4: Half duplex relaying patterns for SSA and SRA as in [50].

• The RS re-allocates all the N subcarriers to its connected users regardless of

the BS assignments, this is the SRA.

Figure 2.4 shows the difference in relaying between SSA and SRA within two equal

and consecutive time frames. Since both RS and BS could assign the same subcarriers

to their respective users, SRA is prone to intra-cell interference

The SSA and SRA are compared with the centralized resource allocation scheme.

In the three schemes the best user on any subcarrier is assigned at any decision-making

node, a continuous rate adaptive modulation is employed as in (5.1). Simulation

results for a single cell with one relay show that the semi-distributed scheme, SSA

in particular, has a comparable capacity and outage probability performance to the

centralized scheme. The SSA shows significant performance stability over the SRA.

Intra-cell interference that could occur during the RS frame in the SRA scheme brings

considerable increase in outage probability. The allocation at the RS spans all the

N subcarriers and has no coordination at all with that of the BS. Thus, the system

could suffer from instability.

In general, the proposed semi-distributed schemes reduce the amount of overhead

required to feed back the CSI and minimum rates to the BS, but in the case of SRA,

we observed that there is no need for communicating such information to the BS.

These schemes fail to exploit the interference avoidance and traffic diversity gains. In
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addition, there is an inherent loss in performance due to the decoupling of routing

and scheduling processes. An excellent tutorial outlining the promises in well-designed

distributed RRM schemes is available in [51].

2.5 RRM Opportunities and Challenges in OFDMA Cellular

Relay Networks

The focus of this section is mostly on the potential RRM opportunities and challenges

associated with the migration of OFDMA networks from the conventional cellular

architecture to the relay-enhanced. To be on the side of caution, it may be necessary

to re-examine the technical terminologies used in conventional networks as they relate

to this new paradigm shift, i.e., relay-enhanced networks.

2.5.1 Migration from Conventional Cellular to Relay-Enhanced

2.5.1.1 Centralized or Distributed?

There seems to be no agreement in the literature on the use of the terms “centralized”,

“decentralized”, and “distributed” as regards to the operation of RRM schemes. For

instance, in the context of conventional cellular networks (e.g., [51]), an RRM scheme

is considered to be centralized if there exists a central controller that gathers all the

information and feedback required from all BSs and performs global resource alloca-

tion as shown in Fig. 2.5. Whereas, an RRM scheme may be considered distributed if

each cell performs its own resource allocation individually based on local information,

and perhaps, aided with some inter-cell information. In the context of relay-enhanced

cellular networks, however, the latter scheme is referred to as centralized given that

the BS gathers information from the RSs and performs the resource allocation for

itself and the RSs as well.

One way to avoid such ambiguity is to tie the description to the relevant network
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Figure 2.5: Example relay-enhanced cellular architecture. A central controller per-
forms global resource allocation in centralized conventional networks.

“hierarchy”. For instance, a network-level distributed/cell-level centralized RRM

scheme could refer to a scheme that does not rely on a central controller to per-

form global resource allocation while each BS will individually handle the resource

allocation for all the entities in the cell including RSs. Similarly, a network-level

distributed/cell-level semi-distributed RRM scheme could refer to a similar scheme

but with the provision that RSs can partially participate in the resource allocation.

The importance of such precise terminology cannot be overemphasized in the fu-

ture networks where several entities will be involved, in one way or another, in the

realization of RRM schemes.

In addition to that, the ambiguity of the technical terminologies extends to an

important aspect which is “load balancing”.
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2.5.1.2 Cell-load Balancing

Load balancing is a function usually incorporated with the connection admission

control (CAC) mechanisms in conventional cellular networks. In that context, the

load balancing function refers to the handover (hand off) of some users between

adjacent cells to distribute the traffic load network-wide among BSs while maintaining

users’ quality of service (QoS). Although the load balancing as defined above will

be an integral part of any prospective RRM scheme in the relay-enhanced networks,

researchers often associate the term “load balancing” in relay networks with a different

function which aims at distributing the load evenly among all nodes, cell-wide. The

number of OFDM subcarriers handled by a node is often employed in literature as a

good estimate of the traffic load at that node [44], [52], and [53]. A balanced traffic

load reduces the packet processing delays at the regenerative relays.

One might refer to the first definition as network-load balancing while the second

definition might be referred to as cell-load balancing. In fact, cell-load balancing

also has some implications on inter-cell interference and fairness which we highlight

in Subsection 2.5.2 and Section 2.8, respectively. We will discuss the concept of

network-load balancing in relay networks in Subsection 2.5.1.5.

2.5.1.3 Various Forms of Wireless Relays of Different functionalities

It is envisaged that a plethora of relay stations of different specifications, functional-

ities, and geographical densities, will be part of the next-generation cellular network

architecture. As such, the prospective RRM schemes should be able to distinguish

between these different types of wireless relays and exploit their unique characteris-

tics. Moreover, strategies for handling the heterogenous relay network resulting from

the coexistence of these relay types will have to be considered. For instance, fixed

relays are assumed to be deployed with low density at strategic locations of the cell;
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possibly line-of-sight communication with the BS is maintained and wall outlet power

is available. This is totally in contrast to the mobile relays for which the channel,

protocols and power budget are all characterized by their mobility, e.g., roof-top ve-

hicular devices. Another different device is the autonomous (plug-and-play) type of

relay known as a nomadic relay which is a portable battery-powered device and mostly

deployed by the users. In [54], motivational scenarios for using mobile multihop relay-

ing are provided with emphasis on the use cases of these types of wireless relays. On

that note, the first part of this thesis considers fixed-relay cellular networks whereas

the second part considers the integration of a high density of nomadic relays into the

fixed-relay network.

As the architecture of next-generation cellular networks becomes more sophisti-

cated comprising a plethora of active nodes, distributed RRM schemes with limited

feedback, especially if involving mobile relays, become essential. Furthermore, in a

network with a large number of relays, more often than not, orthogonal resources are

required for multihop relaying purposes and thus a form of reuse is necessary. To

facilitate this reuse and combat the resulting interference, intelligent RRM schemes

are needed to balance between aggressive resource reuse and efficient management of

the associated co-channel interference (CCI).

Given such modern architecture, prospective RRM schemes are quite diverse in

terms of transmission protocols and optimization objectives. Among the fundamental

questions these protocols have to answer are the following; which transmission mode

(direct, multihop simple relaying, or multihop cooperative relaying) is optimal for a

particular user and which relay node(s) should be incorporated in that mode. This

is where efficient routing schemes come as an RRM design tool.
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2.5.1.4 Relay Selection or In-Cell Routing

Routing is thus a key issue of networks that support multihop relaying through de-

ployment of dedicated relays, users’ cooperative relaying, or protocols incorporating

both. Routing can be viewed as the process of establishing efficient connectivity be-

tween nodes over multihop links allowing coverage extension, throughput, and fairness

improvement. Since different routing schemes are expected to affect the system per-

formance differently in terms of throughput, delays, and signaling overhead, several

relay-selection strategies and relaying criterion are employed in the RRM schemes as

an initial step followed by scheduling user packets on the chosen path(s), e.g., [48].

However, performing routing and scheduling jointly is known to produce superior per-

formance results as compared to decoupled scheduling and routing [38]. Therefore,

expressed differently, resource allocation in such relay-enhanced networks is indeed

a joint scheduling and routing problem. However, it is quite challenging to devise

efficient RRM schemes that tackle the joint problem. The algorithm presented in

Chapter 3 is a good example though of a class of dynamic joint routing and schedul-

ing strategies discussed in literature [55], based on the theory in [56], as applied to

OFDMA relay networks [57]. In such a strategy, CCI is depicted by the achievable

rates of individual hops on different OFDM tones.

In addition to the multihop relaying schemes, the joint routing and scheduling

problem challenges as well the multihop cooperative schemes in relay networks. In

fact, the authors in [58] observe that in order to devise efficient routing algorithms to

establish a path through multiple clusters of possible cooperating nodes, the problem

is in principle joint routing, clustering, and resource allocation.

It is worth mentioning that in the context of relay-enhanced cellular networks,

‘in-cell routing’, or simply relay selection, in case of two-hop relaying within the

cell vicinity, is the most commonly considered [37]. Nevertheless, more sophisticated
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schemes that enable a sort of mesh topology exploit the substantial increase in degrees

of freedom by establishing routes comprising relay nodes even located in adjacent cells,

i.e., inter-cell routing. Such RRM schemes, despite incurring further complexity, are

of great research interest [59].

2.5.1.5 CAC and Handover for Network-Load Balancing via Inter-Cell

Routing

As we mentioned earlier, RRM schemes have to work in conjunction with a CAC

mechanism [60], which decides, based on available resources and connected users’

QoS, whether to admit an incoming connection to a particular cell (BS) or deny it

and handover the user to a neighboring non-congested cell through a handover mech-

anism. Such mechanisms are essential to balance the load network-wide and reduce

the blocking probability. With the deployment of relays, more handover opportunities

arise through enabling inter-cell routing. In that case, a user with denied connection

to one cell can be admitted to an adjacent cell by establishing a connection through

one or more RS(s) in the latter. This dynamic load balancing mechanism is termed

‘primary relaying’ in [61], in which the authors integrate ad hoc relaying schemes

into cellular networks. An alternative mechanism termed ‘secondary relaying’ is also

proposed where an ongoing connection can be diverted through RSs to an adjacent

cell and the vacant resources are then inherited by the incoming connection. Such

a mechanism is beneficial whenever handover opportunities are limited for the user

with an incoming connection due to traffic and channel conditions.

Although the concept could be generalized, to alleviate the burden on the cellular

resources, these dynamic load balancing mechanisms rely on the availability of out-

of-band channels, such as the 2.4-GHz Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band,

to facilitate multihop relying and user access [62]. Several works have analyzed the

performance of these mechanisms and proposed different routing or path selection
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criteria; a mathematical theory has been developed in [63]. It has been noted however

in [58] that out-of-band relaying requires UTs and RSs equipped with multiple radios

operating on different frequency bands; the default cellular interface and an ad hoc

wireless interface. Moreover, we observe that these inter-cell routing mechanisms

were proposed and analyzed for TDMA/CDMA-based networks rather than OFDMA-

based relay networks.

Mesh routers employing a combination of WLAN and OFDMA-based WMAN

radios have been considered though in [64] where a game-theoretic framework for

bandwidth management and CAC in an integrated WLAN/WiMax multihop relay

architecture is proposed to provide service to mobile hotspots. The admission control

criteria therein limits the number of ongoing connections at a mesh router so that

their total utility is maximized.

2.5.2 Co-Channel Interference in OFDMA Cellular Relay Networks

Another burdensome challenge that faces the RRM schemes in next-generation cel-

lular relay networks is the increase in co-channel interference (CCI). In fact, CCI is

inherent in any multicellular network mainly due to inter-cell and intra-cell resource

reuse. Clustering, cell sectorization, and static/dynamic fractional frequency reuse

are common techniques used to control the inter-cell interference (ICI) in conventional

cellular networks. With the increasing demand of high data rates in next-generation

networks, highly aggressive reuse schemes are envisioned to achieve a much higher

spectral efficiency. The aggressive reuse suggests that entire system resources will

be made available in each cell while intra-cell spatial reuse can be applied to further

improve resource utilization given that a part is consumed in facilitating multihop

relaying on orthogonal channels.

On the cell level, some techniques such as dynamic power allocation [55] can be

employed, as a link adaptive technique, to either mitigate or cope with the excessive
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CCI in such interference-limited systems. It is however observed that the vast major-

ity of works apply static intra-cell spatial reuse patterns based solely on user locations,

e.g., reusing the channels assigned to RS-UT links in the BS-UT links within the close

vicinity of the BS [43], [49]. Such static reuse patterns are not informed by the resul-

tant CCI. However, more intelligent RRM schemes are supposed to control the CCI

through opportunistic intra-cell reuse utilizing instantaneous channel conditions and

antenna directivity [65]. In such cases, least CCI levels are attained, under-utilized

resources, if any, are used first. Thus, different channels will have different reuse

factor realizations.

More importantly, while relays are deployed with the potential of improving cov-

erage and assisting users having unfavorable channel conditions (e.g., cell-edge users),

an adverse effect arises. That is, in the downlink scenario, relays deployed in one cell

bring the interference closer to the cell-edge users in the adjacent cells; this potentially

increases the level of inter-cell interference and renders a more interference-limited

system for the prospective RRM schemes in their attempt to attain the desired high

spectral efficiency.

Therefore, some recent works, e.g., [66] and [67], have extended the static frac-

tional frequency reuse technique to OFDM cellular relay networks as a compromise

solution between aggressive reuse and cell-edge performance due to the inter-cell in-

terference caused by the neighboring relays. In both works, a three-sector cellular

network is considered where the fractional frequency bands are used for the RS-UT

communication at the relay coverage area while the whole band is used for the BS-

UT and BS-RS communication in each sector. However, such techniques require

planning and limit the opportunities a prospective relay-based scheme could exploit

in frequency, multi-user, and spatial diversity within the relay coverage area.

Having observed that cell-edge relays potentially increase the level of ICI, an

interesting question could be; can relays help mitigate the inter-cell interference? In
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fact, some works such as [68] and [57] do employ the cell-edge relays in mitigating

the inter-cell interference. In [68], an RS located at the cell-edge is shared by the

surrounding BSs and is equipped with multiple antennas. The shared RS separates the

received mixed signals and performs interference suppression using MIMO techniques,

on the same resource block, before forwarding to respective UTs; we will revisit this

approach in Section 2.6. Using a different approach, the algorithm in [57] (discussed

in the following chapter) utilizes the existence of relays and their uniform geographical

deployment to spatially randomize the ICI through its inherent cell-load balancing

feature which results in an even distribution of OFDM subchannels among the active

relays of each cell. As such, a cell-edge user being served by a relay in one cell is less

likely to receive ICI from the closest relay of the adjacent cell.

On the network level, dynamic inter-cell coordination could be the candidate for

addressing interference problems. Dynamic inter-cell coordination can be employed

by exchanging vital interference information among BSs over the backbone network

connection to achieve the interference avoidance gain and improve user throughput

and/or fairness. Although several inter-cell coordination schemes have been proposed

in the literature for conventional and LTE cellular networks [69], [70], there have not

been proposals for dynamic coordination schemes designed for cellular relay networks

so far. Interestingly, our efforts towards devising dynamic inter-cell coordination

schemes for OFDMA-based cellular relay networks led to some important observations

on the issue of pronounced ‘interference uncertainty’.

The challenges of Co-Channel Interference Uncertainty: Due to the dynamic and

synchronous nature of the network-level distributed resource allocation process in

multi-carrier cellular networks, the lack of interference predictability represents a

challenging problem that has been observed in the literature of conventional OFDMA-

based cellular networks. Generally, such uncertainty of subcarrier quality arises when

the network is partially loaded such that BSs, based on individual allocation decisions,
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are not fully utilizing the set of available subcarriers. Various techniques that aim

at increasing the predictability of interference in conventional OFDMA-based cellular

networks are discussed in [51] which we summarize as follows:

• Partitioning (imposing structures): Power shaping over time slots within the

frame, on-off power shaping over the cell sectors in time, fixing the sequence

of resource allocation to users, or limited exchange of interference information

between neighboring BSs.

• Discretization of the quantities involved in the resource allocation such as trans-

mit power levels, steering coefficients of the directional antennas, and transmis-

sion rates.

Although some of these techniques may still be imported to relay-enhanced type of

networks, they will basically compromise the aggressiveness in resource reuse and

limit the available degrees of freedom. Moreover, these techniques are anticipated to

be less efficient in combatting the uncertainty problem as it becomes more pronounced

in relay networks. The main reason is not far-fetched; the problem originates from

the dramatic increase in the ICI dynamics resulting from switching over different

link budgets of potential interfering links as the subcarrier assignment hops among

different cell nodes (see Fig. 2.6).

In other words, a receiving node on a particular subcarrier, somewhere in the

network, will experience a dramatic change in interfering signal strength when the

subcarrier-to-node assignment changes in the interfering cell from an allocation in-

stant to another. To the best of our knowledge, current literature on relay-enhanced

networks overlooked such deterioration in the CCI uncertainty. However, our results

for RRA schemes and some dynamic inter-cell coordination schemes as applied to

OFDMA cellular relay networks revealed the following:

1. Some dynamic inter-cell coordination schemes may not tolerate the increased
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frame i frame i+1

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Snap shots of the cellular network in downlink explaining the CCI uncer-
tainty problem: (a) CCI during frame i, (b) CCI during frame i + 1. Solid arrows
represent desired signals in the center cell.

CCI uncertainty as their embedded optimization criteria rely on the assessment

of how much ‘harm’ each individual interferer causes to other nodes before

taking decisions against the most harmful interferers. As such, relying on the

outdated interference power observed during the previous transmission can ob-

viously overestimate a tolerable interferer or underestimate a very strong one in

the following transmission. Therefore, the overall performance gain in through-

put or fairness might be insignificant, if not in the negative direction. For

instance, this has been observed in the performance of a binary power control

coordination scheme in which a central controller is employed to only resolve the

conflicts in suppression requests issued by the receiving users or relays against

their most harmful interferers in the adjacent cells.

2. On the other hand, RRA algorithms designed for OFDMA-based relay networks

might, however, tolerate the increased uncertainty as the subcarrier quality met-

ric used is usually tied to the sum of received interference power, e.g., signal-to-

interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), rather than individual interferer strength.

Thereafter, if practical adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) is employed,
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as a link adaptive technique, a wide range of these SINRs is then quantized to

one out of a few AMC modes or spectral efficiencies [71]. More importantly,

any greedy or even fairness-aware RRA algorithm, will end up allocating the

‘best’ subcarrier through a comparative or a sorting routine. As such, the al-

location result is not necessarily sensitive to the actual values of the outdated

quality metrics or SINRs (observed during the previous transmission) and there-

fore the algorithm might still achieve its desired objective without significant

performance losses.

Since the last observed interference power values may not represent the actual

interference situation when transmission takes place, optimization could rely on a

statistical value of the past sequence of previous interference measurements. For

instance, a moving-average interference filtering approach has been examined in our

studies for its simplicity in terms of computation (similar to the filtering used in

the proportional fair scheduler). This recursive single-tap filter basically provides

one output sample Ĩ(t) of interference that is more influenced by immediate past

measurements than earlier ones, within a time window controlled by α, as

Ĩ(t) = (1− α)Ĩ(t− 1) + αI(t− 1), 0 < α < 1. (2.4)

The parameter α can be carefully chosen. A review on the research development

towards adapting the transmission using the statistics of measured SINRs, rather

than relying on the outdated information itself, is provided in [72].

2.5.3 Restating the Strategy for Improving the Goodput Efficiency

As mentioned earlier, both dynamic inter-cell coordination and link adaptation are

possible techniques for CCI avoidance or mitigation. Both techniques rely on channel

state information (CSI) feedback from the receiver to the transmitter, as frequent as
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the relevant resource allocation process. Since the net throughput or ‘goodput’ de-

pends on how much feedback overhead penalty the RRM scheme incurs, the CSI feed-

back represents an additional challenge to any prospective centralized RRM schemes

in OFDMA-based cellular relay networks. This is because, in principle, the required

CSI feedback in such networks is substantially higher than that required for the con-

ventional cellular networks due to the following reasons:

• Signals at source nodes have multiple potential recipients among which the

routing algorithm selects the appropriate receiving nodes.

• Relays, as receivers, are also required to provide CSI feedback to the source

node(s).

• Half-duplex relaying is commonly employed due to current practical limitations

on the operation of wireless relays. Therein, the transmission time frame is

split into two consecutive sub-frames (e.g., in downlink, BSs transmit and then

BSs and RSs transmit) and thus links that are active during both sub-frames

experience two different interference situations which need to be reported within

the duration of a frame as compared to a single interference situation in case

of conventional cellular networks. In fact, this applies even if the channel gains

do not change along the whole frame duration.

2.6 Role of Multi-antenna Systems in the Future Networks

The combination of multi-antenna systems in the form of multiple-input multiple-

output (MIMO) and OFDMA has been shown to yield a rich synergy. From RRM

perspective, MIMO in its simplest implementation, can significantly improve the mul-

tiplexing gain of system links. Such boost in the quality of communication links yields

significant savings in the system resources as less resource blocks are needed therein

to satisfy the users’ QoS requirements. Thus system capacity in terms of the number

of users and/or traffic load is increased and a reliable service is attained. In fact, The
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LTE technology has positioned itself to exploit this opportunity. For conventional

MIMO, different UTs are expected to carry multiple antennas according to their size

constraints.

Different strategies are required in order to enjoy the benefit of MIMO transmis-

sion in a scenario where multiple antennas are not deployable at the terminal. For

instance, cooperative relaying schemes and protocols are envisioned to build virtual

antenna arrays from distributed single-antenna terminals [73]. This however is pos-

sible in the evolved LTE, i.e., LTE-Advanced where relays are an integral part of

the technology. The current LTE specification indicates that mixed (in terms of the

number of antennas) terminals are supportable and thus point-to-point MIMO can

be realized for terminals equipped with multiple antennas. For the single-antenna

terminals, the conventional maximal ratio combining technique can be used to im-

prove the system reliability since the eNodeBs (LTE base stations) are deployed with

multiple antennas.

Another important aspect of multi-antenna relay-aided systems is the opportunity

of establishing efficient multihop routes through beam-forming and the smart antenna

capabilities of nulling the CCI from neighboring users or relays. A more elaborate

exploitation of the combined relaying and multi-antenna technologies is observed

in [68] where multi-antenna cell-edge relays are shared by the surrounding BSs and

separate the received mixed signals using MIMO techniques. Without resorting to

resource planning and partitioning, such scheme alleviates the interference burden on

system resources and further facilitates aggressive reuse.

In summary, multi-antenna systems will provide a great opportunity for advanced

signal processing (such as beam-forming, pre-coding, and multiplexing, among others)

essential for reliable and bandwidth-efficient system deployment.
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2.7 Extending Conventional scheduling algorithms to Cellu-

lar Relay Networks

A common strategy to extend a conventional non-relaying scheduler to relay net-

works, though not optimal, is the generic framework of partitioning the users into

clusters around the chosen serving nodes (BS and RSs), and based on this partition-

ing resources are shared among the nodes. Each node then schedules the users as

in conventional OFDMA systems. Examples are the partial proportional fair (PPF)

scheduler and the extended/greedy round-robin schedulers in [74], and the reference

scheme in [75]. The proportional fair scheduler (PFS) is a widely used scheduler that

provides a compromise solution between network capacity-greedy scheduling and user-

fairness oriented scheduling. Thus, it realizes the multiuser diversity gains to some

extent while maintaining a degree of fairness across UTs [76]. A simple implementa-

tion of this scheduler allocates a resource unit to the UT that maximizes the ratio of

its achievable rate on that unit to its exponentially weighted average rate [77].

Although PFS is known in the literature to provide an efficient throughput-fairness

tradeoff, incorporating this scheduler in multi-carrier systems has not been investi-

gated vigorously [78]. This is going to change soon given the recent developments

in the literature. Through the strategy described earlier, some heuristics have in-

tegrated PFS into combined relay and OFDMA technologies such as in [49], [79],

and [80]. Since the BS node is required to allocate the resources among the direct

UTs and the feeder links of the RSs, a priority metric for such feeders to contend

with direct UTs has been proposed in [79]. For the relay-enhanced scheme proposed

in [80], a potential improvement in proportional fairness sense can be realized through

the clustering (in-cell routing) criterion of UTs which aims as well at maximizing the

proportional fairness metric. PFS has been also implemented in [81] considering both

half- and full-duplex UTs in a multihop FDD network. However, due mainly to the
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inherent lack of queue-awareness in the PFS besides the suboptimal extension strat-

egy, the relay-enhanced scheme proposed in [57] is shown to provide more fairness in

throughput rate sense.

Beside the prominent challenges, it is important to point out the fairness oppor-

tunities residing in such rich environment with numerous degrees of freedom. In the

following section, we discuss various fairness types, fairness assessment methods, as

well as some possible fairness implementations in prospective RRA algorithms.

2.8 Fairness in OFDMA Relay Networks: An Obligation or

A Privilege?

Schedulers in OFDMA-based networks can be designed to fully exploit multiuser and

channel diversities in both time and frequency to maximize the total cell capacity

in a greedy manner at the expense of fairness among users. Such a design approach

is network-centric and does not take individual users’ QoS into account. Thus, the

applicability of these algorithms in practical cellular networks is doubtful since users

pertaining to the same service class will be charged similarly while the service is not

distributed evenly. Clearly, from a roaming user’s perspective, the inability to main-

tain fairness defeats service reliability and ubiquity as it becomes channel and location

dependent. That would be deemed a failure on the part of the service provider, de-

spite the technology and ingenuity embedded in network equipment. In that sense,

fairness as an obligation rather than a privilege ensures user satisfaction, regardless

of location and channel conditions.

Therefore, user fairness expectations would be even higher in modern relay net-

works where service providers advertise outstanding quality of service based on the

new architecture widely adopted by the state-of-the-art standards. With less diversity

sacrifices in mind, relaying promises ubiquitous coverage and QoS improvement for
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the users with unfavorable channel conditions. Fairness obligation is thus stronger,

whereas keeping such promises is conditioned on the awareness and smartness of the

RRM scheme in use.

Relative fairness [82] is a very important aspect when it comes to practical im-

plementation. That is because users subscribe to different service classes offered by

the service provider for different cost per bit. Thus, heterogenous traffic flows are ex-

pected to coexist with different statistical nature and QoS requirements. Therefore,

fairness assessment has to be conducted within subgroups of users that pertain to

the same service classes taking into account their respective on and off traffic bursts.

Otherwise, in order to incorporate multiple classes into the fairness assessment, some

works have proposed modified fairness metrics or assessment criterion by introducing

relative weights [83] or using normalized throughput [84], [85]. In that sense, results

reflect on the relative fairness yet they may vary from a time window to another

within a session due to the different traffic properties.

Various fairness classes are noted in [31] such as short-term fairness, long-term

fairness, and time-average fairness. The classification is dependent on the time win-

dow size used to evaluate the chosen fairness metric. Generally, achieving short-term

fairness imposes stringent constraints on the RRM scheme while less stringent con-

straints for the long-term fairness and relaxed constraints for the time-average fair-

ness. The choice of the appropriate fairness class to investigate the fairness of an RRM

scheme should be based on the traffic model and the relevant QoS requirements.

Relay fairness is another important aspect of RRM in OFDMA-based relay net-

works which is different from user fairness because there are no QoS requirements

specific to RSs. In fact, relay fairness as appearing in the literature, aims at distribut-

ing the traffic load almost evenly among RSs so that no RS will be overloaded [9].

In [86], relay fairness is assessed based on the power consumption at the relays, un-

der different relay selection mechanisms, to operate a cooperative diversity scheme
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without overloading the battery of one or more relay(s). We also note that if the

relay’s transmit power per subcarrier is fixed, maintaining an almost even distribu-

tion of subcarriers among relays limits each relay’s total transmit power and thus its

power amplifier rating and the consumption of its battery energy, for battery operated

relays. In addition, a balanced traffic load reduces the packet processing delays at

the regenerative relays. Even in the context of integrated WLAN/WiMAX multihop

mesh networks considered in [64], it is observed that the network resource utilization

can be improved by balancing and sharing the load among the mesh routers (relay

nodes with multiple radios), through efficient routing mechanisms.

Therefore, we observe that the term ‘cell-load balancing’, as defined earlier in

Section 2.5, and the term ‘relay fairness’ can be used interchangeably, regardless of

the measure used to quantify the load.

2.8.1 Notion of Fairness in this Thesis

In the first part of the proposed work of this thesis, an OFDMA cellular relay network

is considered where users pertaining to the same service class receive statistically

symmetric inelastic traffic processes. Whereas, the statistics vary from a class to

another. In order to achieve a ubiquitous and reliable service in such system, the RRA

scheme has to dynamically route, and allocate appropriate resources to, each admitted

user’s traffic flow regardless of the user’s location, instantaneous traffic bursts, and

short- and long-term channel conditions. In other words, the scheme has to achieve

throughput fairness within each class of symmetric traffic flows, and more importantly,

achieve relative fairness across these asymmetric classes such that light traffic flows

are not deprived resources due to the heavy (or temporarily heavy) traffic flows.

These notions of fairness and ubiquity of throughput-optimal scheduling are quite

uncommon in the literature due to the absence of a cellular system model and/or the

lack of an efficient implementation that reveals such behavior.
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It is also worth emphasizing that such fairness notion does not contradict our

intuition of the throughput-fairness trade-off commonly observed in the literature

that considers systems with continuous backlogs or full buffers. In fact, this full

buffer scenario has been adopted in the second part of the thesis where we address

the integration of self-organizing nomadic relays into the fixed-relay network. In

full buffer models, the user with the highest achievable rates would always achieve

the maximum resource utilization and thus the maximum throughput, if assigned

the whole resources on the expense of fairness. In contrast, our RRM schemes in

Chapter 5 maintain the ubiquity and reliability in terms of the minimum QoS for all

users, whereas the schemes proceed thereafter in a greedy manner. It is clear though

that the aggregate throughput in such case would be less than that of a pure greedy

scheme due to that degree of fairness we achieve. We also note that the minimum

QoS level can be tuned by the operator for each service class, if any.

2.8.2 Fairness Metric Examples

Fairness functions can be viewed from two different perspectives: Fairness criteria

implemented in routing and scheduling algorithms to assess priorities of users and

evaluate whether compensation is required; and fairness metrics used to investigate

and classify fairness-aware algorithms. In the following, we briefly mention the most

commonly used fairness functions or metrics

1. The proportional fairness metric; considering a network with K users with the

same service class and priority, the scheme that maximizes the proportional

fairness metric, expressed as

F =

K
∑

i=1

log ri, (2.5)

is more fair according to the game-theoretic definition of proportional fairness
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which implies that any change in the ‘proportionally fair’ rate allocation x ,

to say rate allocation y , must have a negative total relative change [76], i.e.,

ΣK
i=1

r
y
i −rxi
rxi
≤ 0.

2. The Jain’s fairness index [47] assumes a value between 1/K and unity for a

network having K users with the same service class and priority. Mathemati-

cally, Jain’s index can be expressed as in (2.2). Figure 2.7 shows the behavior of

Jain’s index for a 2-users case. The index possesses low sensitivity at high rates,

where small variations between users can be neglected, and high sensitivity at

low rates where similar variations are not negligible.

3. The IEEE 802.16m fairness index [87] maps each user’s rate to a value between

0 and K as expressed in the following:

xj =
rj

1
K

∑K

i=1 ri
. (2.6)

Figure 2.8 shows the behavior of the index expression for user 1, x1, in a 2-

users case. It can be seen that the behavior of x2 occupies the volume that

is complementary to that of x1. Note that the function is not finite when all

users achieve exactly zero rate. However, this is not a practical situation since

the RRA algorithm would allocate, in the worst case, all or a portion of the

resources to some user.

4. The fairness factor [31] has been developed to measure fairness in RRM nonco-

operative static games. As shown in (2.7), this factor represents the normalized

statistical standard deviation of user’s throughput compared with that of a

single-user case. In contrast to Jain’s index, the higher the factor the less the
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Figure 2.7: The behavior of Jain’s index function in a 2-users case.

fairness realized among users.

ρ =
1

T

√

√

√

√

1

K − 1

K
∑

i=1

(

Ti

Tmax
i

− T

)2

, (2.7)

where Tmax
i is the maximum throughput user i could achieve solely while T =

average(T i), T i = average(Ti/T
max
i ).

2.8.3 Fairness Implementation in RRA Algorithms

Basic scheduling approaches and criterion (e.g., max-min or round-robin and propor-

tional fairness) as well as the popular practical schedulers such as: the channel state

dependent packet scheduling (CSDPS), the channel independent packet fair queueing

(CIF-Q), and the server-based fair approach (SBFA) were proposed for the conven-

tional networks. There are no provisions for how such approaches should be applied
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to a relay-enhanced cellular network, which is different from the conventional down-

link point-to-multi-point problem. Therefore, new algorithms need to be developed

to facilitate fair scheduling and routing in such networks. While the literature in this

area is still gathering momentum, one can realize that most of the algorithms pro-

posed so far focus on total capacity maximization and, sometimes, with some fairness

constraints imposed on the optimization problem, e.g., [44] and [8].

Since capacity does not map directly to throughput due to traffic burstness, such

scheduling and routing algorithms will not satisfy the QoS requirements because they

are unaware of traffic and queues status. In other words, allocating resources for

some links based solely on SINRs or achievable rates, even under fairness constraints,

can result in substantial performance losses if the buffers of source nodes contain

insufficient data at that allocation instant. For that reason full queues at all potential

source nodes, despite unrealistic [43], are often implied in some studies, e.g., [48].
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An interesting approach is to involve buffer states or queue lengths in the formu-

lation of the optimization problem and thus not only is wastage of resources avoided

but also traffic diversity is exploited, which means that when some users’ traffic is

in the off period, more resources can be utilized to provide a better and more fair

service to the other users.

One way of involving the buffer states in formulation is to work out the opti-

mization problem as a sum-utility or sum-demand maximization where such metric is

proportional to both the queue length at the source and the link quality at destina-

tion. In [88] and [89], modified versions of this metric are used in conventional cellu-

lar SDMA/TDMA and OFDMA networks, respectively. Generally, queue-awareness

allows RRM schemes to take corrective actions in following allocation frames to com-

pensate the overlooked user buffers, if any, and potentially improve fairness in the

long term. However, these corrective actions are limited to subchannel allocation

in the conventional RRM schemes which clearly can not combat large pathloss un-

less inter-cell routing through handover between neighboring BSs is employed. This,

however, has implications on load balancing among BSs.

In contrast, queue-aware relaying schemes offer the opportunity to circumvent

the problem of large pathloss, due to heavy shadowing for instance, through in-

cell routing. This is done by selecting the appropriate RS(s) and resource units

for the associated hops. The authors in [38], used the aforementioned metric in a

relay-enhanced single carrier CDMA network. In the next chapter, joint routing and

fair scheduling algorithms employing a similar metric are presented. The algorithms

represent different optimization formulations in an OFDMA-based relay-enhanced

network [57], [90].
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2.9 Channel Models and Numerical Examples

Radio propagation models have significant impacts on the performance of algorithms

designed for wireless communication systems. To test new algorithms, the channel

models need to be versatile to adequately represent the real-life environments in which

the systems will be operating. For this reason, many research forums have considered

channel models as an important part of their research efforts. The Wireless World

Initiative New Radio (WINNER) project [92] invested a significant amount of time

in developing spatial channel models that are an evolution of 3GPP’s channel model.

To capture a wide range of applications, the WINNER channel model extends from

short range to wide area which covers indoor, typical urban micro-cell, typical urban

macro-cell, sub-urban macro-cell, rural macro-cell and stationary feeder link and in

the frequency range 2 to 6 GHz.

Frequency diversity and time selectivity are among the features that an RRM

scheme could exploit to enhance the performance of the wireless network using OFDM

signaling. Generating channel samples through IFFT/FFT [91] present a peculiar

challenge and it is worth mentioning. The IFFT/FFT approach requires all channel

samples to be generated and stored prior to simulating the allocation process. Thus,

in a large number of subcarriers or subchannels, and potentially a large number

of access and interference links (and/or due to the many fixed and nomadic relays),

generating a large number of independent channel realizations can be computationally

exhaustive3. We demonstrate the realization of versatile and realistic channel models

that incorporate Rayleigh (Fig. 2.9) and Ricean (Fig. 2.10) fading correlated in time

and frequency. Fig. 2.9 shows some realizations of time-frequency correlated Rayleigh

fading channel and a 6-tap power delay profile. A channel model representing a low

Doppler spread and line-of-sight feeder scenario is shown in Figure 2.10. In these

3Refer to Appendix A for simulation tips on how to generate large numbers of independent
time-frequency correlated fading realizations.
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Figure 2.9: Time-frequency correlated Rayleigh fading realization for a speed of v =
10 Km/hr fc = 2.5 GHz.

figures, the relative speed v (m/s) between the transmitter and receiver, the operating

carrier frequency fc (Hz) are given. Therefore, the max Doppler spread fd (Hz) can

be calculated using [91]

fd =
v

c
fc, (2.8)

where c (in m/s) is the speed of light. The delay spread for the simulated channels

can also be obtained from the power delay profile, h = [0 − 1 − 9 − 10 − 15 − 20]

dB and tap delays, τ = [0.000 0.300 0.700 1.100 1.700 2.500] µs. The essential fea-

tures of the channel that can be exploited by OFDM technique is obvious in the two

figures. The dynamic fading across frequency and time provides the opportunity to

use the channel when it is most favorable for transmission. Despite this opportunity,

some of the works in the literature rely only on the frequency diversity, and assume

time-invariant channels with little or no mobility [8, 46]. However, in the single-cell

relay networks in [43] and [50], time-frequency-correlated Rayleigh fading channels,

with exponential power-delay profile for user links using Jakes’ model, are used.
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Figure 2.10: Time-frequency correlated Rician (K-factor of 10 dB) fading realization
144 subchannels fd = 4 Hz.

2.10 Conclusions

This chapter provides a comprehensive survey of radio resource management schemes

in relay-enhanced OFDMA-based wireless networks. Numerous publications have

highlighted the crucial need for devising intelligent RRM schemes to harness the op-

portunities in future OFDMA relay networks where conventional schemes are not

applicable. We addressed some of the opportunities, challenges, and terms associated

with the migration from conventional cellular architecture to relay-enhanced. In gen-

eral, the algorithms proposed in literature aim at exploiting the variations in wireless

channels by adaptively allocating scarce communication resources to network entities
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to either maximize or minimize certain network metric for some given constraints.

Users’ expectations are much higher given the advertised objectives and fairness obli-

gation is stronger in such networks. We therefore discuss some fairness implemen-

tation techniques along with some example fairness metrics towards the design and

performance evaluation of prospective fair radio resource allocation algorithms.

Some of the proposed algorithms are designed to reduce the required signalling

overhead compared to the optimal solution, when the optimal solutions involve pro-

hibitive complexity. For instance, there are on-going research efforts towards finding

more efficient centralized RRM algorithms, since most of those proposed in the exist-

ing literature are overly complex. Furthermore, significant savings in overhead and

system complexity can be obtained through distributed resource allocation schemes.

Therefore, research in distributed RRM algorithms in OFDMA relay networks has

started drawing attention.
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Chapter 3

Fairness-aware RRM in Downlink OFDMA

Cellular Relay Networks

3.1 Introduction

Through intelligent RRM, the combination of relaying and OFDMA techniques has

the potential to provide high data rate to WSs or user terminals (UTs) everywhere,

anytime. In contrast, conventional opportunistic schedulers will rarely serve UTs with

bad channel conditions such as cell edge UTs; this defeats the notion of ubiquitous

coverage targeted in future networks, and exposes the importance of fair RRM algo-

rithms to facilitate location-independent service, especially when users subscribed to

the same service class are charged similarly regardless of their channel conditions [31].

The opportunities in relaying and OFDMA techniques bring some interesting chal-

lenges due to the increased dynamics, degrees of freedom, resource reuse, and com-

plexities incurred in resource allocation and interference management, especially in

networks with large numbers of users and relays [11]. This fact highlights the impor-

tance of dynamic and intelligent radio resource management (RRM) schemes with

efficient spectrum utilization [11], [58]. As such, the literature on RRM in OFDMA-

based cellular relay networks is steadily growing discussing various schemes in terms

of objective (user-centric or network-centric), processing and feedback (ranging from
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fully centralized to distributed), as well as scope (considering systems with single

cell/single relay to multicellular/multiple relays) [10].

As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, the RRM algorithms in the literature of OFDMA

conventional networks can not be directly applied to relay-enhanced networks since

the problem is not just a scheduling problem. Rather, it is in principle, a joint routing

and scheduling problem. However, the vast majority of RRM schemes presented in

the literature decouple in-cell routing and resource allocation for simplicity. Thus,

limiting the opportunities in spatial diversity and channel dynamism the scheme

could exploit. In fact, pathloss-based and distance-based relay selection are common

and simple strategies, e.g., [37] and [48]. In addition, the desired user fairness may

not be attained through the fairness-oriented schemes that rely solely on achievable

and allocated capacities (channel-awareness only), e.g., proportional fair scheduling

(PFS) [77], [93]. We have also observed in the literature the tendency to maximize

the total cell capacity, e.g., [8] and [49] whereas capacity does not map directly to

throughput due to the burst traffic. As such, imposing constraints to allocate fair

shares of the cell capacity might not result in actual throughput fairness. The lack of

traffic- or queue-awareness also prevents such schemes from exploiting the traffic di-

versity (statistical multiplexing) and accounting for previously relayed data that need

to be rescheduled due to a practical ARQ protocol. Finally, the relay-based RRM al-

gorithms developed for single-cell system models along with their performance results

are not applicable to practical multicellular scenarios since inter-cell interference is

not considered, e.g., [43], [44] and [46].

Although distributed schemes are more attractive, it is essential to seek outstand-

ing performance benchmarks to which various decentralized schemes can be com-

pared. Nevertheless, an interesting question arises; can we design centralized RRM

algorithms that incur low complexity and save substantially in feedback overhead?
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3.2 Contributions and Relevant Work

Devising dynamic traffic- or queue-aware RRM schemes tackling the joint routing

and scheduling problem constitutes therefore a worthwhile yet challenging research

opportunity. In [56], Tassiulas et al. laid a foundational theory on throughput-

optimal scheduling in wireless multihop mesh networks incorporating queue-awareness

into the scheduling policy which allocates resources dynamically to multicommodity

flows. They showed that maximizing the sum of a queue length-based drift metric

over all node pairs is the maximum throughput policy which stabilizes all network

queues under the largest set of mean exogenous arrival rates for which the network

queues can be stabilized. Nevertheless, the authors stressed that devising efficient

algorithms to solve the optimization problem given the constraint set imposed by the

system model of each particular application is important for implementation.

Several works have adopted throughput-optimal scheduling thereafter proposing

scheduling policies for adhoc networks, non-OFDMA, or conventional (non-relaying)

cellular networks with different optimization formulations. For instance, in [88]

and [89], conventional cellular SDMA/TDMA and OFDMA networks are respectively

considered thus eliminating the joint routing and scheduling aspect of such policies

and limiting the queue stabilizing opportunities to the resource allocation at the BS.

While fairness is crucial to realize the desired service ubiquity and reliability in

cellular networks, it should be noted though that throughput-optimal policies are

not fairness-oriented in principle, as they aim at stabilizing all user queues under

any heterogenous traffic flows within the system’s capacity region. Therefore, in [94],

a congestion control mechanism is proposed for a conventional cellular network to

introduce user fairness through traffic policing, if the arrival rates at the BS are

elastic (adaptive).

In [55], Neely et al. proposed a centralized dynamic routing and power control
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More importantly, the one-shot optimizations in [55], and similar works such

as [88], [38] and [95], have no mechanisms to prevent outstanding queues -with rela-

tively high mean arrival rates or with the same mean arrival rates yet experiencing

high instantaneous bursts- from unnecessarily acquiring most, if not all, of the system

resources during the subject time slot. That is because the backlog weights will not

be affected by how many resources are allocated until the next time slot. Thus, in

such scenarios resources are wasted while low traffic flows experience high latency

until their backlog weights dominate; that indeed implies a limitation on the system’s

capacity (within which the policy is throughput-optimal) due to implementation. An

enhanced DRPC policy is suggested in [55] where priorities of low traffic queues are

enforced through some empirical scaling parameters at each node.

It is worth noting that in the literature on throughput-optimal scheduling in multi-

hop mesh networks, the commonly adopted (relaying) protocol assumes that the nodes

are capable of transmitting and receiving different data concurrently on different chan-

nels, e.g., node N2 in slot i, N5 in slot i + 1, and N7 in slot i + 2, in Fig. 3.1. We

refer to that traditional protocol as the quasi full-duplex relaying (quasi-FDR)

protocol which is different from the theoretical full-duplex mode considered earlier

in the literature [96], [97] . Hence, given their numerous desired features, it is quite

interesting to study first the performance of traditional throughput-optimal policies

(employing the quasi-FDR) when formulated to operate in an OFDMA cellular relay

setup.

Therefore, in this chapter, we study a novel throughput-optimal formulation with a

novel low-complexity centralized algorithm that achieve a ubiquitous coverage, high

degree of user fairness and enables intra-cell load balancing under symmetric user

traffic in the downlink of OFDMA cellular fixed-relay networks. The policy performs

joint in-cell routing and scheduling using only two-hop relaying and prevents resource

waste, in contrast to prior art, through efficient bit-loading constraints or iterative
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optimization in the low-complexity algorithm. The scheme utilizes the opportunities

provided in channel dynamism, spatial, and queue and traffic diversities. We also

show how the feedback overhead is substantially reduced as compared to existing

centralized schemes.

The journal paper [57], the patent fillings [98], the conference paper [99], as well as

the technical report [100] are the outcomes of the work presented in this chapter. Open

research directions and possible extensions of this work are provided in Chapter 7.

3.3 System Description and Assumptions

In the multicellular network, the BS serves K UTs either directly or through M

RSs in a cell. All resources are available in each cell resulting in aggressive resource

reuse. The total bandwidth is divided into N subchannels, each composed of a set of

adjacent OFDM data subcarriers1. The serving BS and each of the M RSs in a cell

are equipped with K user-buffers. User packets arrive at the corresponding BS buffer

according to the traffic model. The channel fading is assumed to be time-invariant

within a frame duration. We first consider a generic scenario that is not restricted to a

specific geographical deployment of RSs. Thus, potentially, any UT can be connected

to any combination of the M RSs yet in only two hops as RSs are not allowed to

exchange user data. Such unconstrained relay selection or ‘open routing’ exposes the

ability of our routing strategy to dynamically settle for the best route(s) for each UT

given an arbitrary relay deployment. We also present a constrained mode of operation

for the routing strategy where geographical relay deployment can be exploited offering

substantial savings in feedback overhead.

In the proposed scheme, a UT can receive from a group of nodes (BS and/or RSs),

1The number of OFDMA subcarriers that comprise a subchannel is less than the expected co-
herence bandwidth of the channel.
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and any node can transmit as well to multiple destinations, simultaneously, on differ-

ent orthogonal subchannels. In line with the quasi-FDR protocol, any RS is assumed

to have the ability to receive and transmit concurrently on orthogonal subchannels. A

practical concern might arise if orthogonal transmit and receive subchannels happen

to be close in frequency band. Since RSs are fixed, they can be deployed with two

antennas (if necessary, at different elevations); a directional antenna for the feeder

link from the BS and an omni-directional antenna to the UTs, thus, alleviating such

concern.

Load balancing in relay networks, as discussed earlier in Section 2.8, is often

associated with distributing the load evenly among the cell nodes. Thus, the number

of OFDM subcarriers handled by a node is often employed in literature as a good

estimate of the traffic load at that node [9], [44]. The following section describes the

proposed scheme in detail and explains how the load balancing function is integrated.

3.4 The BS’s Joint Routing and Fair Scheduling

The objective is to maximize the total cell throughput while maintaining throughput

fairness among users. The idea is to operate a throughput-optimal scheduling policy,

that stabilizes user queues at all nodes, in a system that receives equal inelastic mean

arrival rates at only one source node in the cell which is the BS. Therefore, the fair

behavior of such policy is a special case due to our cellular network system model

where we consider that all users belong to the same service class and thus have the

same mean arrival rates and the same QoS requirements. Such policy is perceived

fair given a similar scenario in [38]. Since in principle throughput-optimal policies

perform joint routing and scheduling of traffic dynamically without knowledge of the

channel and traffic statistics, a maximization of the sum of the drift metric with proper

constraints on frame-by-frame basis achieves our throughput and fairness objectives
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and exploits the degrees of freedom in multiuser, spatial, and traffic diversities.

Let us define the drift (or loosely ‘demand’) metric for any node-UT link on

subchannel n as the product of the achievable rate on that link and the queue length

of the user’s buffer at that node, as follows

Dn,m→UTk
= Rm,k,nQ

m
k , m = 0, 1, . . . ,M, (3.1)

whereas the demand of any BS-RS link on subchannel n incorporates the queues at

the BS (node 0) and those at the RS and can be expressed as

Dn,BS→RSm
= R0,m,n max

k
{(Q0

k −Qm
k )

+}. (3.2)

The function (.)+ sets negative arguments to zero. Qm
k is the queue length of UT

k at node m in bits or bytes (shown in blue bars in Fig. 3.2). Whereas Rm,k,n and

R0,m,n are the achievable rates on the links nodem-UTk and BS-RSm, respectively,

on subchannel n. These rates are calculated, without loss of generality, using the

continuous rate formula for adaptive modulation given as

Ri,j,n = W log2

(

1 +
−1.5 γi,j,n
ln(5Pe)

)

, (3.3)

where γi,j,n is the the received SINR from source i at destination j on subchannel

n. Pe and W are the target bit error rate and the OFDM subchannel bandwidth,

respectively. As an alternative, either Shannon capacity formula (possibly with some

practical SINR gap or penalty) or a discrete AMC lookup table can be used.

It can be easily shown that any monotonically increasing function of the metric,

in its composite form, will result in the same RRA.
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Figure 3.2: Example partial network showing the potential links of the BS and RS2

on subchannel n.

3.4.1 Mathematical Formulation of the RRA at the BS

In order to maximize the total cell throughput while stabilizing user queues at all

nodes, the RRA scheme needs to assign the subchannels with the highest capacities at

any node to the outstanding queues at that node. This can be achieved by optimizing

the assignment of subchannels to all links and the assignment of user buffers to feeder

links so that the sum-demand is maximized at each allocation instant. The resource

allocation at the BS can be formulated as a binary integer linear programming (BILP)

problem as

max
ρ,γ

{ N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=0

K
∑

k=1

ρm,k,nRm,k,nQ
m
k

+

N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

γ0,m,nR0,m,n max
k
{(Q0

k −Qm
k )

+}

}

, (3.4)

subject to the constraints
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ρm,k,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (m, k, n), γ0,m,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀ (m,n), (3.5)

M
∑

m=0

K
∑

k=1

ρm,k,n +
M
∑

m=1

γ0,m,n ≤ 1 ∀ n, (3.6)

N
∑

n=1

K
∑

k=1

ρ0,k,n +
N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

γ0,m,n ≥ µ,

N
∑

n=1

K
∑

k=1

ρm,k,n ≥ µ ∀ m 6= 0, m ∈ Mact, (3.7)

T

N
∑

n=1

(

ρ0,k,nR0,k,n +

M
∑

m=1

γ0,m,nR0,m,nω
m
k

)

≤ Q0
k ∀ k,

T
N
∑

n=1

ρm,k,nRm,k,n ≤ Qm
k ∀ (m, k), m 6= 0. (3.8)

In the above, ρm,k,n is the kth UT binary assignment variable to the mth node,

m = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M , on the nth subchannel (m = 0 corresponds to BS, and the rest

correspond to relays). The variable γ0,m,n is the mth relay binary assignment vari-

able to the BS node on the nth subchannel whereas T is the transmission time of

the downlink frame and µ = bN/|Mact|c is the minimum number of subchannels to

be assigned to any active node (BS or RS) where Mact = {m : ΣkQ
m
k 6= 0}. The

binary indicator ωm
k is 1 if user k has the highest queue difference between the BS

and RSm, and 0 otherwise. The constraints in (3.5) force the optimization variables

to binary values while the constraints in (3.6) ensure that at most one link is active

per subchannel. The constraints in (3.7) guarantee even distribution of subchannels

among all nodes and hence balances the load. Finally, the constraints in (3.8), unlike

the majority of works in the literature, e.g., [44], [43], and [48], ensure efficient bit-

loading and prevent resource waste if the total capacity of the links withdrawing from

a particular buffer is greater than the queue length at that buffer. Therefore, solving

the optimization problem in such a novel formulation, results in the joint routing and
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fair scheduling, guarantees efficient use of resources, and balances the load among cell

nodes. A discussion on the routing strategy will follow in the next subsection. The

unique aspects of the problem formulation leading to the outstanding performance of

the proposed scheme are summarized as follows:

• A single linear objective function is maximized towards achieving a remarkable

combination of both high ubiquitous throughput and user fairness, under the

system model considered.

• The formulation does not rely on or imply any kind of preset routes, user parti-

tioning, or resource partitioning, which are known to be suboptimal simplifying

techniques.

• Dynamic routing and scheduling are performed jointly using the ‘differential

backlog’ represented by the queue-length difference between BS and RSs [55];

this is analogous to the hydrostatic pressure between fluid tanks connected

with pipes of different capacities which are controlled by the on-off assignment

variables while UTs represent the relevant sinks of individual user flows.

• Traffic diversity is exploited through incorporating the buffer states; this does

not require knowledge of the arrival process statistics.

• Load balancing between relay nodes is achieved jointly as well and not by rear-

ranging the optimal allocation [9], [44].

The computational complexity, however, of such three-dimensional BILP

problem is non-polynomial in time and can be approximated to O
(

((M + 1)K)N
)

.

As such, the complexity might reach prohibitive limits in a system with high density

of UTs and RSs given the expected high number of subchannels. Therefore, in the

next subsection, we propose a low-complexity iterative algorithm that virtually up-

dates the buffer states between iterations while satisfying all of the aforementioned

constraints.
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3.4.2 A Low-complexity Iterative RRA Algorithm

The formulated problem can be viewed as a three-dimensional assignment prob-

lem in which even subchannel-to-node assignments are required. The Hungarian

algorithm [101] is an efficient solver, with polynomial complexity, for similar two-

dimensional assignment problems and thus has been used in different scheduling al-

gorithms for non-relaying networks, e.g., [7], [69], and [102]. Before we discuss how

the Hungarian algorithm is applied to our assignment problem, we highlight the fol-

lowing facts: 1) Applying the Hungarian algorithm to an N -by-(M +1) profit matrix

results in the optimal one-to-one assignment. 2) If all the N jobs (> M + 1) are re-

quired to be assigned such that each worker (node) handles almost the same number

of jobs (load balancing) while his assignments are interdependent, due to time (or

buffer size) constraints, a close-to-optimal solution is attained by applying the Hun-

garian algorithm N/(M + 1) times (iterations) while eliminating the assigned jobs

(subchannels). Note that each iteration is solved optimally.

If we visualize the three-dimensional space of the assignment variables in our BILP

formulation, let the horizontal plane be N -subchannels-by-(M + 1)-nodes then the

vertical dimension represents all the links that node m may select from to activate on

subchannel n. Mathematically, projecting onto the horizontal plane, through maxi-

mizing along the vertical axis for each pair (n,m), does not change the combinatorial

problem, i.e., does not change the optimal solution since there is no interdependency

between the disjoint sets of links at different (n,m) pairs.

Since the resultant two-dimensional demand matrix is generally rectangular, we

resort to the iterative approach as interdependency may exist between multiple sub-

channel assignments to the same node due to the buffer size constraint. The demand

values are thus updated based on the result of the previous iteration before conducting
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the next one. In that case, each iteration is solved optimally as a one-to-one assign-

ment through the vertical maximization followed by the Hungarian algorithm. As a

result, the performance of the whole algorithm is close-to-optimal. The algorithm is

composed of the following steps which are executed each allocation instant:

1. The demand metric of each RSm on subchannel n is calculated as the maximum

of K potential links as follows:

Dn,m = max
k
{Rm,k,nQ

m
k }, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M. (3.9)

Thus, Dn,m is the best proposal of RSm to use subchannel n while the UT

associated with that maximum is marked as the candidate receiver. The demand

metric for the BS node is the maximum metric of M +K potential links and is

expressed as
Dn,0 = max

j
{Dn,BS→j} , (3.10)

where Dn,BS→j is calculated using (3.1) and (4.2), and j denotes any of the po-

tential destinations. Thus, Dn,0 is the best proposal of the BS to use subchannel

n. The destination associated with that proposal is marked as the candidate

receiver. Note that if the destination is a RS, the UT that achieved the highest

queue difference on that link is marked as well.

2. After calculating the (M+1) demand metrics on each subchannel, the algorithm

solves a one-to-one optimization problem to maximize the total demand by

applying the Hungarian algorithm to the N × (M + 1) demand matrix [Dn,m]

(See Fig. 3.3).

3. The algorithm virtually updates the affected UTs’ queues according to the de-

cisions of the previous iteration.

Qm(ı+1)

k = (Qm(ı)

k − bR
(ı)

mT c)+ . (3.11)

In the above, Qm(ı)

k is the input queue length to iteration ı and R
(ı)

m is the rate of
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the link assigned by the Hungarian algorithm to node m as a result of iteration

ı. Note that the queues at destination RSs are not incremented between iter-

ations because the transmissions on all subchannels occur simultaneously and

the algorithm has to obey the causality law.

4. The rows corresponding to the assigned subchannels are eliminated.

5. Steps 1-4 are repeated for the unassigned subchannels until all enqueued packets

are scheduled or the subchannels are exhausted.

Due to the one-to-one assignment, each iteration will only assign M +1 subchan-

nels to theM+1 active nodes2. As a result, each node is linked to only one destination

per iteration; this prevents, along with step 3, the same queue length from being in-

volved in the activation of more than one link as discussed earlier. Furthermore, if

N mod (M + 1) = 0, each node will be assigned exactly N/(M + 1) subchannels.

Hence, load balancing is inherent in the algorithm. The discussion on simulation

results will highlight the benefits of the load balancing feature.

For further illustration, a pseudo code for the iterative algorithm follows where U ,

N , K, andM denote the sets of unassigned subchannels, all subchannels, UTs, and

RSs, respectively.

Routing of user data is thus performed dynamically and jointly with its resource

allocation. Such dynamic routing strategy uses the maximum differential backlog

represented by maxk{Q0
k−Qm

k } to establish the routes. Several works have employed

this dynamic routing strategy such as [38], [55], and [94], based on the throughput-

optimal link scheduling policy developed in [56] for multihop packet radio networks

where routes can comprise indefinite number of hops. However, by ‘open routing’ in

the cellular network we mean that a UT can be connected to any set of RSs while

the algorithm is not informed a priori of which RS(s) to use for that UT. Note that

2The number of active nodes is generally |Mact| which is usually equal to M + 1 in a loaded
network under open routing.
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Pseudo-code for the quasi-FDR RRA algorithm at the BS

Initialization: U = N

while ‖U‖ 6= 0 and
∑

Qm 6= 0

for each n ∈ U

for m = 1 to M

Dn,m = maxk{Rm,k,n Qm
k }

κn,m = argmaxk{Rm,k,n Qm
k }

Dn,0→m = R0,m,n maxk{(Q0
k −Qm

k )
+}

κm = argmaxk{Q
0
k −Qm

k }

end for

Dn,0→k = R0,k,nQ
0
k

Dn,0 = maxj{Dn,0→j}, j ∈ K
⋃

M

κn,0 = argmaxj{Dn,0→j}

end for

% D = [Dn,m] is the demand matrix.

(n̂, m̂)⇐= Hungarian(D) % Vectors of indices

U = U − {n̂},Nassigned = ‖n̂‖ = ‖m̂‖

%Nassigned ≤ min{M + 1, ‖U‖}

for i = 1 to Nassigned

n̂ = n̂(i), m̂ = m̂(i), r̂ = κn̂,m̂

if r̂ ∈ M then

k̂ = κr̂,

Q0
k̂
= (Q0

k̂
− bR0,k̂,n̂ T c)+

else

Qm̂

k̂
= (Qm̂

k̂
− bRm̂,k̂,n̂ T c)+

end if

end for

end while
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Figure 3.3: The demand matrix during one iteration. Rows with assigned entries
are crossed out and eliminated. Red entries reflect on the queue updates due to the
previous iteration.

a route is comprised of two hops only as RSs are not allowed to exchange user data

amongst them. Therefore, in the open routing mode, initial accumulation of the user’s

data may occur at some RS(s). For instance, let us assume that RSM in Fig. 3.2 has

a heavily shadowed link to UT3 while the BS has forwarded some UT3 data to RSM ,

In this situation, these packets neither will be forwarded to UT3 nor will they be

absorbed by a neighboring RS. However, the algorithm exploits the presence of these

trapped data, as they reflect on the quality of the second-hop link, by reducing the

likelihood of further nominating UT3 data on BS-RSM feeder link, irrespective of the

channel. That is, while some other user queues at RSM are being discharged from one

iteration to another, UT3 may no longer achieve the maximum difference Q0
k −QM

k .

The algorithm therefore, possesses the ability to learn from the previous forwarding

mistakes to improperly selected RSs in previous iterations.

To further demonstrate the feasibility of the dynamic routing and its learning abil-

ity, we examine another mode of operation for the dynamic routing strategy named

‘constrained routing’ and compare it to the open routing mode. In that mode, rout-

ing constraints are imposed on BS-RS transmissions accounting for the geographical
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distribution of the RSs and user locations. As such, the dynamic routing is allowed

to operate on only Mcnst (≤M) closest RSs to each UT; this is done by ignoring the

user buffers at the irrelevant (far) RSs while calculating the differential backlogs3.

Intuitively, faster routing convergence is expected due to fewer forwarding mistakes.

More interestingly, the improvement comes along with substantial savings in feedback

overhead due to the eliminated links as discussed in Section 3.7.

The computational complexity has been significantly reduced using the iter-

ative algorithm since each iteration optimizes a two-dimensional assignment problem

using the Hungarian algorithm with polynomial complexity of O(N 3
u). This is be-

cause [Dn,m] is rectangular with the number of unassigned subchannels Nu usually

greater than the number of nodes (M +1). Given that M +1 rows (subchannels) are

eliminated in each iteration, the maximum number of iterations required to assign

all resources (if necessary) is d N
M+1
e. Therefore, the complexity of iterations rapidly

decreases in cubic polynomial manner as Nu decreases.

Since the total complexity of step 1 is O(MK), the complexity of the whole al-

gorithm is loosely upper-bounded by O( N4

M+1
), which is polynomial with substantial

complexity reduction as compared to the BILP problem. A more precise complex-

ity estimate is down to O(N
2(N+M+1)2

4(M+1)
); that approximation holds for reasonable K

satisfying MK � N 2. Note that both are bounds because the algorithm may incur

less complexity if it stops before allocating all subchannels. Unlike the majority of

algorithms, the complexity decreases as M , the number of RSs, increases. For the

limiting case M + 1 = N , both estimates coincide at the asymptote O(N 3) which

implies the optimal one-shot Hungarian solution.

3This selection of relay sets is adopted for simplicity. A more appropriate selection could be
based on pathloss rather than distance only.
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3.5 PFS-based RRM in OFDMA Relay Networks

In this section we consider the Proportional Fair Scheduling (PFS) concept [77], [76].

PFS is known in literature to provide an efficient throughput-fairness tradeoff for

conventional (non-relaying) networks. Therefore, integrating PFS with the most

commonly adopted RRM techniques in the literature of OFDMA relay networks rep-

resents a reasonable reference scheme. The generic framework is to partition the

UTs into clusters around the chosen serving nodes (BS and RSs), partition resources

among nodes accordingly, then allow individual nodes to perform PFS as adopted in

OFDMA-based systems [49], [80]. Some essential details of the PFS-based scheme

are shown in Fig. 3.4 and summarized as follows:

• The closest serving node is chosen by the UT. As such, the direct BS transmis-

sion to K0 UTs occurs within a radius of half the distance between the BS and

RSs while Kr =
∑M

m=1 Km UTs are relayed.

• Based on such connections, the BS reserves N0 = N K
K0+2Kr

subchannels to allo-

cate among its direct UTs and feeder links. The remaining N −N0 subchannels

are partitioned among the RSs in proportion to the numbers of their connected

UTs. The total power available at each node is divided equally among the

subchannels of its allocated partition.

• The PFS at each node updates the average rates after allocating a subband

of the available subchannels. The number of the subbands S is a parameter

in the implementation of PFS in OFDMA-based systems [78] [87], and affects

the choice of the averaging window size Tp in (3.12). This is a low-complexity

implementation of PFS in multicarrier systems [93].

• At each RSm, subchannel n is assigned to user k∗ = argmaxk
Rm,k,n

Rk(ı−1)
, k ∈

Ka
m, where K

a
m is the set of active UTs (with buffered data at RSm), Rk(ı) is

the exponentially weighted average rate of user k after allocating the current
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3.6 Simulated Network Performance

3.6.1 Simulation Models and Parameters

Matlab system-level simulations have been conducted. The Network and channel

parameters are given in Table 3.1.4 The cellular network consists of 19 non-sectorized

hexagonal cells enhanced with 3 or 6 RSs per cell. These relays are placed at a

distance of 0.65 of the cell radius from the BS and with a uniform angular spacing.

UTs are uniformly distributed within the cell area. Independent Poisson packet arrival

processes are assumed at BS queues. The average arrival rate is 632 packets (188 bytes

each) per second per UT. The path-loss model used is PL = 38.4 +A log10(d) where

A = 23.5 for BS-RS links and A = 35.0 for all other links. RSs transmit to UTs

with an omni-directional antenna and receives with a highly directive antenna from

the BS. Independent lognormal shadowing is assumed for all links but with different

standard deviations. Time-frequency correlated Rician fading is assumed for (LOS)

BS-RS links while all other (NLOS) links are assumed to experience time-frequency

correlated Rayleigh fading.

3.6.2 Simulation Results and Discussion

Figure 3.5 shows scatter plots of UT time-average throughput against UT distance

from the BS for 6 and 3 RSs with 25 UTs/cell. Each point in the plot represents the

time-average throughput (over 100 allocation time frames) for a particular UT within

a drop with fixed location and shadowing. The time average is calculated over the

downlink frame duration which is 2/3 of the total TDD frame duration. Statistics

are collected from 7 cells (the center cell and the surrounding 6 cells) for each of

30 drops. The performance of the proposed algorithm in its open and constrained

4Adopted from the WiMAX Forum based on IEEE 802.16e. The pathloss model, RS antenna
pattern, and BS-RS channel power delay profile are adopted from the WINNER project: www.ist-
winner.org.
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

BS-BS distance 1 Km

RS distance from BS 0.65 × cell radius

UT min. close-in distance to BS 35 m

BS Tx. antenna gain 15 dB

RS Tx. antenna gain 10 dB

RS Rx. antenna θ3dB = 20◦ π/9

UT Rx. antenna gain 0 dB

Shadowing σ for NLOS links 8.9 dB

Shadowing σ, for LOS links (BS-RS) 4 dB

Rician K-factor for BS-RS links 10 dB

Carrier frequency 2.5 GHz

Total bandwidth 20 MHz

UT mobility 20 Km/hr

BS-RS links max. Doppler spread 4 Hz

Number of channel taps 6

Number of channel taps (BS-RS) 8

TDD frame length 2 msec

Downlink : Uplink ratio 2:1

DL Tx. time in OFDM data symbols 11 symbols

OFDM subcarrier bandwidth 10.9375 KHz

OFDM symbol duration 102.86 µsec

Subchannel width 18 subcarriers

Total number of subchannels 102

CR-QAM target BER 10−3

Noise power density at Rx. nodes -174 dBm/Hz

BS total Tx. power PB 46 dBm

RS total Tx. power PR 37 dBm

PFS averaging window size Tp 5

PFS number of subbands S 7

PFS radius of direct Tx. region 0.325 × cell radius
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Figure 3.5: Time-average user throughput as function of user location and shadowing
with 25 UTs/cell using 3 and 6 RSs.

routing modes and that of the reference PFS scheme are compared. The distance-

based conditional mean of user throughput is approximated by the 3rd-degree fitting

curves of the scatter points as a means of averaging out shadowing. For the proposed

scheme, the uniform average throughput across the cell area is clearly evident and

demonstrated by the almost flat performance from BS to cell edge. This implies that

a fair service and ubiquitous coverage are provided for all users regardless of their

locations, channels, and interference conditions. Some throughput gain is further

achieved when the algorithm operates with 6 RSs in its more practical constrained

routing mode due to better routing convergence.

On the contrary, the coverage of the PFS reference scheme is significantly dis-

tance dependent as the mean throughput depreciates when users move away from the

serving node, especially at the cell edge. That is mainly due the fact that spatial
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diversity is not exploited (due to static routing) while scheduling a UT on the avail-

able subchannels partially exploits the frequency diversity and, moreover, may not

overcome large pathloss (e.g., due to heavy shadowing) which dominates all the UT’s

subchannels. This results in a very poor time-average throughput for such UT (i.e.,

points at the bottom of the scatter plot). Whereas, the scatter points for the pro-

posed algorithm have high throughput and narrow spread. This indicates the ability

of the dynamic routing strategy to find the appropriate path(s) for such UTs and

to deliver a fair service. The difference in performance is further emphasized in the

scenario with 3 RSs as more users are expected to have poor link qualities from their

serving RSs in the PFS scheme. However, the proposed scheme still offers a reason-

able ubiquity and substantial throughput gains over the reference scheme, especially

at the cell edge.

Note that the traditional PFS is not queue-aware and expected to provide per-

formance inferior to the shown here where the PFS at a serving node excludes the

users with empty buffers. Although such practical constraint enables the reference

PFS to partially exploit the traffic diversity, it does not prevent resource under-

utilization. Figure 3.6 shows the CDF of the time-average throughput with both

the open and constrained routing modes. Different Mcnst are considered. The 5th-

percentile throughput of such CDFs is associated with cell-edge users in LTE evalua-

tion methodology [80], [103]. First, a substantial 5th-percentile throughput advantage

of 540% is realized for the proposed scheme in its open routing mode as compared

to the PFS scheme which possesses a poor lower tail behavior. Second, the perfor-

mance gaps between different cases of the constrained routing mode and the open

mode of the dynamic routing strategy are generally narrow (8.6% at most). Such

close performance implies that the open routing mode has an inherent capability of

avoiding the poor routes to the UTs using the differential queue length information as

discussed earlier in Subsection 3.4.2. However, some throughput losses are inevitable
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Figure 3.6: CDF of the time-average user throughput with 25 users and 6 RSs per
cell.

due to initial forwarding mistakes and after occasional improvements of the poor links

(due to small-scale fading and/or co-channel interference). Note that the constrained

routing mode also utilizes the same learning ability to establish routes using fewer

yet better candidate RSs for each UT. This can be observed in Fig. 3.7 (Fig. 3.6 with

zoom-in).

In Fig. 3.7, a slight cell-edge throughput improvement of 2.76% is attained by

excluding the farthest 2 RSs (Mcnst = 4) as compared to the open routing mode.

Using only the 3 closest RSs (Mcnst = 3), yields the best improvement (8.6%) as

the ‘far’ RSs with potentially poor links to UTs have been excluded along with the

associated throughput loss. As expected, further elimination of RSs reduces the

spatial diversity the dynamic routing exploits and thus the performance degrades

slightly from Mcnst = 3 to Mcnst = 2 and significantly at Mcnst = 1, where only the

closest RS is allowed, resulting in a degradation of 2.9% relative to the open mode.
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Figure 3.7: Lower tail behavior of the CDF of the time-average user throughput with
25 users and 6 RSs per cell.

As an alternative interpretation of these results; at a target average throughput of

1 Mbps, the outage probability of the proposed scheme ranges between 2.8% in the

open mode and 2% in the constrained mode Mcnst = 2 or 3 as compared to 25.6%

with the PFS scheme.

Figure 3.8 shows the total average cell throughput, as function of the number

of UTs per cell, employing 3 and 6 RSs. The behavior in these curves is in agree-

ment with the multiuser diversity concept and emphasizes the ability of the proposed

scheme to maximize the total cell throughput by exploiting the multiuser, frequency,

spatial, and traffic diversities. We employ the IEEE 802.16m fairness index [35] and

Jain’s fairness index [47] to assess the performance of the proposed and the reference

schemes in terms of the time-average fairness and the long- and short-term fairness,

respectively. Although the two metrics have different mathematical properties, both
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Figure 3.8: Total average cell throughput for the competent schemes.

metrics are symmetric for all user rates, and in both, ideal fair situation will be in-

dicated by exact unity values. This is in line with our system model considering

users with same priority. The time-average throughput rates, for 15 and 25 UTs with

3 and 6 RSs, are collected from all drops to plot the CDFs shown in Fig. 3.9. It

can be observed that the same outstanding fairness behavior is achieved by the open

and constrained routing modes with M = 6 at the different loading levels. While it

becomes more difficult to maintain fairness as the number of users increases, there

is insignificant degradation with the proposed scheme at 25 UTs/cell as opposed to

the PFS scheme. Furthermore, reducing the number of RSs to 3 with 15 UTs has

almost no impact on the fairness behavior of the proposed scheme and only a slight

degradation with 25 UTs/cell; this however does not hold for the PFS scheme.

Jain’s index has been widely used in relevant works, e.g., [7], [80], and [104], and

it is recommended by the WiMAX forum [105] for fairness assessment of proponents’

algorithms. It is here defined as
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xwj
=

(

∑K

i=1 ri,wj

)2

K
∑K

i=1 r
2
i,wj

, (3.14)

where ri,wj
is the ith user’s average throughput rate achieved during the j th time

window wj. As such, the index is a positive fraction that is lower-bounded by 1/K.

Therefore, in Fig. 3.10, the closer the CDF to a unit step at unity the more long-term

fairness the scheme achieves after a time window of 20 frames. Although short- and

long-term fairness are much more stringent than time-average fairness, the relative

behavior observed in Fig. 3.9 matches that observed in Fig. 3.10 for long-term fairness.

Generally, queue-awareness allows RRM schemes to compensate the overlooked
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user buffers, if any, and potentially improve user fairness, at least, in the long term

sense. However, PFS relies on metrics based solely on allocated channel capacities.

Furthermore, under static routing, as the number of users increases with fewer RSs

employed, more UTs links to the serving nodes experience large pathlosses and thus

only low achievable rates are left for the PFS to apply its fairness criterion. In

contrast, the proposed scheme circumvents the problem of heavy shadowing and/or

large pathloss through dynamic in-cell routing. This explains its ability to further

improve fairness as time evolves and to exploit the spatial diversity when the number

of RSs is increased, yielding such a wide gap in performance as compared to the

reference PFS scheme.

It is worth mentioning that such outstanding performance in terms of throughput

and fairness is achieved without overloading any node in the system. We demonstrate

the intra-cell load-balancing behavior of the proposed scheme through Fig. 3.11 which

shows a normalized histogram for the number of subchannels assigned to each node

in a cell of a BS and 4 RSs during a drop of 100 time frames. It can be observed that

each node is persistently assigned 20 subchannels, what is equal to N
M+1

. We note

that this is achieved with the exception that if a node has no buffered data, then this

node is excluded from the assignment and the load balancing is maintained among

the active nodes only. Thus, the very limited perturbations shown deliberately in the

figure occur only during the first few initialization frames when RSs start with empty

buffers while resources are assigned among the BS and only the RSs that have received

data to forward. In addition to distributing the traffic load among cell nodes, the

load balancing feature also spatially spreads (randomizes) the co-channel interference

across the network exploiting the uniform geographical relay deployment.
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mitting nodes.

3.7 Signalling Overhead and Delays

In order for an RRM scheme to exploit the multiuser and frequency diversities, the

allocation process should be conducted periodically with a period not greater than

the shortest channel coherence time which is determined by the highest user mobility

supported. Therefore, if the allocation is conducted at the beginning of each TDD

frame, the feedback is required that frequent for maximum mobility users, e.g., 90

Km/hr based on our adopted frame duration as per the WiMAX Forum. However, for

lower mobility, the feedback can be acquired as less frequently as each bTc/TFc frames.

That is the maximum integer number of TDD frames less than the user’s coherence

time of the channel (4 TDD frames in the simulated scenario). As such, the RRA

algorithm can be invoked that often while the allocation result will be applied to the

transmissions of the intermediate frames until the following allocation instant. Such

relaxed resource allocation, however, less exploits the traffic diversity for highly burst

traffic. We hereby discuss the following items to quantify the amount of feedback
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information required each allocation instant:

• Implementing the constrained routing mode provides substantial savings in feed-

back overhead. That is because no feedback is required from the UT for the

eliminated RS-UT links.

• In practice, AMC lookup tables are used and therefore reporting the indices of

the achievable AMC levels per link significantly saves in signalling overhead as

compared to reporting a wide range of continuous SINRs; this applies to both

UTs and RSs.

• Our dynamic routing strategy, either in open or constrained mode, allows the

UT to be connected to more than one node; having many users per cell, this

implies that only very few subchannels are used for each node-UT link. As

such, with potentially marginal performance losses, further savings in overhead

can be achieved if UTs report only the ‘best’ fraction of subchannels in term of

achievable rates5. Our studies considering only the best 50% of link subchannels

show no performance degradation, even when the number of reported links is

limited by constrained routing as shown in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13.

The following formula can be used to estimate the feedback overhead in the system

taking into account the previous items:

TOH =
NCSI (Mcnst + 1) nAMC

TF bTc/TFc
bps. (3.15)

In the above, NCSI and Mcnst denote the number of reported subchannels per link

and the number of RSs allowed for the constrained routing, respectively. Whereas

nAMC denotes the number of bits used to indicate the index of the achievable AMC

mode on a subchannel.

5Either a fixed number of the best subchannels or every subchannel whose quality is above a
certain threshold.
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Figure 3.12: CDF of time-average user throughput with 15 users/cell and 6 RSs
showing no performance degradation under 50%-less partial feedback.
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Figure 3.13: CDF of the IEEE 802.16m fairness index with 15 users/cell and 6 RSs
showing no performance degradation under 50%-less partial feedback.
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Based on the frame structure, the minimum delay a relayed packet encounters is

TF + 2τ where τ is the OFDM transceiver transmission time. Although the current

simulation platform is quite advanced, individual packet delays are intractable. How-

ever, as the results show, the algorithm is designed to maximize throughput while

stabilizing all queues and avoiding build ups. Hence, once the algorithm converges to

the proper routes, it is expected to minimize the queuing delay as a consequence.

3.8 Conclusions

Efficient RRM schemes are required to harness the opportunities in the future relay-

enhanced OFDMA-based networks in which user fairness is crucial. This chapter

provides a novel fairness-aware joint routing and scheduling algorithm for such net-

works in cellular environments. The proposed algorithm exploits the opportunities in

the frequency, spatial, and traffic diversities irrespective of the geographical relay de-

ployment. As such, its performance is superior to that of a proportional fair relaying

scheme in terms of ubiquitous coverage, cell-edge throughput, short- and long-term

user fairness, as well as load balancing. Simulation results prove the learning ability

and the efficacy of the dynamic routing strategy which converges to better routes,

even under the challenging uniform relay deployment considered. The dynamic con-

strained routing is shown to be a more practical mode of operation in such scenarios

due to the savings in feedback overhead. The inherent load-balancing feature works

independently from the traffic load at adjacent cells and results as well in spatial

spreading of the co-channel interference across the network. We have shown that our

centralized scheme’s complexity and feedback overhead are substantially less than

that of traditional centralized schemes.
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Chapter 4

Fair Resource Allocation Towards Ubiquitous

Coverage in OFDMA Cellular Relay Networks

with Asymmetric Traffic

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we have formulated a throughput-optimal policy for an OFDMA-based

cellular relay network with symmetric traffic at the BS while the traditional quasi-

FDR protocol of the throughput-optimal scheduling literature is retained. The policy

performs joint in-cell routing and scheduling using only two-hop relaying and prevents

resource waste, in contrast to prior art, through efficient bit-loading constraints or it-

erative optimization in the low-complexity algorithm. We have also demonstrated the

system’s performance in both the open routing mode and the practical constrained

routing mode as compared to a relay-enhanced proportional fair scheduler (PFS).

However, despite the significant performance returns of the algorithm discussed in

Chapter 3, it suffers from a performance limiting bottleneck as the traffic load in-

creases. In addition, relays in that scheme operate in the traditional quasi full-duplex

mode commonly adopted in the literature on throughput-optimal scheduling. That
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is, RSs are assumed to be capable of transmitting and receiving different data con-

currently on orthogonal OFDM subchannels. This quasi-FDR often raises a practical

concern due to the limitations in hardware technology.

Therefore, in this chapter, we present a novel throughput-optimal formulation in

accordance with the emerging OFDMA-based cellular relay networks employing half-

duplex relaying. Importantly, this chapter studies the system’s performance under

both symmetric and asymmetric traffic, describes the queue dynamics, and addresses

the practical implementation with ARQ and constrained routing along with the po-

tential overhead cost of queue-awareness. We first show that the network capacity,

within which the policy is throughput-optimal, has been significantly increased com-

pared to the quasi-FDR scheme, at a slight complexity increase. Hence, throughput

fairness and ubiquity have been improved at only higher traffic loads, besides the

improvement in both latency and queue-awareness.

Second, we show that without empirical priority weights, our efficient implemen-

tation of throughput-optimal scheduling achieves a ubiquitous and fair service within

each class of users (with symmetric traffic) and across classes of asymmetric traffic in

a relative sense, on different time scales. As such, the research contributions in this

chapter can be highlighted as follows:

• A novel throughput-optimal formulation of the RRA problem in next-generation

networks is developed for half-duplex relaying which is considered realistic for

practical implementations [8].

• Low complexity iterative algorithms to solve the formulated optimization prob-

lem are devised where the downlink RRA over two time slots is separated using

the backlog coupling information and the connection to the canonical end-to-

end achievable capacity is introduced. Dynamic joint routing and scheduling is

thus employed in contrast to most works, e.g., [43] and [106].

• We show that the network capacity for which the policy is throughput-optimal
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has been significantly increased and substantial latency improvement has been

achieved as compared to the quasi-FDR scheme in Chapter 3 and the prior art

therein. We also explain how traffic diversity and queue-awareness are better

exploited and how practical ARQ protocols can be taken into account.

• Our implementation of throughput-optimal scheduling achieves ubiquitous and

fair service within each class of users (with symmetric traffic) and across classes

of asymmetric traffic, on the long-term and time-average scales.

• Load balancing across relay stations (RSs) is achieved jointly with the RRA,

as in Chapter 3, [86], and [9], yet only among the active RSs; no separate

optimization is needed to rearrange the ‘optimal’ solution, in contrast to [44].

The journal paper [90], the patent fillings [107], and the conference paper [108] are

the outcomes of the work presented in this chapter. Open research directions and

possible extensions of this work are provided in Chapter 7.

4.2 System Model and Assumptions

We consider a network-level distributed/cell-level centralized RRA scheme [11], using

two-hop half-duplex decode-and-forward relaying in the DL transmission of a multi-

cellular network. The BS in each cell communicates with its K UTs, possibly divided

into different traffic classes, directly and/or through the assistance of M fixed RSs

which do not exchange traffic with each other. Based on the routing strategy, any UT

may communicate simultaneously with multiple (parallel) nodes, and therefore the

BS and each of the M RSs has K separate user buffers. Figure 4.1 shows a snapshot

of these buffers at different cell nodes where queue lengths are represented by either

blue or red bars indicating, for instance, two different inelastic traffic classes, i.e., K1

and K2 such that K1 ∪ K2 = K. This is a typical cellular setup where the traffic of a
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Figure 4.1: A representative cell in the multicellular network with asymmetric traffic
flows and queue dynamics. The blue and red shades distinguish UTs pertaining to
different classes along with their respective queues.

set of users pertaining to a certain class is generated as i.i.d following some distribu-

tion. The figure also depicts the generic operation of the joint routing and scheduling

in two consecutive DL sub-frames; the BS sub-frame followed by the RS sub-frame.

Aggressive resource reuse is adopted so that the same spectrum is available in each

cell1. The bandwidth is divided into N subchannels. Each subchannel is a set of ad-

jacent OFDM data subcarriers across which the channel fading is flat. The DL frame

structure of our proposed Variant-A scheme is shown in Fig. 4.2-(a) and for the sake

of illustration and completeness, Fig. 4.2-(b) shows another possible protocol that

defines Variant-B scheme. In any case, the coherence time of the multipath fading

channel is assumed to be greater than the DL frame duration.

In the BS sub-frame (common to both Variant-A and Variant-B), only the BS

transmits to the selected UTs and RSs. In the proposed Variant-A, only RSs transmit

1Without loss of generality, this cell could resemble an LTE-Advanced ‘cell’ served by one of the
three directional beams of an eNB.
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Figure 4.2: Generic frame structures for; (a) the proposed Variant-A; (b) the investi-
gated Variant-B; and (c) the quasi-FDR in Chapter 3.

to the selected UTs during the RS sub-frame. Whereas in Variant-B, while the RSs

transmit, the BS directly transmits to some UTs who could be different from those of

the first sub-frame. The sub-frame times may not necessarily be of equal length and

the RRA formulation takes that into account; the sub-frame division however could

be another optimization dimension that is outside the scope of this chapter. Note

that according to the 802.16m frame structure in the TDD mode, for instance, the

BS sub-frame is termed ‘DL Relay Zone’ and is followed first by an UL frame then by

the ‘DL Access Zone’ which resembles the RS sub-frame [109]2. Adaptive modulation

is employed as in Chapter 3.

2Although 3GPP’s Release 10 for LTE-A has not been finalized yet, a similar scenario has been
discussed in a number of recent technical reports, e.g., R1-091412 and R1-083191.
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4.3 Mathematical Formulation of the RRA

In order to achieve a ubiquitous and reliable service in such systems, the RRA scheme

has to dynamically route, and allocate appropriate resources to, each admitted user’s

traffic flow regardless of the UT’s location, instantaneous traffic bursts, and short- and

long-term channel conditions. In other words, the scheme has to achieve throughput

fairness within each class of symmetric traffic flows, and more importantly, achieve

relative fairness across these asymmetric classes such that light traffic flows are not de-

prived resources due to the heavy traffic flows. Due to its importance, we stress again

the statements in Section 2.8.1 on our notions of fairness and ubiquity of throughput-

optimal scheduling and that they are quite uncommon in the literature due to the

absence of a cellular system model and/or the lack of an efficient implementation

that reveals such behavior. It is also worth emphasizing that such a fairness notion

does not contradict our intuition of the throughput-fairness trade off commonly ob-

served in the literature that considers systems with continuous backlogs or full buffers.

Therein, the user with the highest achievable rates would always achieve the maxi-

mum resource utilization and thus the maximum throughput, if assigned the whole

resources on the expense of fairness.

Without knowledge of the channel and traffic statistics, the throughput-optimal

dynamic control policy maximizes of the sum of the drift metric with proper con-

straints on frame-by-frame basis achieves our throughput and fairness objectives and

exploits the degrees of freedom in multiuser, spatial, and traffic diversities as in the

quasi-FDR scheme in Chapter 3. However, unlike mesh networks with multicommod-

ity flows, all user traffic flows have to originate from only one node which is the BS

in the cellular model. This indeed means that at high traffic loads, the first-hop links

will create a bottleneck in the quasi-FDR scheme as the resources per DL frame have

to be shared with the second-hop links which forward the previously stored data at
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the RSs to the UTs, see Fig. 4.2-(c). Therefore, to improve the system’s capacity,

resource utilization, and to reduce the minimum delay of relayed packets, the policy

has to grant the BS sole access to the resources during the first portion of the DL

frame, i.e., the BS sub-frame in both Fig. 4.2-(a) and (b).

The policy uses the queue lengths at the RSs to form the differential backlog in-

formation that decides which user traffic to be routed from the BS (node 0) through

RSm, while the achievable rate R0,m,n on that BS-RSm feeder link determines how

many data units will be forwarded to the corresponding user’s buffer at RSm if sub-

channel n is acquired. We will elaborate in Section 4.4 on the dynamics and the

learning ability of this routing strategy to avoid RSs with poor access links to the

destined UTs as applicable to cellular systems with only two-hop relaying. What is

important to notice here that such joint policies in general deliver optimal through-

put while operating as a slot-by-slot dynamic control with no coupling between the

optimizations across time slots except for the queue lengths. Such an approach to

routing or relay selection is also uncommon in the literature of cellular relay networks

where the optimization of the frame usually involves a complex maximization of the

end-to-end achievable capacity over two consecutive slots (sub-frames) as in (4.1),

and thus cannot be separated into two optimizations, one per sub-frame.

Cm
e2e(k) =

1

T1 + T2

min







∑

n1∈N0→m,k

R0,m,n1T1,
∑

n2∈Nm→k

Rm,k,n2T2







. (4.1)

In the above, Nm→k is the set of subchannels assigned for the access of relayed UTk

at RSm during the RS sub-frame of duration T2 while N0→m,k is the set assigned to

the feeder link during the BS sub-frame of duration T1.

Utilizing the flexibility in the fluid flow offered by the queue length coupling across

sub-frames, two separate optimization procedures are performed (for the two sub-

frames) before the BS starts transmitting in the first sub-frame. The BS sends the
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allocation results for the second sub-frame to the associated RSs on separate control

channels. During the uplink portion of the frame, RSs may feedback the actual

status of only the affected queues as they might have changed due to the actual DL

transmission. In fact, we observe that the queue length coupling information in such

case is inclusive to, and more practical than, the canonical form of the end-to-end

achievable capacity in (4.1) which does not consider the buffer states at the BS and

accounts only for the new user data in that frame. In contrast, the queue length at the

RS resulting from the first optimization qmk can be employed in our scheme to allocate

resources to the user access link such that
∑

n2∈Nm→k
Rm,k,n2T2 ≤ qmk and meanwhile

accounts for the older data units residing at the RS that need to be rescheduled due

to a practical ARQ or HARQ protocol.

4.3.1 The Joint Routing and Scheduling for the BS Sub-frame

The joint routing and scheduling optimization at the BS for the BS sub-frame can

be formulated, for both variants A and B, as a binary integer linear programming

(BILP) problem. As we noted earlier, the drift (demand) metric of any BS-RS feeder

link on subchannel n incorporates the maximum difference between the queues at

the BS and those at the RS. Also, the queue length at a UT is always zero in the

DL model resembling a traffic flow sink. Therefore, the sum-demand maximization

problem is formulated as

max
ρ(1),γ(1)

N
∑

n=1

K
∑

k=1

ρ
(1)
0,k,nR0,k,nQ

0
k

+

N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

γ
(1)
0,m,nR0,m,n max

k∈Km
{(Q0

k −Qm
k )

+}, (4.2)

subject to the constraints

ρ
(1)
0,k,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀k,n, (4.3)

γ
(1)
0,m,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀m,n,
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K
∑

k=1

ρ
(1)
0,k,n +

M
∑

m=1

γ
(1)
0,m,n ≤ 1 ∀n, (4.4)

N
∑

n=1

ρ
(1)
0,k,nR0,k,nT1 +

N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

γ
(1)
0,m,nR0,m,nT1 ω

m
k ≤ Q0

k ∀k, (4.5)

where

ωm
k =



















1, k ∈ argmaxj ∈ Km{(Q0
j −Qm

j )
+}

0 otherwise.

(4.6)

In (4.2)-(4.5), the first term of the objective function represents the potential users’

access links directly from the BS whereas the second term represents the potential

feeder links. Thus, ρ
(1)
0,k,n denotes the kth user’s binary assignment variable to the BS

on the nth subchannel, during the BS sub-frame, while γ
(1)
0,m,n is the mth relay binary

assignment variable to the BS node on the nth subchannel (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M indexing

the RSs). The queue length of user k at node m, expressed in bits, bytes, or packets

of fixed length is denoted by Qm
k . This queue length could change based on the

allocation decisions of the BS sub-frame as in (4.7) below, and will thus be denoted

by the intermediate coupling length qmk in the RS sub-frame’s formulation. The set of

all user flows that can be routed through RSm is denoted by Km which is equal to K

in the open routing mode and contains only a subset of K in the constrained routing

mode in which, for instance, the UT provides feedback for only a preset number of the

closest RSs (denoted by Mcnst).
3 The binary indicator ωm

k is unity if user k achieves

the maximum differential backlog between the BS and RSm, and it is 0 otherwise.

qmk = Qm
k +

N
∑

n=1

γ
(1)
0,m,nR0,m,nT1 ω

m
k , ∀m 6= 0, k ∈ Km. (4.7)

The constraints in (4.3) set the optimization variables to binary values while the

constraints in (4.4) ensure that at most one link is active per subchannel during the BS

3Other selection criteria of relay sets could be based on pathloss rather than distance only [37].
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sub-frame. Unlike the majority of works in the literature, e.g., [88], [55], and [38], the

constraints in (4.5) prevent outstanding queues in this one-shot optimization from

unnecessarily acquiring most, if not all, of the system resources and thus enabling

throughput fairness within a class of symmetric traffic as well as across asymmetric

classes. Note however that these constraints do not guarantee that a traffic flow will

be allocated some or any resources at all; it is rather the role of the joint policy to

maintain the stability of all the queues in the system through appropriate routing and

resource allocation. As such, resource waste is also avoided and the system’s capacity

is therefore improved as compared to prior art. In the next section we describe the

formulation of the RRA for the RS sub-frame.

4.3.2 Formulation of Variant-A for the RS Sub-frame

We recall that in the proposed Variant-A, the BS does not transmit during the RS

sub-frame and only user access links are considered during that sub-frame. Here,

the throughput-optimal policy operates on the coupling queue length information qmk

which is updated by the allocation decisions of the BS sub-frame before the actual

DL transmission. It is important to note that by incrementing the queues at the

RSs as in (4.7) the feeder link traffic is accounted for when allocating resources to

the RSs for the second sub-frame transmission. It is infeasible and noncausal, on the

contrary, in the quasi-FDR scheme in Chapter 3 and the earlier literature, to account

for feeder link traffic during the same DL frame due to the concurrent transmission on

feeder links and RS-UT links. Therefore, the proposed implementation of throughput-

optimal policies features better queue-awareness and thus in a better position towards

efficient resource allocation and handling delay-sensitive traffic.

The optimization formulation of Variant-A for the RS sub-frame can be stated as

max
ρ
(2)

N
∑

n=1

M
∑

m=1

K
∑

k=1

ρ
(2)
m,k,nRm,k,n q

m
k , (4.8)
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subject to the constraints

ρ
(2)
m,k,n ∈ {0, 1} ∀m,k,n,

M
∑

m=1

K
∑

k=1

ρ
(2)
m,k,n ≤ 1 ∀n, (4.9)

T2

N
∑

n=1

ρ
(2)
m,k,nRm,k,n ≤ qmk ∀m,k, m 6= 0. (4.10)

The binary variable ρ
(2)
m,k,n assigns subchannel n to UTk at RSm during the RS sub-

frame of duration T2, where m = 1, 2, . . . ,M . Again, the constraints in (4.9) ensure

that at most one link is active per subchannel during the RS sub-frame while the

constraints in (4.10) caps the resources allocated to each flow to enable throughput

fairness, avoid resource waste and rather achieve efficient resource utilization.

Relay fairness as appearing in the literature and discussed earlier, aims at dis-

tributing the traffic load almost evenly among RSs so that no RS will be overloaded [9].

In [86], relay fairness is assessed based on the power consumption at the RSs so that

the network operates without overloading the battery of one or more RS(s). Note

that if the RS’s transmit power per subchannel is fixed, maintaining an almost even

distribution of subchannels among RSs limits the RS’s total transmit power and thus

its power amplifier rating and the consumption of its battery energy, for solar/battery

operated relays. This is particularly important in the context of green wireless net-

works where even fixed RSs rely on the solar energy. In addition, a balanced traffic

load reduces the packet processing delays at the regenerative RSs and thus alleviates

a practical challenge in the implementation of relay-enhanced networks. Such a fea-

ture is attained jointly with the resource allocation in this formulation by imposing

the following constraint assuming uniform distribution of UTs with respect to the
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geographical deployment of RSs.

N
∑

n=1

K
∑

k=1

ρ
(2)
m,k,n ≥ µA ∀m ∈ Mact, (4.11)

whereas µA = b N/|Mact| c is the minimum number of subchannels that should be

assigned to each of the active RSs for balancing the load and Mact = {m : m 6=

0, Σkq
m
k 6= 0}. Note that if Km = ∅, then Σkq

m
k = 0.

However, strict load balancing may not be desired for more practical scenarios with

arbitrary distribution of UTs with respect to the RSs and with constrained routing

employed since it is unlikely that RSs will handle even traffic, especially under high

asymmetry between classes. Therefore, in Section 4.4, we discuss how this feature

could be practically realized and integrated into our proposed iterative algorithms.

Before the following DL allocation instant, the new traffic arrivals Ak occurring

within the interval between these two allocation instants are added to the user queues

at the BS buffer. Whereas during the uplink frame the RSs report back their actual

queue lengths to account for any variations in qmk due to rate deviations from the

measured achievable rates Rm,k,n or due to ARQ/HARQ requests which result in

rescheduling some data units upon an erroneous reception. These dynamics can be

expressed as follows assuming accurate achievable rates

Q0
k = q0k +Q0

k,ARQ + Ak, (4.12)

Qm
k = qmk − T2

N
∑

n=1

ρ
(2)
m,k,nRm,k,n +Qm

k,ARQ, m 6= 0. (4.13)

4.3.3 Formulation of Variant-B for the RS Sub-frame

It is clear from the literature that the transmission protocol of our proposed Variant-

A scheme is not the only possible half duplex protocol. Therefore, it is interesting

to observe the impact of some other transmission protocol on the performance of
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our RRA formulation, especially if it provides some insight on the performance gap

between the quasi-FDR protocol and the current contribution. So, in Variant-B,

the BS is treated as a RS during the RS sub-frame, and thus takes a share of the

resources to communicate directly with some selected UTs. As such, the formulation

of Variant-B scheme during the RS sub-frame is the same as that of Variant-A but

with the node index m ranging from 0 toM in the equations (4.8) through (4.10). The

queue length dynamics as a result of the DL transmission and before the following

allocation instant will still follow (4.13) for the RSs whereas (4.14) applies for the

queues at the BS.

Q0
k = q0k − T2

N
∑

n=1

ρ
(2)
0,k,nR0,k,n +Q0

k,ARQ + Ak. (4.14)

Having stated our novel RRA problem formulation, achieving the aforementioned

objectives, as the authors stress in [56], depends on devising efficient and practical al-

gorithms to realize the proposed schemes as applied to the cellular system and subject

to the associated set of constraints. Since the computational complexity of the above

BILP formulation is O
(

(McnstK)N
)

, Mcnst ≤ M , and given the expected num-

bers of subchannels, UTs, and RSs in a practical cellular network, it is inevitable to

devise suboptimal low-complexity iterative algorithms to circumvent the prohibitive

complexity levels. Therefore, we propose the following iterative algorithms to solve

the formulated optimization and achieve its throughput and fairness objectives with

tolerable polynomial complexity.
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4.4 Realization of the Schemes Through Low-Complexity It-

erative Algorithms

The BS sub-frame allocation procedure is the same for both Variant-A and Variant-B.

The BS has full access to all of the N subchannels yet the transmission occupies only

a portion of the DL frame duration (see Fig. 4.2). The demand metric of any BS-UT

link on subchannel n is given as

Dn,0→k = R0,k,nQ
0
k, (4.15)

and the demand metric of any BS-RS link on subchannel n is expressed as

Dn,0→m = R0,m,n max
k∈Km
{(Q0

k −Qm
k )

+}. (4.16)

We denote the destination of the ‘best’ BS link, i.e., with the maximum demand,

out of K +M potential links on subchannel n, as ĵn. The algorithm then finds the

highest demand across all the unassigned subchannels and the associated BS link

denoted as ĵ is then selected. The algorithm runs another iteration after eliminating

the assigned subchannel and updating the associated queue(s). The iterative process

stops when subchannels are exhausted or the queues at the BS are evacuated. Using

this greedy iterative assignment approach the sum-demand is maximized in compli-

ance with the constraints (4.3) through (4.4) while the efficiency and fairness-enabling

constraints (4.5) are satisfied by updating the affected queue(s) (at the BS and the

RSs if applicable), according to the assigned rates. Therefore, the BS queues with

high traffic load are given their natural priority and allocated the subchannels with

the highest achievable rates until they come to around the same back pressure of the

low traffic queues, then the joint policy uses the remaining subchannels to stabilize

all the BS queues. Note that in the literature on throughput-optimal policies, a CAC
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mechanism is usually assumed at a higher level to either grant or deny any of these

traffic flows service based on the system’s capacity [56]. The CAC mechanism has

been integrated with a weight-based scheduler in [110] to provide a differentiated

service to the heterogenous queues but in a conventional cellular network. In that

context, a design of fair weights has been also presented in [111] based on utility

proportional fairness rather than rate proportional fairness.

In the following we present the pseudo-codes of the RRA algorithms for the BS

sub-frame and the RS sub-frame based on Variant-A. In these codes, U , N , K, and

M denote the sets of unassigned subchannels, all available subchannels, UTs, and

RSs, respectively. Recall that in Variant-A (as explained partly in Fig. 4.2), the BS

does not transmit at all and only RSs share the resources to transmit to the selected

UTs during the RS sub-frame. Similar to the BS-UT links in the previous algorithm,

the algorithm here finds in each iteration the best link from any relay RSm, out of

the |Km| links to UTs, on the unassigned subchannel n; such maximum is denoted

by Dn,m.
4 Since only one link will be active per subchannel, the algorithm needs to

compare Dn,m across all RSs for each subchannel. If the load balancing constraints

are not imposed, then on each iteration the algorithm assigns subchannel n̂ to the

best link from RSm̂; i.e., line (10) in the second pseudo-code is replaced by

(n̂, m̂) = argmax
n,m

Dn,m. (4.17)

However, if the load balancing constraints are imposed, the algorithm solves an

optimal one-to-one assignment problem per iteration to maximize the total demand

by applying the Hungarian algorithm [101] to the tall |U|×M demand matrix [Dn,m].

4Since there is no interdependency between the links at different (n,m) pairs, maximizing over
k for each pair (n,m) does not affect the combinatorial problem, i.e., does not change the optimal
solution.
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After each iteration, user queues are updated based on the assigned rates. The it-

eration process continues until all the traffic in the RS queues is scheduled or the

subchannels are exhausted. Note that our implementation of the Hungarian algo-

rithm excludes in any iteration the columns (RSs) with all zero entries; this occurs

when the RS has no further traffic to be scheduled or it did not receive any traffic at

all, i.e., Km = ∅. As such, when the combined load, due to high and low traffic flows,

is almost uniform across all the RSs, the one-to-one assignment jointly achieves strict

load balancing and equal power consumption among RSs. Whereas, when some RSs

are inactive and some are handling higher traffic loads than the others, that same

algorithm will maintain, from iteration to another, the even distribution of subchan-

nels among only the active RSs including the lightly loaded ones which eventually

turn inactive and then the balancing continues in the remaining iterations among

the heavily loaded RSs, and the process continues. Such flexibility in the proposed

algorithm, due to the iterative Hungarian, makes it more suitable for practical sce-

narios as the load is autonomously balanced in a relative sense without invoking an

additional optimization.

Modifying the RS sub-frame algorithm to employ the half-duplex protocol of

Variant-B is done by simply running the node index m from 0 to M and thus the

dimension of the demand matrix in any iteration becomes |U|-by-(M + 1).

4.4.1 Dynamic Routing in the Two-hop Cellular Relay Network

As we discussed earlier in Chapter 3, routing in the context of mesh networks em-

ploying throughput-optimal policies is performed dynamically using the maximum

differential backlog from node a to node b, maxk{Qa
k −Qb

k}, and the route may com-

prise an indefinite number of hops. This is undesirable and expensive, especially

in cellular networks operating in licensed bands. It is not also realistic to assume

knowledge of the CSI between any arbitrary pair of RSs across all subchannels; and
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Pseudo-code for the BS sub-frame for both variants

1. Initialization: U = N , update Q0 = [Q0
1 . . . Q

0
K ] by new

arrivals A, update affected queues in Qm by feedback and

ARQ rescheduling Qm
ARQ.

2. while |U| 6= 0 and Q0 6= 0 do

3. for each n ∈ U

4. for m = 1 to M

5. Dn,0→m = R0,m,n maxk∈Km{(Q0
k −Qm

k )
+}

6. κm = argmaxk∈Km{Q0
k −Qm

k }

7. end for

8. for k = 1 to K

9. Dn,0→k = R0,k,nQ
0
k

10. end for

11. Dn,0 = maxj{Dn,0→j}, j ∈ K ∪M

12. ĵn = argmaxj{Dn,0→j}

13. end for

14. n̂ = argmaxn{Dn,0}, U = U − {n̂},ĵ = ĵn̂

15. if ĵ ∈ M then

16. k̂ = κĵ, b = min{Q0
k̂
, bR0,ĵ,n̂T1c}

17. Q0
k̂
= Q0

k̂
− b, Qĵ

k̂
= Qĵ

k̂
+ b

18. else

19. k̂ = ĵ, Q0
k̂
= (Q0

k̂
− bR0,k̂,n̂T1c)+

20. end if

21. end while
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Pseudo-code for RS sub-frame for Variant-A

1. Initialization: U = N , qm = Qm ∀m.

2. while |U| 6= 0 and
∑

qm 6= 0 do

3. for each n ∈ U

4. for m = 1 to M

5. Dn,m = maxk{Rm,k,n qmk }

6. κn,m = argmaxk{Rm,k,n qmk }

7. end for

8. end for

9. % D = [Dn,m] is the demand matrix.

10. (n̂, m̂)⇐= Hungarian(D) % Vectors of indices

11. U = U − {n̂}, Nassigned = |n̂| = |m̂|

12. %Nassigned ≤ min{M, |U|}

13. for i = 1 to Nassigned

14. n̂ = n̂(i), m̂ = m̂(i), k̂ = κn̂,m̂

15. qm̂
k̂
= (qm̂

k̂
− bRm̂,k̂,n̂ T2c)+

16. end for

17. end while
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it is also unlikely with uniform relay deployment that all RSs have good links to

the UT. Therefore, we restrict the dynamic routing to the commonly adopted setup,

i.e., two-hops at most, and thus RSs are not allowed to exchange traffic. Hence, the

differential backlog terms take the form maxk∈Km{Q0
k − Qm

k }, where K
m = K in the

hypothetical open routing mode (any UT may receive from any RS) and Km ⊆ K in

the practical constrained routing mode (only the best RSs are considered for a UT).

Consequently, in the open routing mode, initial accumulation of the user’s traffic

may occur at some RS(s) with poor links to the UT as such traffic will neither be

forwarded to the UT nor will it be absorbed by another RS. However, the maximum

differential backlog exploits the presence of the trapped data at these RSs, indicating

the quality of the second-hop links, and reduces the likelihood of forwarding the user’s

data on such feeder links in following iterations and allocation instants. In Chapter 3,

under uniform deployment of RSs and with different Mcnst, the narrow performance

gap between the open and constrained routing modes of the quasi-FDR algorithm

demonstrates this inherent learning ability of the routing strategy to avoid routes

with poor second hops in the open mode. We stress that the improvement due to

constrained routing comes along with substantial savings in feedback overhead due

to the eliminated links as discussed in Section 4.6. This learning ability of the joint

strategy is also inherent in the proposed algorithms in this chapter. So, besides the

fairness and ubiquity aspects across asymmetric traffic flows, this observation on the

routing behavior of throughput-optimal policies as applied to two-hop cellular relay

networks is also quite interesting since the common understanding is that imposing

constraints on the routing options might reduce the capacity of the multicommodity

mesh network.
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4.4.2 The Computational Complexity

The computational complexity of Variant-A and Variant-B schemes discussed in

this chapter is found to be polynomial in time of O(N
2(N+M)2

4M
), M ≤ N , and

O(N
2(N+M+1)2

4(M+1)
), M + 1 ≤ N , respectively. These estimates come from the fact

that the complexity of the Hungarian algorithm is of O (|U|3). These are the com-

plexity levels incurred in the second sub-frame. However, the proposed scheme incurs

a slight increase in complexity of O
(

N2

2
(K +M)

)

due to the first sub-frame allo-

cation as compared to the iterative algorithm of the quasi-FDR reference scheme in

Chapter 3.

4.5 Numerical Results

The network and channel parameters used in this study are given in Table 3.1. Most

of the parameters are taken from the 3GPP LTE release 9 (Case 3) [112] or the WiMax

Forum [105] while the WINNER C2 channel model [92] is used. To allow for a fair

comparison, the same setup of Chapter 3 has been considered with 19 hexagonal cells

enhanced with 3 or 6 relays, with equal angular spacing, in each cell. The total DL

frame length is 2 msec with equal sub-frame durations (T1 = T2). The UTs in each

cell are uniformly distributed over the cell area. Since throughput-optimal policies

can be applied regardless of the traffic and channel distributions, independent Poisson

packet arrival processes are assumed at the BS queues. The average arrival rate for

a Class 1 UT is λ1 = λ and for a Class 2 UT is λ2 = 2λ where λ is 632 packets (188

bytes each) per second.

On top of the 4-dB lognormal shadowing, the BS-RS links experience time-frequency

correlated Rician fading with a Rician factor of 10 dB. All other links are NLOS and

experience 8.9 dB independent lognormal shadowing with time-frequency correlated

Rayleigh fading. Each RS employs an omni-directional antenna to communicate with
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UTs and a highly directive receive antennas with a horizontal gain pattern given

in [112] to communicate with its BS. The user mobility used for the study is 20

Km/hr, however the scheme can support mobility as high as 90 Km/hr, given the

frame structure and the resulting channel coherence time. In each drop, user locations

and shadowing realizations are maintained constant for which the subject schemes

need to compensate while the traffic and the channel vary on frame-by-frame basis

as time evolves.

4.5.1 The Proposed Scheme vs. the Quasi-FDR scheme and Prior Art

We first consider the case where all UTs belong to the same class, say Class 1, and

the cellular network thus handles all symmetric traffic flows (K1 = K). Figure 4.3

shows CDF plots of the time-average user throughput across all drops with K = 30

UTs and M = 3 or 6 RSs per cell. The same amount of resources are provided for

all schemes, i.e., same DL frame length, bandwidth, and total transmit powers. The

figure shows that the quasi-FDR scheme, even in its open routing mode, outperforms

the channel-aware only relay-enhanced proportional fair scheme (PFS), which is dis-

cussed in Chapter 3, and shows that at that loading level, a significant throughput

gain is realized with the proposed Variant-A scheme indicating a bottleneck in the

quasi-FDR. The figure also shows that the performance gap increases as the number

of RSs increases; this can be attributed to the capability of the proposed scheme, as

opposed to the quasi-FDR at that point, to exploit the potential increase in spatial

diversity and thus in the system’s capacity when more RSs are deployed with closer

proximity to the UTs and good feeder links.

This is in line with our understanding that the bottleneck results from the BS

taking only a share of the resources to transmit directly to some UTs as well as

forwarding the relayed traffic to the feeder links. As will be shown in Fig. 4.5, this

does not limit the performance at light to moderate loadings, whereas at higher
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Figure 4.3: Time-average throughput comparison of Variant-A with the reference
schemes at 30 UTs/cell.
loading, this share of resources becomes insufficient to serve the traffic. On the other

hand, the proposed scheme in this chapter grants the BS full access to the whole

bandwidth during the BS sub-frame.

Another informative way of reading these results, according to the LTE evalua-

tion methodology [112], is comparing the cell-edge user throughput attained by the

schemes at the 5th percentile. The zoom-in window on the lower tail behavior in

Fig. 4.4 shows that our proposed scheme yields a superior cell-edge performance over

the quasi-FDR at a much higher load (K = 40). The CDFs of the quasi-FDR scheme

with 3 and 6 RSs show that reducing the number of RSs relieves the bottleneck at

that load to some extent (by increasing the resource share of the BS) and thus improv-

ing the upper tail. However, the spatial diversity required to enhance the cell-edge

throughput is lost and thus affecting the throughput fairness as shown in Fig. 4.6 and

Fig. 4.7.

The time-average fairness performance of the proposed scheme is presented in

Fig. 4.6 for K = 40 using CDF plots of the fairness metric in [87] which can be
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Figure 4.4: The CDF of time-averaged user throughput with 40 UTs per cell and
emphasis on the lower tail behavior.

defined as in (4.18) with βi = 1 ∀i. Using Jain’s index [47] as defined in (4.19), the

long-term fairness is demonstrated for K = 40 in Fig. 4.7 where ri,w is the throughput

of UTi during a time window w of 20 frames and βi = 1 ∀i. In these fairness figures,

a step function at unity in the CDF plots indicates absolute fairness. Therefore,

the closer the curve is to a step function at unity the more fair the scheme is. It is

observed therefore that the proposed scheme achieves the most fair performance as

compared to the reference scheme, in the time-average sense and even in the long-

term sense. This further underscores the superiority of the proposed scheme in highly

loaded networks.

Figure 4.5 shows the average total cell throughput as a function of the number

of UTs/cell. It is clear that the performance gap between the two variants of the

half-duplex scheme and the quasi-FDR scheme increases significantly as the load in-

creases and becomes insignificant at low to moderate loading levels. The impact of

the bottleneck in the quasi-FDR scheme can be realized by comparing the slope of

these curves at the high loading end where the proposed scheme outperforms the
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Figure 4.6: Time-average throughput fairness for the proposed scheme and the refer-
ence quasi-FDR scheme with 40 UTs per cell.
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Figure 4.7: Long-term throughput fairness for the proposed scheme and the reference
quasi-FDR scheme with 40 UTs per cell and a time window of 20 frames.

reference one even with fewer RSs. It is worth mentioning that in Variant-B, more

resources are devoted to the BS than in Variant-A due to the allocation in the RS

sub-frame. However, this results in the scheduling policy becoming less flexible, as

the load increases, forwarding the relayed traffic to destined UTs. The performance

of Variant-B with 6 RSs is almost the same as that of Variant-A with 3 RSs, yet it is

superior to that of the quasi-FDR with 6 RSs. As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, in

addition to its substantial feedback savings, constrained routing in two-hop cellular

networks enables the joint routing and scheduling policy to achieve a better perfor-

mance exploiting the deployment geography; this is demonstrated here by the top

curve in this figure representing Variant-A with 6 RSs but using Mcnst = 2 closest

RSs. As such, throughout the rest of our results, the proposed half-duplex scheme

will be represented by Variant-A with Mcnst = 2. Figure 4.5 also shows that the

relay-enhanced PFS is significantly inferior to all other schemes; this is due to the
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Figure 4.8: Time-average user throughput as function of user location and shadowing
with 20 UTs/cell with asymmetric traffic and 3 or 6 RSs. Other scatters are not
shown for figure clarity.

lack of traffic- or queue-awareness and the partitioning of resources and UTs which is

commonly adopted in literature. A comparison with other non-relaying schemes can

be found in [108].

4.5.2 Variant-A with symmetric and asymmetric traffic

We now consider the case where the UTs are equally divided into two groups K1 and

K2, namely Class 1 and Class 2, and the cellular network thus handles asymmetric

traffic flows with K1 = K2 = K/2. The aggregate offered traffic load is represented

by the aggregate mean arrival rate Λ = λK/2 + 2λK/2 which is the aggregate load

when all UTs belong to Class 1 such that K ′ = 3K/2. The latter scenario is thus

used as a reference scenario given the same resources and number of RSs.

Figure 4.8 shows a scatter plot of user time-averaged throughput as a function of

user distance from the BS using Variant-A with K = 20, M = 3 or 6, and Mcnst = 2.

Each point in the scatter represents the time-averaged throughput for a particular
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Figure 4.9: The CDF of time-averaged user throughput with symmetric and asym-
metric traffic.

UT within a drop with fixed location and shadowing. The location-based conditional

mean is approximated by a 5th degree polynomial curve fitting as a means of averaging

out the effect of shadowing on the joint policy. The figure indicates that uniform

average throughput across the cell area is achieved and thus a ubiquitous service is

attained within each of theses asymmetric traffic classes without imposing priorities on

the RRA formulation. This is deduced from the almost flat fittings and the confined

spreading of the scatter points. In line with our understanding of the impact of RSs

on the capacity and cell-edge performance, the fittings with 3 RSs show less ubiquity

and less cell-edge throughput as compared to the case with 6 RSs. In both cases, it

can be observed that relatively more spreading of the scatter points and less cell-edge

throughput are realized for Class 2 UTs as compared to Class 1 UTs.

CDF plots of the scatter points with 6 and 3 RSs are shown in Fig. 4.9-(a) and (b),

respectively. The lower tail behavior attests to the latter observation on the relative
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cell-edge performance between Class 1 and Class 2 UTs. To have some insight on the

relatively higher spreading (or variance) of Class 2 points, a hypothetical CDF plot is

generated by scaling up the time-average throughput realizations of Class 1 UTs by

β = 2. We can generally define the normalizing factor for flow i as βi = λi/λ1. The

concordance between the hypothetical CDF and that of Class 2 especially in terms

of variance, and to some extent slope, reveals that the proposed scheme provides

almost the same service to the asymmetric traffic flows but in a relative sense, i.e.,

the realizations of Class 2 service could be roughly approximated by a transformation

of the realizations of Class 1 service using the scaling factor β.

Comparing the CDF of Class 1 UTs in the case of asymmetric load (K = 20) to

that of Class 1 in the reference case of symmetric load (K ′ = 30), it is observed that

with 6 RSs, the reference curve has an insignificant improvement, mainly at the lower

tail. Note that the potential for improvement should be attributed to the increased

multiuser/frequency diversity at K ′ = 30. Despite its coexistence with Class 2 traffic,

Class 1 traffic receives similar service to that in the all symmetric case, given the same

aggregate load and the same resources. However, with 3 RSs and thus less spatial

diversity, the improvement with K ′ = 30 becomes more visible.

The corresponding time-average fairness performance of the previous cases is

shown in Fig. 4.10 using (4.18) with βi = 1 ∀i for absolute fairness within the same

class and with the normalized throughput, as in [87] and [85], for relative fairness

across the asymmetric classes.

xj =
rj/βj

1
K

∑K

i=1 ri/βi

. (4.18)

Similarly, the long-term fairness is shown in Fig. 4.11 using Jain’s index in (4.19)

with βi = 1 ∀i for absolute fairness within the same class and using the normalized
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throughput as in [84] for relative fairness.

xw =

(

∑K
i=1 ri,w/βi

)2

K
∑K

i=1(ri,w/βi)2
. (4.19)

In general, all class-based absolute fairness curves are quite close while the relative

(normalized) fairness curve also lies in between. The slight improvement in the ab-

solute fairness of Class 2 can be attributed to the lower sensitivity of the fairness

functions at high rate values along with the slight throughput improvement shown

in the CDF of Fig. 4.9 over the scaled up throughput of Class 1. This further un-

derscores the superiority of the half-duplex scheme in highly loaded networks. Once

again, the performance of the reference case with K ′ = 30 and 6 RSs matches that of

Class 1 in the asymmetric case.

4.6 Implementation Issues and Feedback Overhead

In contrast to traditional cell-level centralized RRM schemes, substantial savings

in CSI feedback overhead can be achieved due to the following reasons which are

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3: 1- Implementing the constrained routing mode

reduces the feedback overhead by a factor of (Mcnst + 1)/M + 1 since no feedback is

required from the UT for the eliminated RS-UT links. 2- Reporting the indices of the

achievable AMC levels per link significantly saves in signalling overhead as compared

to reporting a wide range of continuous SINRs. 3- Having many UTs per cell and

given that a UT can be connected to more than one node, only the ‘best’ fraction (in

terms of achievable rates) of the N subchannels needs to be fedback per user access

link; this reduces the overhead by a factor of NCSI/N .5

5Results considering only the best 50% of link subchannels in Chapter 3 show no performance
degradation.
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Since queue-awareness at the BS is a key element in the proposed RRA algorithms,

it is important to investigate whether or not there is an associated overhead cost as

compared to channel-aware-only relay-based schemes. Looking at the queue length

dynamics described in (4.12) to (4.14), it can be realized that the required queue

state results from updating the former state by the new traffic arrivals, the RRA

decisions, and finally, the ARQ rescheduling requests whose overhead is neuter in

this investigation. As such, we observe that the BS can update the queue length

information about its cell nodes spontaneously (at no cost), or at a minimal cost if

system design necessitates, due to the following reasons:

1. Since UTs are the flow sinks of the DL traffic, their queue lengths are set to

zero without incurring an overhead cost. Whereas the BS is self-aware of its

full queue dynamics including the ARQ requests from the former recipients of

its transmissions.

2. In contrast to mesh networks, new traffic arrivals occur only at the BS node in

the cellular network which implies that no exogenous arrivals at RSs or UTs

need to be reported to the BS.

3. Since the RRA is cell-level centralized, the BS is aware of the data transmitted

from the RSs to the UTs. Whereas, the relayed data withdrawn from the BS

buffers is used by the BS to increment the queue images of the destined RS(s).

4. If a UT generates an ARQ to an RS, the protocol may enable the BS to exploit

the broadcast channel to infer the amount of data incrementing back the RS

queue and hence update the corresponding image accordingly. If the system

design necessitates otherwise, or rules out ARQ while channel impairments may

cause data losses, then during UL, the RS will need to report the actual change

in only the queues affected by the last DL transmission, over its potentially

high-speed feeder link6.

6Furthering the savings in overhead, some quantization of the queue length process, expressed
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It is worth noting that the proposed algorithms exploit the finer resource gran-

ularity of the half-duplex frame structure despite the slight increase in complexity

due to the BS sub-frame. However, at low to moderate loading levels, the quasi-FDR

scheme achieves the same throughput and fairness performance with the same feed-

back overhead yet with less computational complexity. Therefore, at such low loading

levels, the quasi-FDR is more adequate provided that advances in technology would

have created effective ways to resolve the quasi-FDR implementation challenges.

4.7 Conclusions

Significant throughput fairness and ubiquity can be achieved in a cellular relay net-

work with symmetric inelastic traffic through formulating a throughput-optimal pol-

icy that performs joint routing and scheduling on frame-by-frame basis, e.g., the

quasi-FDR scheme vs. the PFS. We present a novel throughput-optimal formulation

in accordance with the emerging OFDMA-based cellular relay networks employing

half-duplex relaying. Low-complexity iterative algorithms are devised to solve the

formulated optimization over two consecutive sub-frames using the queue length cou-

pling. Our numerical results show that with a slight complexity increase as compared

to the quasi-FDR scheme, the network capacity for which the queues can be stabilized

has been significantly increased, and hence fairness and ubiquity at high traffic loads,

besides the substantial improvement in both latency and queue-awareness. The re-

sults also show that without empirical priority weights, our efficient implementation

of throughput-optimal scheduling achieves a ubiquitous and fair service within each

class of users (with symmetric traffic) and across classes of asymmetric traffic in a

relative sense, on the time-average and long-term time scales. Load balancing among

only active relays is jointly realized with the resource allocation.

for instance in number of fixed-size packets or fragments, could be interesting to examine.
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Chapter 5

Integrating Self-Organizing Nomadic Relays into

OFDMA Fixed-Relay Cellular Networks

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes decentralized RRM methods devised for OFDMA-based multi-

cellular networks featuring a high density of wireless relays of different characteristics

and functionalities. We recall that wireless service providers of the next-generation

cellular networks aim at achieving a ubiquitous very high-data-rate coverage in a cost-

efficient manner. Therefore, saving the cost of the dense deployment of full-fledged

BSs without incurring a backhaul cost, various forms of wireless relays could be envi-

sioned to play different roles in these networks; such as extending coverage, increasing

capacity, or operating in a cooperative manner to improve throughput and reliabil-

ity [2]. Since the licensed band remains a scarce and an expensive asset, and given

that a portion of the radio resources has to be invested in multihop relaying, enabling

the bandwidth-intensive future services highlights the need for bandwidth-efficient

relay-based RRM schemes [11]. Such relay-based RRM schemes should cope with the

system’s dynamics, exploit the characteristics of different types of wireless relays, and

enable aggressive and opportunistic spatial resource reuse rather than adopting the

traditional static reuse patterns. Nevertheless, in such scenarios with a high number
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of network entities, decentralized RRM approaches have to be considered rather than

the centralized approach which would result in a prohibitive computational complex-

ity and feedback overhead.

Self-organization is also a highly desired feature by the service providers of next-

generation networks (NGNs) towards dynamic, robust and scalable networks [113]

featuring substantial savings in the operational expenditure (OPEX) and the capital

expenditure (CAPEX) [114]. In self-organizing networks (SONs), some or all network

entities operate and interact, either locally or in a distributed manner, to improve

the overall network performance with the least human planning or administration and

the least complexity and communication overhead [113]. Therefore, a self-organizing

network entity possesses one function or more of self-configuration, self-optimization,

or self-healing [114]. In fact, the high potentials in self-organization in terms of

performance, robustness and cost savings have been driving the ongoing efforts in

both research [115] and standardization [116] to incorporate this intelligence in the

NGNs through various use cases. Nevertheless, due to the steadily growing interest in

relay-enhanced cellular networks, managing wireless relays has received a considerable

attention while laying out the framework for developing self-organizing methods in

those use cases [117].

Therefore, considering only fixed relay stations (FRSs), some works have intro-

duced self-organizing functionalities to the cellular network. In [118], for instance, an

adhoc network of FRSs is overlaid on a conventional cellular architecture while the

objective of the proposed algorithm is to design the topology of these FRSs to achieve

the desired QoS, given a number of relays and a fixed coverage area. Whereas the

proposed scheme in [119] allows the BS to select a receiving FRS at a given time slot

of the single-carrier time division multiple access system, and then the BS transmits

a preamble from which the other RSs know this allocation result and self-configure

their status (i.e., receive, transmit, or shut down) based on each relay’s set of close
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neighbors. An interesting approach has been also discussed in [120] using FRSs de-

ployed at the cell boundaries. The authors conceive that using smart antennas at the

FRSs suffices to ensure high data rate backbone connections. The algorithms therein

rely on passive direction of arrival estimation to coordinate the radiation patterns of

the relays for load balancing and adapting coverage. A self-organizing load balancing

framework has been proposed as well in [121] where each BS or FRS shares its own

load measurements and resource information with a cluster of potential neighboring

partners and then decides which load balancing policy, or combination of policies, to

trigger.

However, it is envisaged that the NGN architecture will comprise a plethora of re-

lay stations. Worthy of mention is the plug-and-play type of relay known as nomadic

relay, an idea that has been entrenched in the IEEE 802.16 standards [18], [29], and

gaining widespread acceptance. In fact, FRSs are privileged by their strategic geo-

graphical deployment with respect to the serving BS along with the off-the-wall power

supply availability. While mobile relay stations (MRSs) are characterized by their mo-

bility (e.g., rooftop-mounted vehicular devices), nomadic relay stations (NRSs) are

technically stationary devices but portable, and like MRSs, are battery operated;

much lower transmit power levels than those of FRSs are thus anticipated. Moreover,

NRSs are transparent to the operator’s infrastructure and mostly deployed

by the users. It is clear though that the current literature on cellular relay networks

does not distinguish between, and is thus unable to exploit, the different characteris-

tics of these types of wireless relays.

Motivational scenarios for using multihop relaying are provided in the survey

paper [54]. Therein, NRSs can be deployed to provide a temporary coverage and

capacity in an area where FRSs may not provide the required QoS. Example of

temporary coverage areas could be, in general, where wireless connectivity is required

for only a short period of time, such as in trade fairs and sporting events or in
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disaster recovery situations. In addition, NRSs can be used to spread the capacity in

a large building. We also observe that an NRS -with much less constraints on size as

opposed to a hand-held wireless terminal (WT)- may act as an extension to a close

WT, providing a neat solution to the challenging problem of infeasible deployment of

multiple antennas at hand-held terminals. Hence, enabling the benefits of (MIMO)

techniques. In such scenarios, NRSs will coexist with FRSs yet with potentially much

better communication links to the WTs.

This chapter therefore describes decentralized RRM methods featuring aggressive

and opportunistic reuse in OFDMA-based multicellular networks enhanced with a

mix of FRSs and self-organizing NRSs. To the extent of our knowledge, no work so

far, other than our earlier contributions [122] and [123], has provided mechanisms

for integrating the autonomous NRSs into the cellular network or suggested the un-

derlying RRM schemes and protocols to facilitate their coexistence with FRSs. Our

contribution is therefore pioneering and it represents an exposition and demonstra-

tion of feasible RRM schemes in facilitating the operation of nomadic relays. Since

the current literature does not cover the systems and architecture considered in this

chapter, we will refer to relevant works in the literature of decentralized RRM in

OFDMA-based networks within our discussions.

In this work, we investigate the DL operation of a visionary wireless network

model, where FRSs are augmented by NRSs with the aim of providing a more reliable

cost-effective network. These NRSs will often be acting as intermediate nodes between

a serving FRS and a WT forming a three-hop communication. To alleviate the

burden on system resources due to multihop relaying, intelligent RRM schemes are

needed to facilitate aggressive resource reuse and meanwhile combat the potential CCI

through opportunistic reuse and interference avoidance mechanisms. The research

contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 5.1: The region of interest may represent a cell of the hexagonal grid, or a
sector of a cell, in the multicellular network. All resources are available in this region.

• We devise a self-optimizing user-based intra-cell routing (link selection) strat-

egy that significantly reduces the amount of feedback overhead and achieves

interference avoidance.

• We introduce self-optimizing opportunistic medium access (MAC) technique

by which NRSs autonomously acquire radio resources. NRSs asynchronously

sense the activities of the subchannels around the WT that needs assistance

and autonomously acquire the subchannels that have least activity. This can

succinctly be described as: Listen, Acquire Resources, then Assist (LARA).

This technique can be imported into any other RRM scheme.

• Through the asynchronous opportunistic MAC of NRSs, a smart intra-cell reuse

that exploits the channel and interference conditions is achieved in contrast to

the commonly adopted static reuse patterns, e.g., [43].
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• We devise a protocol to enable the cooperation between an NRS and an FRS to

assist troubled WTs thereby boosting the performance of cell-edge users. The

cooperation is based on selective relaying, meaning that the NRS only helps its

WT on request and it cooperates only on the data segments it received reliably.

• We introduce novel limited-feedback heuristic decentralized RRA schemes to

facilitate the operation of FRSs, the integration of NRSs, and mitigation of

CCI in OFDMA-based multicellular networks.

• Finally, we conduct extensive performance evaluation of the proposed schemes

and techniques under realistic channel models and system parameters.

• Thus, we establish the concept of nomadic relay-augmented fixed relay networks.

The rest of this chapter expounds on the above bullets. The journal paper [65], the

patent fillings [124], the conference paper [122], as well as the technical reports [125]

and [126] are the outcomes of the work presented in this chapter. Possible extensions

and open research directions are provided in Chapter 7.

5.2 Description of the Proposed Systems

A representative region or ‘cell’ of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 5.1. It consists

of a BS, FRSs, WTs, and NRSs. The same spectrum is available in each cell1. The

figure depicts the DL transmissions over two sub-frames and the half-duplex operation

of all relay stations. The system shown may operate in either TDD or FDD. The basic

resource allocation unit is the OFDM subchannel comprising a number of adjacent

subcarriers; there are N data subchannels for each the channel fading is flat. AMC

based on the channel quality is generally assumed. However, the NRS regenerates the

1Without loss of generality, this cell could be an LTE-A ‘cell’ served by one of the three directional
beams of an eNB [127].
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Figure 5.2: Frame structure of the proposed schemes showing 3 active FRSs and the
overlaying of the NRS operation from a downlink frame to the following one after an
uplink frame has elapsed.

received signal while preserving its modulation and coding levels rather than adapting

them to the NRS-WT channel which requires a costly feedback from the WT. For

simplicity, an upper-bounded version of the continuous adaptive modulation function

in [28] is employed. Therefore, the achievable rate on subchannel n of the link from

source m to destination k, at a particular target bit error rate Pe and subchannel

bandwidth W , is an upper-bounded function of the received SINR γm,k,n, considering

the CCI observed in the previous DL frame as in (5.1).

Rm,k,n = W min

{

log2

(

1 +
−1.5γm,k,n

ln(5Pe)

)

, 10

}

bps. (5.1)

The DL frame is partitioned into two consecutive equal-length sub-frames. An FRS

receives only during the first sub-frame (BS sub-frame) and transmits during the
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second (FRS sub-frame) as shown in the frame structure in Fig. 5.2. Note that the

set of subchannels, Nm, which is dynamically assigned to the feeder link of FRSm

is allocated among its connected WTs for the second hop of the same DL frame.

As such, transmissions of different FRSs in the same cell are maintained orthogonal

during the FRS sub-frame. Such an approach offers a compromise between the mul-

tiuser/frequency diversity gains and the CCI often realized in distributed schemes due

to collisions of the uncoordinated allocation decisions of FRSs. A similar yet more

stringent constraint has been imposed in [50] where the user data must be scheduled

on the same subcarrier over the two hops. This is in contrast to our schemes where

the subchannel pairing between the first and second hops is optimized by the RRA

scheme in use.

There are M FRSs deployed in the cell at strategic locations where good line-of-

sight (LOS) communication is maintained and highly directional antennas are em-

ployed making BS-FRS feeder links more immune to CCI with less shadowing and

small-scale fading as compared to user access links. We therefore assume that the

achievable rates on the feeder link of FRSm are sufficiently good compared to those

on its users’ access links so that for any set of subchannels Nm→k ⊆ Nm assigned for

the access of relayed user k during the FRS sub-frame, there exists another set of

subchannels N0→m,k ⊆ Nm that can be used on the feeder link such that:

∑

j∈N0→m,k

R0,m,j ≥
∑

i∈Nm→k

Rm,k,i, ∀m 6= 0, (5.2)

where Nm is the set of subchannels assigned by the BS (node 0) to FRSm and
⋂M

m=0Nm = φ. This is further supported by the increasing frequency diversity on

the feeder link as the number of relayed WTs by FRSm increases along with the

flexibility of the RRA scheme in subchannel pairing over the two hops. As such, the

end-to-end capacity using equal sub-frames is governed only by the relayed user’s
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Figure 5.3: Examples of subchannel pairing between the feeder link of FRSm and the
access links of its connected WTs.

achievable rates on the second hop; this is inline as well with the decentralized nature

of the NGNs where a WT can measure the quality of its access links but may not

know the channel states of each potential feeder link to self-optimize its routing deci-

sion, for instance, instead of the BS. Figure 5.3 shows examples of subchannel pairing

between the feeder link of FRSm and the access links of its connected WTs. Note that

the same set of subchannels is used over the two sub-frames. While the FRSm-WT1

access link has been assigned, for instance, 3 subchannels in this figure, the feeder

link could support the total achievable rate of this link using only 2 subchannels (not

necessarily in Nm→1). On the other hand, 3 subchannels have been paired with those

of the FRSm-WT8 access link with an extra capacity that has been used by the BS to

support the total rate on the FRSm-WT5 access link which happened to be of high

instantaneous quality.

Note that the deployment of FRSs could be different from one cell to another since

our schemes are not attached to a certain geography. The WT dynamically selects

one access link out of M +1 (either through the BS or an FRS) rather than the static

relay selection commonly adopted in literature, e.g., [50], and [48]. There are K active

WTs in the cell and Knom NRSs. Depending on the scenario of interest, the number
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of NRSs may vary with respect to K. For the sake of illustration, we have considered

the case in which Knom = K; that reflects on a scenario where each WT has placed,

or selected out of many, an NRS that is dedicated to assist it on demand, e.g., an

indoor NRS that is attached to the window. The NRS is thus stationary, in a close

vicinity of the WT, and often has a very good connection to the WT; likely an LOS.

The NRS is conceived to be larger than a WT and thus can employ more antennas

to strengthen its link to either the serving FRS or the WT through beam steering.

Note that the potential serving FRSs are stationary, while the NRS can be equipped

with the computational power for its beam to follow a mobile WT. That is because

NRSs do not handle upper layer issues such as applications and human interfaces.

Fixed power (per subchannel) allocation is assumed for BSs and relays. The transmit

power per subchannel of the BS is greater than that of an FRS and much greater

than that of an NRS. The choice of low transmit power for NRS is informed by its

proximity to the WT so that NRSs do not unnecessarily cause interference to other

links. Continuous backlog is assumed at the BS buffers but not at the FRSs. In

general, the basic operation of the schemes can be described as follows.

In the BS sub-frame, the BS transmits to the direct WTs (dWTs) and the FRSs

with connected WTs while any NRS can access one or more subchannels at a random

instant (immediately after listening to the activity on all subchannels), and transmit

to a particular WT during the remaining time of the same sub-frame. The NRS’s

opportunistic medium access results in intra-cell (or intra-region) reuse if an acquired

subchannel is allocated to a BS-FRS feeder link or a BS-dWT access link. In the

FRS sub-frame, the BS continues to communicate with the dWTs on the same set of

subchannels assigned to them in the previous sub-frame; note that the channel quality

of all links is invariant over the DL frame duration. FRSs transmit to their connected

WTs while the NRSs overhear and always decode the transmissions destined to their

respective WTs.
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Wireless terminals can receive from multiple nodes simultaneously on orthogonal

subchannels. This happens if a WT is connected directly to the BS while receiving

from its NRS. Note that due to the half-duplex operation, an NRS may not overhear

and transmit concurrently. For the sake of illustration and emphasizing the concept,

we consider a protocol where NRS cooperates with only FRSs2. Therefore, the NRS

transmits during the BS sub-frame selected data segments out of the data received

from the FRS during the past DL frame. This selective-relaying cooperative protocol

is different from an automatic repeat request (ARQ) through the serving FRS for the

following reasons:

1. Latency is significantly less since the NRS reacts after one UL frame duration

(in the new BS sub-frame) whereas the serving FRS can only retransmit in the

following FRS sub-frame

2. The FRS would have to utilize a portion of the system’s premium resources to

retransmit whereas the NRS cooperates through intra-cell reuse.

3. Given the network geometry and physical dimensions, a WT and its NRS have

almost the same distance from both the serving and interfering FRSs in the

network, whereas most realistic spatial shadowing correlation models result in

the same shadowing realization for the FRS-WT and its associated FRS-NRS

links [128]. As such, this protocol may exploit the spatial diversity offered by the

FRS-NRS link which enjoys a better link budget through the NRS directional

antenna gain.

4. The NRS in this protocol does not change the AMC level of the received signal

relying on its proximity to the WT and therefore significantly saves in the

2Based on the WT-based dynamic routing, different protocols can be devised by imposing con-
straints on either the routing options or the NRS assistance to facilitate its cooperation with the
serving BS, serving FRS, or both.
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feedback and control signalling which would have been required to update the

FRS with the new channel state information (CSI) and to set up the WT receiver

to the new AMC, respectively.

Having described the system and the generic framework of the proposed RRM schemes,

in the following section we discuss in details the first self-organizing component which

is hosted by the WT.

5.3 The Self-Optimizing WT-based Dynamic Routing

We refer to the proposed intra-cell routing strategy as WT-based routing or link

selection. Each WT selects its serving node for the following DL frame, i.e., a WT

can be served directly by the BS or through an FRS. The challenge here is how the WT

compares the radio access links while the quality of each varies over N subchannels.

A key fact is that a WT will end up being scheduled on only a subset of the N

subchannels on the selected link; such subset potentially encompasses the link’s best

subchannels rather than the poor ones. As such, our proposed self-optimizing routing

strategy can be implemented as follows and illustrated in Fig. 5.4:

1. During DL frame i, the k-th WT assesses the quality of the subchannels on the

M + 1 access links, then sorts each link subchannels in a descending order of

their achievable rates.

2. WT selects a certain percentile of the best subchannels on each link.

3. A statistical metric of the selected subchannels is computed, e.g., the mean

value.

4. WT selects the access link, from node m∗, with the largest metric.
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Figure 5.4: The WT-based self-organizing routing or link selection strategy.

5. WT sends the CSI feedback vector rm∗,k = [Rm∗,k,1, · · · , Rm∗,k,N ]
> to only the

selected node (an FRS or the BS) during the uplink frame i.3 Hence, the routing

decision is known to the concerned node and implicitly to all other nodes with

substantial savings in feedback overhead.

There is a tremendous advantage in this routing strategy compared to the conven-

tional approach, e.g., [8], where the subchannels on each potential serving link are

reported to the BS. Note that further savings can be achieved by replacing the con-

tinuous achievable rates by indexes of the discrete AMC modes when AMC lookup

tables are used in practise.

We define R̄
(i)
m→k as the average achievable rate of the selected percentile on the

user’s access link from node m during the DL frame i. The k-th WT’s route selection

3Notation: Lowercase bold face symbols such as r denote vectors, uppercase bold face symbols
such as R denote matrices, whereas uppercase calligraphy such as U denote sets of elements.
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is then based on the following criterion:

K(i+1)
m∗ ← K(i+1)

m∗ ∪ {k}, m∗ = argmax
m
{R̄(i)

m→k}, ∀m, (5.3)

where K(i+1)
m is the set of WTs connected to node m during DL frame i+1.4 We note

that this self-optimizing routing strategy remains the same under the two decentral-

ized RRA heuristics discussed in Section 5.5.

A WT-based link selection (or transmission mode selection) criteria has been also

proposed in [129] for the WT to choose between the BS and a single FRS in its sector

based on a utility function that is equivalent to the rate utility per resource unit

price. The rate utility relies however on the end-to-end average rate as a function of

the average SINRs of the access links and the feeder link. Interestingly, the authors

have suggested that the WT ‘irrationally’ violates the utility criteria with a preset

probability to avoid local optimal decisions.

In the following section we discuss the functionality and the self-organizing aspects

of NRSs as integrated into our FRS-based network.

5.4 Self-Organizing Nomadic Relay Operations

Figure 5.5 demonstrates the operations of the NRS in resource acquisition and co-

operation with an FRS to assist a troubled WT. This protocol can succinctly be

described as: Listen, Acquire Resources, then Assist (LARA) and can be imported

into any other RRM scheme in multicarrier systems.

During the FRS sub-frame, the FRS transmits to its connected WTs on the al-

located subchannels by the RRA scheme while the BS continues to transmit to the

dWTs. An NRS dedicated to (or paired with) a particular WT always overhears and

4The frequency of executing this strategy can be generally relaxed in time so that the routing
decision is changed after averaging the metric over a window of several frames.
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of the cooperation of the serving FRS and the dedicated NRS
to assist the WT. S is the number of OFDM subcarriers per subchannel.

reliably decodes the transmissions from the serving FRS. In the next BS sub-frame,

the BS transmits to some dWTs and FRSs while the NRS can access one or more

subchannels to forward the data it has reliably decoded to the WT spontaneously or

based on the WT’s request upon reception of erroneous data segments5. Generally,

traditional combining techniques (selection or maximal ratio combining) may be in-

voked at the WT side thereafter utilizing the fact that the NRS preserves the AMC

modes of the original FRS transmission.

5.4.1 Autonomous Subchannels Acquisition and Selective Relaying

In the proposed scheme the NRS autonomously chooses the subchannel(s) it needs to

communicate with the WT. The NRS chooses a random instant in the interval [ε, Tend]

to listen to the whole bandwidth and estimates, without detection, the amount of total

5Refer to Appendix B for channel emulation and generation of error patterns at the WTs and
NRSs with lossless NRS-WT links.
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received power on each subchannel (see Fig. 5.5). The parameters ε and tend can be

set by the service provider to represent respectively the minimum time required for

the hardware to start listening from the initiation of the BS sub-frame (of duration

T1) and the minimum time allowed for NRS transmission, i.e., tend ≤ T1−Tmin. Based

on the proximity of the NRS to the WT, the total power received at the NRS on a

subchannel during this short listening period can be a good approximation of the

interference level that could be observed by the WT if the NRS uses that subchannel

for the remaining sub-frame duration. The NRS will examine all the N subchannels

except those assigned to the WT (if connected directly to the BS in that frame). Such

exception prevents a situation where the WT is supposed to receive from both the

BS and the NRS on the same subchannel.

Due to the asynchronous access in the continuum of time [ε, Tend], the probability

of having more than one NRS listening at the same instant, and furthermore, interfer-

ing significantly with one anothers’ transmission, is negligible [130]. The NRS sorts

the observed subchannels based on the estimated total received power and acquires

the subchannel(s) with the least power. The number of chosen subchannels can be

determined if we consider that the NRS attempts to minimize latency by forwarding

all the data segments it received properly, and the WT requires, during the remaining

BS sub-frame duration and using the same AMC modes (see Fig. 5.2).

Let Γ denote the number of subcarriers to forward due to one subchannel de-

tection, out of S subcarriers per subchannel, while s denotes the number of OFDM

symbols per one subcarrier. At the time of NRS channel access, let us denote the

remaining number of symbols per subchannel (the shaded part in Fig. 5.5) as ω.

Therefore, the number of OFDM symbols to forward is given as

Nf = Γ× s, (5.4)
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while the total number of required (reuse) subchannels to assist the WT with the

detection of that single subchannel is given as

nr =

⌈

Nf

ω

⌉

. (5.5)

The key idea behind the asynchronous access is to allow the NRS to sense the ac-

tivity of other NRSs that are close in distance, or more precisely, with high interfering-

link gains; thus minimizing the likelihood of choosing the same subchannels imme-

diately acquired by such NRSs. A similar idea to our asynchronous listening and

updating has been employed for ad-hoc networks in [130] where they rely strongly on

channel reciprocity to allow a cluster head to estimate the interference it will cause to

the others when it uses a particular band. In contrast, this condition is not necessary

in our schemes since the NRS only listens to estimate the interference that its WT will

experience on a subchannel if the NRS uses it to serve the WT. It is worth mentioning

that LARA, being a non-contention based protocol, is different from the carrier-sense

multiple-access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) technique used in 802.11 standards.

LARA operates in OFDMA-based cellular system where excessive CCI is avoided

through acquiring the carriers with the least activity observed. A subchannel could

be opportunistically acquired by several NRSs without a back-off delay mechanism,

given the proximity of the NRS to its WT and the low NRS transmit power. Never-

theless, LARA is invoked on demand (not all overhearing NRSs will attempt to access

the medium), handles selected segments of the overheard data, and its medium access

is limited to the interval [ε, tend].

More importantly, in underloaded network conditions where the system resources

are not fully utilized, such MAC technique gives the NRSs the opportunity to first

acquire the unoccupied resources before reusing the occupied ones (by the BSs in that

scenario). In contrast, any static spatial reuse would unnecessarily result in excessive

CCI disregarding the unoccupied resources.
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5.4.2 NRS-FRS Cooperation

While the ‘data segment’ on which the NRS selective relaying operates may refer to

any data unit such as a packet or a subchannel payload, we here consider, without

loss of generality, a subcarrier as the data segment as shown in Fig. 5.5. By selective

relaying, the NRS only requires a fraction of the resource used by the FRS to forward

its data; this is particularly useful since the NRS only accesses the channel over a

fraction of the BS sub-frame.

It is worth noting that the NRS-FRS cooperation within the LARA protocol is

in principle similar to the conventional digital cooperative relaying protocols where

the relay overhears the source-to-destination transmission in the first time slot and

then regenerates and forwards the decoded message to the destination in the second

slot. However, LARA using its overlay from frame i to i + 1, takes advantage of the

cellular frame structure where an uplink frame always occurs between the first and

the second time slots (sub-frames). In that intermediate uplink frame, the WT has an

opportunity to inform the NRS of which data segments to forward, and thus the heavy

burden on the system resources is alleviated when few, or sometimes no, subchannels

are acquired. To the best of our knowledge, such an advantage is unprecedented as

the cooperative relaying schemes available in the literature do not have this feature.

5.5 Radio Resource Allocation at the BS

The BS’s RRA algorithms for both decentralized schemes, namely the ‘distributed’

and the ‘semi-centralized’, operate in a greedy manner to maximize the overall system

throughput under the users’ QoS constraints, the cell-edge users inclusive. The QoS

requirements are represented by the user’s minimum rate Rmin and the target BER

Pe. Based on the earlier assumptions and system model, the BS can allocate the

resources dynamically among all the dWTs and the feeder links of the FRSs based

on their second hops, as a two-dimensional assignment problem.
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Therefore, the Hungarian algorithm [131] is used to provide a low-complexity iter-

ative solution in which each iteration is solved optimally incurring a polynomial com-

plexity ofO((max{|U|, |K0|+|Ma|})3) in the distributed scheme, andO((max{|U|, K})3)

in the semi-centralized, where |U| and |Ma| are respectively the number of unassigned

subchannels and the number of active feeder links, i.e., with connected WTs. The

matrix passed to the Hungarian algorithm is constructed using the achievable rates

fedback by the FRSs and the dWTs as shown in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7.

After each iteration, the minimum rate requirement of each column is compared

to its assigned sum rate. When the rate requirement is satisfied for a column, it

is excluded from the subsequent iterations. As such, the final assignments are not

necessarily equal in the total number of subchannels.

Since the dWTs, unlike the relayed WTs, remain connected for the whole DL

frame, the minimum rate requirement of a relayed WT is seen as double that of

a dWT, given the equal sub-frames6. If all columns are rate satisfied before the

subchannels are exhausted, the operator has the flexibility to assign the remaining

subchannels among the dWTs and/or the feeder links that have the highest achievable

rates. To put more emphasis on the impact of NRSs, given the FRS-NRS cooperation

protocol we adopted, the remaining subchannels are allocated in a greedy manner

among the feeder links only, and thus among the users relayed through the FRSs.

5.5.1 Semi-Centralized Scheme

Here, the BS performs the RRA for the relayed WTs and the dWTs without the FRSs

taking part in the optimization. However, as explained in Section 6.2, the scheme still

has limited-feedback, NRSs operate autonomously, and the routing is carried out by

the WTs. Hence, the scheme is described as semi-centralized. The achievable rates

of the relayed WTs at FRSm are arranged in an N × |Km| matrix and conveyed to

6In the generic case of unequal sub-frames (e.g., T1 and T2, respectively), the minimum rate
requirement of a relayed WT is seen as αRmin where α = T1+T2

T2

.
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the operation of the heuristic semi-centralized RRA scheme.

the BS during the UL frame to form an N ×K matrix as shown in Fig. 5.6.

5.5.2 Distributed Scheme

During the UL frame, each FRS appears as a large WT by masking its connected

WTs, Km, and combining their channel state information (CSI) feedback into a single

vector through a different implementation of the Hungarian algorithm regardless of

the minimum rate constraints. As shown in Fig. 5.7, this vector is intended to be

evenly shared by the actual rates and therefore can be considered a wish-list that

provides unbiased representation of the second hops altogether; this vector could

be influenced, under a different processing, by the worst or the best relayed user’s

link. In a related work [50], such processing is performed at the FRS using the

average or median, per subchannel, of the SINRs across all the connected users.

As such, the reported values therein do not reflect on any user’s actual subchannel

quality. Moreover, an overlooked problem arises from the BS’s perspective: How

many data bits should the BS send to each relayed user given the processed CSI?
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We provide a neat solution to such problem; the index of the user whose subchannel

n has been selected while forming the combined CSI vector, is recorded in the nth

entry of an auxiliary vector, i.e., the FRS passes the final information to the BS in

two N×1 vectors. The BS performs the optimization and then estimates the number

of information bits to be forwarded for each relayed WT based on the user index

corresponding to the assigned subchannel from the combined column. We also note

that when the feeder link appears as a single processed column in the BS RRA matrix,

the feeder will have a virtual minimum rate requirement that is equal to double the

sum of its connected users’ rate requirements.

The RRA at the FRSs: Due to the combined feedback of the relayed WTs under

the distributed scheme, the BS RRA does not guarantee that the rate requirement of

each user will be met. Therefore, the FRS starts a separate re-allocation process on

the set of subchannels that has been assigned to its feeder link Nm. The FRS performs

a low-complexity optimization process similar to the BS’s but on an |Nm| × |Km|

rate matrix. The rate constraints are checked after each assignment. Remaining

subchannels after satisfying the constraints are assigned to the best users.

In the following (see charts below) we present the pseudo-codes for the semi-

centralized and the distributed RRA heuristic algorithms at the BS. In these codes,

U , N , K, Ma, and C denote the sets of unassigned subchannels, all available sub-

channels, all WTs, active FRSs, and working columns in the achievable rate matrix

R, respectively. Note that eL = [1 . . . 1]1×L.

5.5.3 Required Feedback Overhead

We now address the feedback required to realize the proposed schemes. The CSI

feedback in the form of per-subchannel achievable rate is made available at the trans-

mitting nodes as follows;

• BS-dWTs: A dWT needs to feed back its CSI to the BS; an N × 1 vector.
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Pseudo-code for the semi-centralized RRA algorithm at the BS

1. Initialization: Set Nm = ∅ ∀m, U = N , C = K.

2. for each c ∈ C

3. R← [R|rc], %rc = rm∗,k from routing results

4. if m∗ 6= 0 then

5. Rc
min = Rmin

6. else

7. Rc
min = 2Rmin

8. end if

9. end for

10. while U 6= ∅ and C 6= ∅ do

11. (n̂, ĉ)⇐= Hungarian(−R) % Default is Min.

12. % n̂, ĉ outputs are vectors of indices

13. U ← U − {n̂}, Nassigned = |n̂| = |ĉ|

14. %Nassigned ≤ min{|U|, |C|}

15. for i = 1 to Nassigned

16. n̂← n̂(i), ĉ← ĉ(i)

17. X ĉ ← X ĉ + rĉ(n̂), Nm̂∗ ←Nm̂∗ ∪ {n̂}

18. R(n̂, :) = −∞ eK % Disable assigned subchannel row

19. if X ĉ ≥ Rĉ
min then

20. C ← C − {ĉ}

21. R(:, ĉ) = −∞ e>N % Disable satisfied column

22. end if

23. end for

24. end while
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Pseudo-code for the distributed RRA algorithm at the BS

1. Initialization: Set c = 0, Nm = ∅ ∀m, Nm = ∅ ∀m, U = N ,

2. load Km ∀m, C = K0 ∪Ma.

3. for each k ∈ K0

4. Rc+1
min = Rmin

5. R← [R|rc], % rc+1 = r0,k from routing results

6. end for

7. for each m ∈ Ma

8. Rc+1
min = 2|Km|Rmin

9. R← [R|rc], % rc+1 = rFm
from combined feeadback at FRSm

10. end for

11. while U 6= ∅ and C 6= ∅ do

12. (n̂, ĉ)⇐= Hungarian(−R) % Default is Min.

13. % n̂, ĉ outputs are vectors of indices

14. U ← U − {n̂}, Nassigned = |n̂| = |ĉ|

15. %Nassigned ≤ min{|U|, |C|}

16. for i = 1 to Nassigned

17. n̂← n̂(i), ĉ← ĉ(i)

18. X ĉ ← X ĉ + rĉ(n̂)

19. ĉ 7→ m̂, Nm̂ ←Nm̂ ∪ {n̂}

20. R(n̂, :) = −∞ e|K0∪Ma| % Disable assigned subchannel row

21. if X ĉ ≥ Rĉ
min then

22. C ← C − {ĉ}

23. R(:, ĉ) = −∞ e>N % Disable satisfied column

24. end if

25. end for

26. end while
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the operation of the distributed RRA scheme and the
achievable rates matrix at the BS.

• FRS-WTs: A relayed WT needs to feed back its CSI to only the selected serving

FRS (an N × 1 vector).

• BS-FRSs: In addition to the vector reporting the feeder link, an FRS reports

the second hop depending on the RRA scheme and the result of WT-based

dynamic routing:

– Semi-centralized: A matrix of dynamic size N × |Km| from the FRS rep-

resenting the subchannels’ states of its connected WTs; if Km = ∅ in the

upcoming frame, no feedback is sent.

– Distributed: Two N × 1 vectors representing the processed output of the

FRS, as explained in Section 5.5.2. See Fig. 5.7.

• NRS-WT: No CSI feedback is required from the WT.
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5.6 Simulation Results

Matlab system-level simulations have been conducted. The same QoS requirements

(target minimum rate and maximum BER) are assumed for all WTs. The minimum

rate requirement is set to 250 Kbps and the target BER is 10−3. The 10th percentile

is used in the WT-based routing. The simulated cellular network consists of 19

hexagonal cells enhanced with 3 or 6 FRSs. These relays are placed at a distance of

0.65 of the cell radius from the BS and with a uniform angular spacing. The distance

between two adjacent BSs is 2 Km. Users are uniformly distributed within the cell

area. It is assumed that the NRS is placed randomly within a distance of at most 20

m from the WT.

Time-frequency correlated small-scale fading is assumed; Rayleigh for NLOS links

and Rician for LOS links. Independent lognormal shadowing is considered for different

links in the network. As for the FRS-WT link and the corresponding FRS-NRS

link, the same shadowing realization is applied to both links as different shadowing

spatial correlation models result in an almost unity correlation coefficient. The NRS

transmit/receive smart antenna gain is set to 7 dB. The path-loss model for the links

as a function of the distance (in meters) is given as PL = 38.4+35 log10(d) dB. Each

FRS has an omni-directional transmit antenna to communicate with the WTs as well

as a highly directive receive antenna aiming at the BS with LOS communication.

Based on our system model, the quality of feeder links can be sufficiently higher than

second hops to WTs and therefore they are not simulated to reduce the computational

burden in the already complicated scenario.

A list of channel and system parameters used for the simulations are given in

Table 5.1. Most of the parameters are taken from the 3GPP LTE release 9 (Case

3) [112] or the WiMax Forum [105] while the WINNER C2 channel model [92] is

used.
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Table 5.1: System parameters

Parameter Value

User min. close-in distance to BS 35 m

BS Tx. antenna gain 15 dB

FRS Tx. antenna gain 10 dB

NRS Tx. & Rx. antenna gain 7 dB

WT Rx. antenna gain 0 dB

Shadowing std. dev. on user and interference links (NLOS) 8.9 dB

Shadowing std. dev. on FRS-NRS links (NLOS) 7 dB

Shadowing std. dev. on NRS-WT links (LOS) 1.5 dB

Carrier frequency 2.5 GHz

Total bandwidth 20 MHz

User mobility 10 Km/hr

Channel sampling time = TDD frame length 5 msec

Downlink : Uplink ratio 2:1

DL Tx. time in OFDM data symbols 24 symbols

NRS min. Tx. time Tmin in OFDM data symbols 6 symbols

OFDM subcarrier bandwidth 10.9375 KHz

OFDM symbol duration 102.86 µsec

Subchannel width 18 subcarriers

Noise power density at Rx. nodes -174 dBm/Hz

BS total Tx. power 46 dBm

RS total Tx. power 37 dBm

NRS total Tx. power 19 dBm
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The time-averaged and instantaneous user throughput : The CDFs of the time-

averaged throughput in Fig. 5.8 show the throughput gains under both RRA schemes,

due to the proposed NRS cooperation to assist the relayed WTs. Whereas the cell-

edge performance is demonstrated by the lower-tail behavior of the CDFs of the time-

averaged user throughput as shown in Fig. 5.9 considering the semi-centralized scheme

with and without NRSs, and K = 15. According to the LTE evaluation methodology,

the 5th percentile throughput corresponds to the cell-edge. Note that the time average

is calculated for each user in each drop of given shadowing, WT location and NRS

location. It can be observed that given the same K and M, the semi-centralized

scheme outperforms the distributed in general and at the cell-edges in particular.

This is due to the fact that the BS directly optimizes the RRA of the relayed users,

who likely include the cell-edge users as a result of the WT-based routing, using their

individual feedback information rather than allocating the resources to the serving

FRSs based on combined feedback and QoS requirements. Given the rate matrix

composition, i.e., K ≥ |K0| + |Ma|, the semi-centralized scheme better exploits the

multi-user and spatial diversities than the distributed.

The performance gain due to the NRS assistance is clearly evident in both schemes.

However, due to the considered uniform distribution of FRSs and WTs, along with

the WT-based routing strategy which is common in both schemes, the number of

relayed users increases as the number of FRSs increases. That is because a WT is

more likely to find a neighbor FRS with a good radio access link quality under a higher

FRS density of deployment. Since the NRS cooperation we considered is limited to

the relayed users, the performance gain due to the employment of NRSs is amplified

as the number of FRSs increases.

The same relative performances are realized through the outage probabilities in

Table 5.2 based on the user’s instantaneous throughput rate Rk achieved in each DL

frame, as compared to the minimum required rate, i.e., P{Rk < Rmin}.
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Figure 5.8: CDF of the time-averaged user throughput for the distributed and semi-
centralized schemes, using 3 or 6 FRSs, with and without NRSs, K = Knom = 25.

Table 5.2: Outage probability based on users’ instantaneous throughput rates, Rmin =
250 Kbps.

Semi-centralized Distributed

Parameters With NRS w/o NRS With NRS w/o NRS

K = 15 M = 6 0.0155 0.0280 0.2135 0.2686

K = 25 M = 6 0.0398 0.1416 0.2669 0.3315
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Figure 5.9: Cell-edge performance demonstrated by the lower-tail behavior of the
CDFs of the time-averaged user throughput for the semi-centralized scheme with and
without NRSs, K = 15.

Figure 5.10 shows a scatter plot of user time-averaged throughput as a function

of user distance from the BS for the distributed and semi-centralized schemes with

and without NRSs, K = 25. Each point in the scatter represents the time-averaged

throughput for a particular WT within a drop with fixed location and shadowing.

It is observed that the scatter plots show a very high throughput for the WTs close

to the FRSs. Recall that in the final step of the resource allocation process, the BS

assigns the remaining subchannels (after satisfying the minimum required rate of all

columns) to the feeder links. Had the remaining resources been assigned to the direct

WT, the observation would have been different. The scatter plots give an insight on

the coverage improvement throughout the cell area due to the the NRS assistance and

attest to the superior performance of the semi-centralized scheme. The network reuse

factor represents the number of times a subchannel is utilized concurrently (during

the same BS sub-frame) all over the cellular network comprising Nc ‘regions’ or cells,
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Figure 5.10: Scatter plot of the time-averaged user throughput for the distributed
and semi-centralized schemes with and without NRSs, K = 25.
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and then normalized by Nc. Since all the premium resources are allocated in each cell

by the underlying RRA algorithms, the network reuse factor is expressed as follows

FR(n) =
Nc +

∑

c

∑

k ρc,k,n
Nc

, ∀n ∈ N . (5.6)

Where ρk,n is a binary indicator variable that is set to 1 when NRSk in cell c acquires

subchannel n. Statistics are collected from all subchannels and Nc = 19 cells. Note

that in the schemes without NRS, a unity network reuse factor should be always

realized.

Observing a normalized histogram of such statistics, network reuse realizations of

1.5, 2 and above are obtainable; since the counts are discrete integers, this means that

a subchannel is opportunistically reused twice or more in a cell as compared to the

static reuse patterns which limit the degrees of freedom in the system. Figures 5.11

and 5.12, for the distributed and the semi-centralized schemes, respectively, present

the normalized histograms showing the frequency of channel reuse factor realizations

for different configurations of the network parameters, K and M .

Table 5.3 also attests to this fact. Increasing the number of WTs in both schemes,

and thus the number of assisting NRSs, results in the occurrence of higher reuse fac-

tors. In addition, the dynamic routing strategy in a network with denser FRS deploy-

ment results in more relayed users through the FRSs to which NRS cooperation is

tied; this means more subchannel reuse. In general, the semi-centralized scheme pro-

vides higher average reuse factor than the distributed. Note that the semi-centralized

scheme can satisfy the rate requirements using fewer subchannels and therefore more

remaining subchannels are assigned to the relayed users who invoke as such the NRS

cooperation more often.
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Figure 5.11: Normalized histogram of the subchannel reuse factor for the distributed
scheme.

Table 5.3: Mean network reuse factor for the proposed distributed and semi-
centralized schemes.

K M Distributed Semi-centralized

15 3 1.2319 1.3156

15 6 1.2351 1.3655

25 3 1.2448 1.3387

25 6 1.2745 1.4282
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Figure 5.12: Normalized histogram of the subchannel reuse factor for the semi-
centralized scheme.
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5.7 Conclusions

Next-generation networks, that will comprise a plethora of wireless relay stations of

different characteristics will benefit to a great extent from self-organization capa-

bility. This chapter describes decentralized RRM methods featuring aggressive and

opportunistic reuse in OFDMA-based multicellular networks enhanced with a mix of

FRSs and self-organizing NRSs. A novel user-based self-optimizing intra-cell routing

strategy that significantly reduces the feedback overhead is employed. We develop

novel methods by which NRSs acquire radio resources autonomously without relying

on a central entity. Through the asynchronous medium access of the NRSs, aggres-

sive and opportunistic intra-cell resource reuse is attained as opposed to the static

reuse patterns often adopted in literature. Furthermore, we introduce a resource-

efficient cooperation protocol between an NRS and a serving FRS to assist a troubled

wireless terminal. Two underlying heuristic resource allocation schemes of different

decentralization levels are devised for the BS and the FRSs. Our extensive numeri-

cal results attest to the efficiency of the proposed schemes in terms of time-averaged

user throughput, outage probability, as well as network reuse factor. To the extent

of our knowledge, no work so far has provided mechanisms for integrating the au-

tonomous NRSs into the cellular network or suggested the underlying RRM schemes

and protocols to facilitate their coexistence with FRSs.
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Chapter 6

Joint Power and Subchannel Allocation for the

Self-Organizing Nomadic Relays in OFDMA-based

Cellular Fixed-Relay Networks

6.1 Introduction

Power control (PC) is an important interference combatting mechanism thereby con-

stituting a means for improving the network performance through enabling efficient

utilization of system resources. Traditionally, PC has been employed for combatting

co-channel and adjacent-channel interferences in multicellular networks. The CCI

due to frequency reuse is one of the most limiting factors on wireless system capacity.

However, the RRM schemes earmarked for the future wireless networks are designed

to be aggressive in frequency reuse.

Centralized PC schemes require reliable measurements of the gains in all radio

links in the system. For practical implementation, PC schemes have to rely on far

less accurate measurements and limited information to enable distributed operation.

A common experience is that, a simple proportional control algorithm, which in-

creases the transmitter power in a link if the received SINR is too low and decreases

it when the SINR is high, will normally work well [132]. Thus, such an approach
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can be viewed as a gateway to distributed PC, where a transmitter utilizes limited

knowledge for power adaptation rather than gathering all network link gains at a

central entity. Towards that end, [133] develops distributed iterative PC algorithms

that utilize available measurements and converge in stochastic sense, in contrast to

deterministic PC schemes that rely on exact or perfect control quantities (SINR or

interference). In [134], the authors consider iterative PC as part of the DL schemes

employing a non-orthogonal amplify-and-forward cooperative protocol. Each BS in-

dependently re-computes user received inter-cell interference as a function of the

transmit power values in the previous iteration. Since the iterative process in that

work is not guaranteed to converge for all power values, the authors suggest that

the distributed algorithm be separated to operate on two independent sets; directly

connected and relayed users.

It is known that PC can provide: 1- Means to prevent receiver saturation when

the transmitter is too close. 2- Energy savings. Here, the green radio initiatives may

readily come to mind [135] while at the user end for instance, low-consumption ter-

minals that depend on solar energy have been already developed and showcased in

the Mobile World Congress 2009 [136]. 3- Throughput improvement under frequency

reuse through reducing the associated CCI. It will be desirable therefore for a trans-

mitting node, especially if battery-powered, to utilize the minimum energy possible

to achieve the desired QoS.

It is worth stating that no matter how smart an RRM scheme is, it will still be

essential to formulate strategic energy utilization policy. This is particularly impor-

tant for dense networks with aggressive frequency reuse schemes such as the one we

proposed in Chapter 5 where the battery-powered NRSs are also the entities respon-

sible for the intra-cell reuse. Such a strategic approach may generally represent how

the future OFDMA-based relay networks are designed.
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While it is known that a relatively marginal gain is attained when employing

power adaptation on top of AMC in OFDM networks [137], it is important to note

that the NRSs, as adopted in Chapter 5, forward the overheard transmissions while

preserving their original AMC modes which are not selected based on the NRS-

WT link quality. Therefore, there are potential opportunities in extending our novel

schemes to encompass the power adaptation dimension by implementing a joint power

and subchannel allocation algorithm at the NRS. The main idea behind that joint

algorithm is to allocate to the requested data segment the proper subchannel and the

proper amount of power to meet the target SINR of its AMC mode, based on the

medium access interference information already available. The objectives of such an

add-on is to further mitigate the CCI and provide prudent energy utilization at the

battery-powered NRSs without compromising the performance gains before hand.

This also brings about the timely environmental concerns and the green wireless

initiatives in designing future wireless networks, e.g., [135], [136], and [138].

Interestingly, the adaptive PC is realized in an open-loop manner as no feedback

is required by the NRS to function. Thus, we are able to investigate the system to

provide answers to questions such as: How much power savings can be obtained

through NRS power control? How much is the throughput gain? Is there

any throughput-power savings trade-off?

The contributions in this chapter can be summarized as follows:

• We present a novel joint power and subchannel allocation algorithm for the self-

organizing NRSs in the emerging OFDMA-based fixed-relay networks. The al-

gorithm performs adaptive power control (APC) within the autonomous oppor-

tunistic NRS medium access and channel reuse, using two different approaches,

to assist a troubled WT through cooperation with the serving FRS.
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• The APC mechanism is realized in an open-loop manner requiring no feed-

back from the assisted WT; significant gains have been achieved through NRS

assistance at no additional cost.

• The performance returns in terms of power savings and user throughput are

evaluated in a realistic environment considering non-ideal NRS-WT links.

• We identify a throughput-power saving trade-off in terms of the number of

deployed FRSs.

• While no other work in the literature has addressed such systems and archi-

tecture, we further sustain the concept of nomadic relay-augmented fixed-relay

networks we previously established in Chapter 5.

The work presented in this chapter has been presented in the conference paper [123]

and it is part of the invention disclosure [124] and the technical report [139]. A journal

paper is in preparation.

6.2 System Description

The system model, set of assumptions, as well as the NRS medium access and coop-

eration functions in this chapter are basically identical to those of Chapter 5.

6.3 NRS Joint Power-Subchannel Allocation Algorithm

The joint algorithm does not lend itself readily to a simple power increase/decrease

command as suggested in [133] since the NRS operations encompass selective trans-

mission of multiple AMC modes, medium sensing, and joint power and resource

acquisition. Rather, a more elaborate approach is adopted to effectively integrate

APC. Recall that the algorithm aims at allocating the proper subchannel and the

proper amount of power to the requested data segment such that its target SINR

(corresponding to its AMC mode) is achieved, using the medium access interference
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Figure 6.1: NRS power-subchannel allocation for the case where the least possible
number of subchannels is used, given the instant of the NRS medium access.

information. Preserving the AMC modes of overheard transmissions simplifies the co-

ordination between the NRS and the assisted WT. Moreover, conventional combining

techniques such as selection or MRC can simply be invoked at the WT side, if de-

sired. The two possible approaches to grouping the selected subcarriers are described

as ‘subchannel packing’ and ‘no-packing’. Figure 6.1 shows how the subchannel pack-

ing is done through example of using three subchannels on the FRS-WT link each

possibly of a different AMC mode while the erroneous subcarriers (shown in darker

shades) are identified at the WT and the overhearing NRS. During the following

BS sub-frame, the NRS forwards the subcarriers it reliably detected out of those re-

quested by the WT. Hence, a subcarrier is lost if it has been requested by the WT

while erroneously received by the NRS. Given the shown medium access instant, the

NRS acquired two reuse subchannels with the least interference observed. For the
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Figure 6.2: NRS power-subchannel allocation for the case where no packing is em-
ployed and potentially more subchannels are used.

no-packing mechanism, more reuse subchannels are likely used (e.g., 3 instead of 2 as

shown in Figure 6.2). The power calculation, however, is done similarly yet some sub-

carriers of low target SINR will enjoy a higher SINR if packed with a subcarrier group

of high target SINR. While the packing approach has the advantage of utilizing least

number of subchannels, it may not necessarily be of less total power consumption. In

addition, its physical layer viability would need to be verified. As such, we describe

the packing approach for completeness of illustration while it suffices to examine the

performance of the no-packing approach to demonstrate the efficiency of the joint

power and subchannel allocation algorithm.

In both approaches, NRSk transmit power on an acquired subchannel n̂ is a func-

tion of the target SINR of the forwarded subcarrier group i, γt
k,i, the interference power
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Ik(n̂), as sensed by the NRS during its medium access, and the large-scale pathloss

PL which is the same across all the subchannels on that NRS-WT link and can be

estimated and/or fedback over quite long time intervals. Saving the instantaneous

feedback overhead from the WT reporting the subchannels of the NRS-WT link, the

NRS exploits such potentially high link quality and limited variability of the small-

scale fading by assuming a certain fading margin FM . This margin also accounts for

the slight interference variability as seen by the WT compared to the sensed Ik(n̂) by

the NRS. Let Pk,n̂ denotes the transmit power of NRSk (serving WTk) on subchannel

n̂ while n0 is the noise power per subchannel. The joint power-subchannel allocation

algorithm is the following:

1. The number of (reuse) subchannels to be acquired Nr is determined based on

the total number of subcarriers to be forwarded, the remaining portion of the

BS sub-frame, and whether or not the packing approach is employed1.

2. All subchannels other than those assigned to the BS-WTk link, N −N0→k, are

sorted in ascending order of their observed interference power and the first Nr

subchannels are acquired, i.e., Ik(1̂) < . . . < Ik(n̂) < . . . < Ik(N̂r).

3. The subcarrier groups to be forwarded are sorted in descending order of their

target SINRs computed from the spectral efficiencies ηi of the AMC modes as

γt
k,i =

(2ηi − 1) ln (5Pe)

−1.5
. (6.1)

4. The first unscheduled group of subcarriers with the highest target γt
k,i are sched-

uled on the first unassigned subchannel n̂ which has the least interference Ik(n̂).

5. If the subchannel packing approach is employed and the subchannel is not fully

loaded, more subcarriers from the next quality levels, i.e., γt
k,i+1, γ

t
k,i+2, . . ., are

packed into the subchannel (see Fig. 6.1). Otherwise, the subchannel is left

1For the no-packing approach, Nr =
∑

nr from equations (5.4) and (5.5) for each subcarrier
group. For the packing approach, Nr is calculated collectively over all subcarrier groups.
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partially loaded (see Fig. 6.2).

6. Pk,n̂ is calculated in dBm using the following formula;

Pk,n̂ = min
{

P rem

k
, 10 log10(γ

t
k,i(Ik(n̂) + n0)) + FM + PL

}

, (6.2)

where P rem
k

is the remaining amount of the total power available at NRSk, Pnom.

Therefore, P rem
k is reduced thereafter by the calculated amount Pk,n̂.

7. The steps 4) to 6) are repeated for each of the unassigned subchannels.

Allocating the most SINR-demanding subcarrier group the subchannel with the

least interference results in the least amount of transmit power and hence the joint

algorithm attempts to achieve the target SINRs and BER in an iterative manner

with minimal total power expended and least CCI caused. Note that in the reference

‘NoPC’ NRS-augmented schemes proposed in Chapter 5, the subchannel transmit

power Pmax
k is set to a fixed level that is equal to the total available power divided by

the total number of subchannels in the system, i.e., Pnom/N .

We note that this novel joint power and subchannel allocation algorithm at the

NRS attempts to achieve the target SINRs and BER with minimal total power ex-

pended. Figure 6.3 shows a flow chart of the NRS joint power and subchannel allo-

cation algorithm with both approaches integrated.

6.4 System Performance

In this section, we analyze the results obtained through the simulations to demon-

strate the efficiency of the proposed joint algorithm for the NRS assistance in the

OFDMA-based cellular fixed-relay networks. The distributed RRM scheme presented

in Chapter 5 with fixed NRS power per subchannel is considered as our reference

scheme in this study and is denoted as the ‘NoPC’ scheme. The PC mechanism is
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Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the NRS joint power and subchannel allocation algorithm.
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expected to affect various aspects of the system performance such as the total power

consumption at NRSs, the CCI to the BS transmission during the first sub-frame,

and the overall user relayed throughput. Therefore, it is essential to equip the orig-

inal simulation platform with a module to simulate the links between the NRSs and

their associated WTs which were considered in our earlier investigations of the role

of NRSs as lossless or error-free. The relevant system parameters are the same as

shown in Table 5.1, except for a few parameters which are specified in the following

subsection.

6.4.1 Simulation Parameters and Channel Model

The simulated cellular network consists of 19 hexagonal cells enhanced with 3 or 6

FRSs. These relays are placed at a distance of 0.65 of the cell radius from the BS

and with a uniform angular spacing. In order to create a more interference limited

environment, the network dimensions considered in Table 5.1 are scaled down by two.

As such, the distance between two adjacent BSs is 1 Km and the maximum distance

between a WT and its assisting NRS is 10 m. The pathloss parameter is set to

A = 20.0 for serving NRS-WT links. For all other links in the network, A = 35. The

serving NRS-WT links experience 1.5 dB lognormal shadowing and time-frequency

correlated Rician fading with Rician factor of 7 dB. The total transmit powers for

BSs, FRSs, and NRSs are 46, 37, and 23 dBm, respectively. Interestingly, these set of

parameters have been recently adopted by researchers investigating the performance

of femtocells [30]. On that note, our views on extending the NRS medium access and

resource acquisition to femtocells are pointed out in Chapter 7.

6.4.2 Numerical Results and Discussions

We start by studying the statistics of the total power consumption at the NRSs for

the RRM scheme employing the joint algorithm with power control (the PC scheme)
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Figure 6.4: CDF plots of the total power saving gain achieved by the RRM scheme
with PC for 15 users/cell.

and the reference RRM scheme with fixed power allocation per subchannel (NoPC).

We define the saving gain in total transmit power as the ratio in dB of the total

transmit power of the NRS with NoPC to that of the NRS with PC.

PStot = 10 log10

(

P NoPC
tot

P PC
tot

)

[dB]. (6.3)

Figure 6.4 shows the CDF plots of the power saving gain achieved by the RRM

scheme with PC for 15 users per cell while 3 and 6 FRSs are deployed. The wide

region to the right of the vertical line at 0 dB represents the saving region where the

PC schemes allocate less total power for the NRS transmission than that allocated by

their reference NoPC schemes which use the same number of reuse subchannels and

a power of 2.91 dBm/subchannel. It can be observed that when 3 FRSs are deployed

per cell, the scheme with PC achieves substantial power savings as compared to the

NoPC scheme for 80% of the time, while it requires higher total power for 20% of the
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time based on the target SINRs, interference, and path loss conditions. The median

saving gain in that case is 10.98 dB. Whereas when 6 FRSs are deployed, less saving

gains, yet still substantial, are achieved for 71% of the time resulting in a overall

median saving gain of 6.44 dB.

An interesting question arises then; why would the PC scheme with 3 FRSs achieve

greater total power savings as compared to the PC scheme with 6 FRSs? The answer

is not far-fetched; having maintained the same large-scale and small-scale fading

statistics for both scenarios, the geographical deployment of the FRSs (with uniform

angular spacing) along with the uniform distribution of users over the cell area result

more often in larger distances between the WTs and their serving FRSs in the case of

3 FRSs/cell. That implies that FRSs will more often adopt lower AMC modes, which

require lower target SINRs, than the case of 6 FRSs/cell. Since the NRS overhears

the transmission of the FRS and forwards the selected data using the same AMC

modes, the PC expression in (6.2) will result in lower transmit power levels than in

the case of 6 FRSs/cell.

This is in fact a sort of power-throughput tarde off since our experience with

the original NoPC scheme is that deploying more FRSs improves the system perfor-

mance in terms of user throughput. This still holds for the PC scheme but with less

anticipated NRS power savings, as the number of deployed FRSs increases.

It is worth mentioning that another important phenomenon related to the geo-

graphical FRS deployment and the novel routing strategy discussed in Chapter 5 is the

increase in number of users connected to FRSs as the number of FRSs increases. How-

ever, a smaller number of users is expected to be handled by an FRS, yet with higher

achievable rates. That implies that the iterative resource allocation algorithm at the

BS will satisfy the minimum rates of the feeder links using less resources whereas the

remaining resources will be evenly distributed (in terms of number of subchannels)

among the feeder links afterwards. As such, the number of subchannels assigned to
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Figure 6.5: Normalized histograms of the number of subchannels assigned to users
during the first sub-frame of the DL frame.

an FRS-connected WT can increase as the number of deployed FRSs increases. NRSs

are therefore expected to handle more subchannels (from the FRS transmissions) and

thus reserve more reuse subchannels. This is evident from Fig. 6.5 which shows the

normalized histograms of the number of subchannels (NRS reuse plus BS-WT direct

connection) assigned to users during the first sub-frame. It can be observed that the

probability mass is further shifted towards the upper tail of the histogram indicating

higher subchannel-to-user assignment in the case of 6 FRSs per cell. However, this

increase in subchannel assignment applies to both the PC and the NoPC schemes

given the same number of FRSs and therefore, it does not influence the statistics of

the power saving gain.

In alignment with Fig. 6.4, The CDF plots shown in Fig. 6.6 address the statistics

of the power saving gain per reuse subchannel. The definition of the saving gain per

subchannel used here is similar to the earlier one in (6.3) as shown in (6.4). However,

the CDF plots span larger dynamic ranges as compared to Fig. 6.4. The rare instants
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when the PC mechanism allocates very low or zero power to a reuse subchannel are

represented by the end of the upper tail of the CDF plots. This is due to the total

power constraint Pnom which the algorithm satisfies iteratively using (6.2). Although

these instants are quite rare, it is interesting to observe that our joint algorithm

is designed to satisfy the requirements of the transmissions with the highest AMC

modes (target SINRs) first. This means that, when loss is inevitable due to the lack

of power, only the last transmissions in the routine, with the lowest AMC modes

and hence least number of loaded bits, would be put at risk. This worst-case defense

strategy results in the least throughput loss whenever it is inevitable.

PSk,n = 10 log10

(

Pmax
k

P PC
k,n

)

[dB]. (6.4)

We now discuss the impact of power control on user throughput. The NRS transmis-

sion occurs during only the 1st sub-frame by reusing the premium system resources
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Figure 6.7: Scatter plots of user time-average throughput for the schemes with 15
WTs and 3 FRSs. Curve fittings represent the distance-based conditional means.

used by the BS to communicate with the directly connected WTs and to forward the

relayed traffic on the feeder links of the FRSs. The CCI due to the NRS channel

reuse may potentially affect the BS-dWT, BS-FRS, or other NRS-WT links. How-

ever, FRSs are deployed at strategic locations with good LOS communications and

highly directive antennas to the BS; their feeder links are much more immune to CCI

than the dWTs. Figure 6.7 shows the scatter plot of user time-averaged throughput

versus user distance from the BS for a network with 3 FRSs. As expected, the PC

scheme outperforms the reference NoPC scheme within only the vicinity of the BS

where dWTs are most likely located and subjected to the CCI due to NRS intra-cell

reuse. Observing the vicinity of FRSs suggests that the mutual CCI between NRSs is

negligible in the reference NoPC scheme. This is due to the fact that the medium ac-

cess technique of the NRS, based on listening to the network activity before acquiring

resources, has the ability to spread the CCI across the whole bandwidth and reduces

the likelihood of reusing the same subchannel among neighboring NRSs. Meanwhile,
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the inter-cell CCI, due to NRSs reusing the same subchannel in the adjacent cells, is

even less due to the greater path loss given the low transmit power of NRSs.

Since the previous scatter plots and the curve fittings therein comprise points

corresponding to both BS and FRS-connected users, it is important to focus on the

portion of user throughput subject to the NRS CCI to verify such observations. This

is done by performing the statistics on the throughput of only the dWTs throughout

the different BS sub-frames and across different drops. For example, figure 6.8 shows

the CDF plots of the instantaneous throughput of dWTs for the PC and NoPC

schemes at 6 FRSs/cell. It can be seen that for 60% of the time the PC scheme

results in a throughput gain of approximately 1.3 Mbps which is in line with our

previous observations.
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6.5 Conclusions

We devised a novel joint power and subchannel allocation algorithm employing an

open-loop APC mechanism for the self-organizing NRSs which are integrated into an

OFDMA-based fixed-relay network. The results demonstrate the efficiency of the pro-

posed APC mechanisms. Substantial power savings are achieved at the NRS resulting

in extended battery life and less frequent recharging. This smoothly integrated add-

on feature to our autonomous NRS medium access technique brings around the timely

environmental concerns in designing future wireless communication networks. The

value of such an efficient add-on is further emphasized given that the APC mechanism

requires no feedback from network nodes and relies on the available medium access

information. It has been observed in our illustrative system that APC at the NRSs

can further improve the throughput of the BS’s directly connected users whereas no

throughout gains are achieved for the relayed users due the inherent CCI spreading

in the NRS opportunistic medium access. A power-throughput trade-off is addressed

in terms of the number of deployed FRSs. We thus further establish our pioneering

techniques for realizing the concept of NRS-augmented networks.
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Chapter 7

Summary of Conclusions, Contributions, and

Possible Extensions

In this chapter we summarize our conclusions and contributions. We also discuss the

possible extensions of the work presented in Chapter 3 through Chapter 6 along with

some relevant research directions.

7.1 Thesis Conclusions

• Intelligent radio resource management (RRM) schemes are crucial to harness

the opportunities in the next-generation relay-enhanced OFDMA-based wireless

networks where conventional schemes are not applicable. We address some of

the opportunities, challenges, and technical terms associated with the migration

from conventional cellular architecture to relay-enhanced. Users’ expectations

are much higher and fairness obligation is stronger in such networks. We there-

fore discuss some fairness implementation techniques along with some example

fairness metrics towards the design and evaluation of prospective algorithms.

Since they are optimal in principle, there are on-going research efforts towards

devising more overhead- and complexity-efficient centralized RRM schemes.
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Significant savings can be obtained however through distributed schemes de-

spite the potential performance loss.

• In Chapter 3, we have formulated a throughput-optimal policy for an OFDMA-

based cellular relay network with symmetric traffic at the BS while the tradi-

tional quasi-FDR protocol of that literature is retained. The policy performs

joint in-cell routing and scheduling using only two-hop relaying and prevents re-

source waste, in contrast to prior art, through efficient bit-loading constraints or

iterative optimization in the low-complexity algorithm. Comparing the perfor-

mance under the open routing mode and the practical constrained routing mode,

the learning ability of the routing strategy has been demonstrated. However,

despite the significant performance returns of that algorithm, it suffers from a

performance limiting bottleneck as the traffic load increases. In addition, the

quasi-FDR protocol often raises a practical concern due to the limitations in

relay hardware technology.

• In accordance with the emerging OFDMA-based cellular relay networks, a novel

generalized throughput-optimal formulation employing half-duplex relaying has

been presented in Chapter 4. Low-complexity iterative algorithms are devised

to solve the separated formulated optimization over two consecutive sub-frames

using the queue length coupling. At a slight complexity increase as compared

to the quasi-FDR scheme, the network capacity for which the queues can be

stabilized has been significantly increased, and hence fairness and ubiquity at

high traffic loads, besides the improvement in queue-awareness. Without preset

priority weights, service differentiation across classes of asymmetric traffic can

be achieved on the time-average and long-term time scales.

• Next-generation networks that will comprise a plethora of wireless relays of dif-

ferent characteristics will benefit to a great extent from self-organization. Under
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such high density of relay deployment, decentralized RRM schemes that facili-

tate the operation and coexistence of the heterogenous relays and enable aggres-

sive and opportunistic resource reuse have to be considered. Significant savings

in feedback overhead can be achieved through a user-based self-optimizing rout-

ing strategy given the strategic deployment of the infrastructure fixed relays.

Through the self-optimized asynchronous medium access of the NRSs, oppor-

tunistic intra-cell resource reuse can be attained as opposed to the traditional

channel-unaware static reuse patterns. A Resource-efficient cooperation pro-

tocol between an NRS and a serving FRS can be devised based on selective

relaying. Our extensive numerical results in Chapter 5 attest to the efficiency

of the proposed schemes in terms of time-averaged user throughput, outage

probability, as well as network reuse factor.

• Substantial power savings are achieved at the NRS, resulting in extended bat-

tery life, through a novel joint power and subchannel allocation algorithm em-

ploying an open-loop (without feedback) adaptive power control (APC) mech-

anism at the self-organizing NRSs. The results in Chapter 6 demonstrate the

efficiency of the proposed mechanism. This smoothly integrated add-on feature

is in line with the green wireless initiatives in designing future wireless networks.

It has been observed that APC at the NRSs can further improve the through-

put of the BS’s directly connected users in contrast to the relayed users due

the inherent CCI spreading in the NRS opportunistic medium access. On the

network-level, a throughput-power saving tradeoff exists in terms of the number

of FRSs.
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7.2 Thesis Contributions

1. The opportunities and challenges in the next-generation relay networks have

been identified and discussed from an RRM perspective in Chapter 2. A com-

prehensive literature review has been also provided.

2. A study of the performance of throughput-optimal policies in the OFDMA

cellular relay network has been conducted in Chapter 3, while retaining the

traditional frame structure, through a novel formulation achieving joint routing

and scheduling, service ubiquity and load balancing. Unlike existing centralized

schemes, substantial savings in complexity and feedback overhead have been

achieved.

3. A generalized throughput-optimal formulation has been proposed in Chapter 4

for the practical half-duplex relaying protocol capturing asymmetric traffic, con-

strained routing and effect of ARQ with and without load balancing. We show

that service differentiation is attained through the queue length weights rather

than preset weights. Cost assessment of queue-awareness has been provided.

4. Our pioneer decentralized schemes presented and evaluated in Chapter 5 have

considered modern architecture comprising high density of relays of different

characteristics and functionalities. Novel self-optimized terminal-based routing

and NRS medium access have been devised achieving substantial savings in

feedback and opportunistic intra-cell reuse, respectively.

5. We present a novel NRS-directed joint power-subchannel allocation algorithm

in Chapter 6 performing adaptive power control within the autonomous oppor-

tunistic NRS medium access and channel reuse, using two different open-loop

approaches (requiring no feedback from the WT). A throughput-power saving

tradeoff has been demonstrated in terms of the number of deployed FRSs.
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7.3 Extensions to the Centralized Schemes in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 4

7.3.1 Intra-cell Resource Reuse

Aggressive resource reuse is a key factor to achieve high spectral efficiencies in next-

generation wireless networks. Our proposed RRM schemes in Chapters 3 and 4 use

all the available resources in each cell of the cellular network. However, at that

stage, intra-cell reuse has not been considered. That is due to the fact that our pro-

posed schemes are intended to address the fundamental resource allocation problem

thoroughly seeking, in the first place, efficient management of the system’s premium

resources. In contrast, the vast majority of schemes in the literature employ intra-

cell reuse on top of suboptimal simplifying techniques of allocating the premium

resources. Among these techniques are static partitioning of users and relay selec-

tion, partitioning of resources among different cell regions or nodes, and excluding

the traffic and queue status. As such, the gains from intra-cell reuse therein are po-

tentially consumed to compensate for the incurred spatial, multiuser, frequency, and

traffic diversity losses.

Therefore, towards developing more efficient aggressive reuse schemes, we think

that extending the proposed schemes to encompass intra-cell resource reuse would be a

valuable add-on that can further increase the capacity of these efficient RRM schemes.

Our provision to integrate intra-cell reuse can be summarized in the following steps:

1. The algorithm allocates all the subchannels to RS-UT links using the Hungarian

algorithm as discussed earlier but without involving the BS. The achievable rates

will take into account the interference from BS transmission on all subchannels.

Load balancing will be maintained across RSs only.

2. Based on the assignments in Step 1 and taking into account the intra-cell inter-

ference, all the subchannels are made accessible to the BS such that subchannels
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can be assigned one by one to either a BS-UT link or a BS-RS link, subject

to some new constraints. The first set of constraints restricts BS direct trans-

mission to the close UTs in its vicinity. Second, ensures that no BS-RS link

is assigned the same subchannel assigned to that particular RS in Step 1 to

avoid self interference. The third set of constraints ensures that no UT will be

receiving from a RS and directly from the BS on the same subchannel.

Since aggressive resource reuse usually suits the objective of capacity-greedy schemes,

it is quite interesting to study the impact of such intra-cell reuse on the performance

of our schemes especially in terms of user fairness.

7.3.2 Connection Admission Control for Load Balancing via Inter-cell

Routing

We have observed that the proposed fair RRA schemes are capable of distributing

available capacity almost evenly among all admitted users regardless of their locations,

channels, and interference conditions with minimal impact on total cell throughput.

With such behavior realized, and due to the limited resources, it is expected that the

fair share of each user will be reduced as the number of admitted users increases. As

such, the RRM schemes have to work in conjunction with a connection admission

control (CAC) mechanism that decides, based on connected users’ QoS, when to

admit more users to a particular cell (BS) and when to deny an incoming connection

and handover the user to a neighboring cell through a handover mechanism. With the

deployment of relays, more handover opportunities arise through enabling inter-cell

routing. We believe that such CAC and handover mechanisms would be essential and

integral parts of the prospective RRM schemes towards practical implementation.
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7.3.3 Partial Feedback: How Much and How Often is Enough?

The results in Section 4.6 show almost no performance degradation in both user

throughput and fairness when 50% less feedback is provided from each UT instead

of the full feedback (reporting all subchannels). That is due to the fact that our

dynamic routing strategy, either in the open or the constrained mode, allows the UT

to be connected to more than one node simultaneously; having many users per cell,

this implies that only very few subchannels are used per node-UT link. As such, with

potentially marginal performance losses, further savings in overhead can be achieved

if UTs report only the ‘best’ fraction of subchannels in term of achievable rates.

Whether reporting a fixed number of the best subchannels or every subchannel whose

quality is above a certain threshold, such number or threshold should be determined

as a function of the number of UTs and RSs.

We have also explained that the feedback can be acquired as frequently as each

bTc/TF c frames. That is the maximum integer number of TDD frames less than

the user’s coherence time of the channel (4 TDD frames in the simulated scenario).

Taking the CCI in the multicellular network into account, the implication is that the

RRA algorithm can be invoked that often while the allocation result will be applied

to the transmissions of the intermediate frames until the following allocation instant.

Such relaxed resource allocation, however, less exploits the traffic diversity for highly

burst traffic. Therefore, it is interesting to relate the minimum feedback frequency to

user mobility and the burst nature of traffic.
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7.4 Extensions to the Decentralized RRM in Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6

7.4.1 The WT-based Self-optimized Dynamic Routing: What Are the

Proper CSI Averaging Percentile and Time Window?

In our distributed and semi-centralized RRM schemes, the WT dynamically selects

its serving node based the link’s quality measure. Such a quality measure represents

the best subchannels on that link as the average of the 10th percentile of all the

potential instantaneous achievable rates. Although intuitive, such an approach is

so far empirical since it is not yet clear how sensitive the performance would be

to different averaging percentiles and time windows (greater than one frame). We

observe that studying the impact of these parameters is of great value to the literature

of distributed RRM in multicarrier environments. The number of WTs, FRSs, and

user mobility are perceived the most relevant factors influencing the tuning of these

two parameters.

7.4.2 Characterization of the FRS Feeder Link Support to the Allocated

Rate on the WT’s Access link for Self-optimized Routing

Given the setup in Chapter 5 which exploits the special characteristics of FRSs, we

have relied on the assumption that the feeder link of FRSm would be of sufficient qual-

ity so that the sum-rate on the user’s access link is the two-hop end-to-end capacity,

i.e.,

R0→m,k =
∑

j∈N0→m,k

R0,m,j ≥
∑

i∈Nm→k

Rm,k,i = Rm→k, ∀m 6= 0.

It is particularly interesting to understand the impact of channel statistics on the

likelihood of violating this condition when it comes to facilitating and designing dis-

tributed and self-optimized routing and resource allocation in multihop networks in
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general. Assuming any non-decreasing achievable rate function of the SNR, the anal-

ysis should lead to expressions for P{R0→m,k < Rm→k} in two cases: 1- Single user

connected to FRSm (worst case). 2- Multiple users connected to FRSm as shown in

Fig. 5.3.

Since it has been cumbersome to analyze the SNRs capturing the statistics of

both the small-scale and large-scale fading, using the composite fading generalized-K

models developed in [140] would lead to a more tractable analysis. The generalized-

K model results from using the Nakagami PDF to model multipath fading and the

Gamma PDF to model shadowing. Interestingly, the approach introduced in [140] can

be used to well-approximate the distribution of the sum of independent generalized-K

random variables by a Gamma distribution.

7.4.3 Performance of the PC Mechanism with Subcarrier Packing

The subcarrier packing approach is described in Fig. 6.1 where a potentially smaller

number of reuse subchannels is required as compared to the no-packing approach

considered in our study. The benefit of such approach should be realized in the

reduction of the CCI during the 1st sub-frame. However, the total power consumption

of the packing approach has to be investigated through different simulation scenarios.

That is due to the fact that the optimized subchannel transmit power is the same for

all the comprised subcarriers and it is calculated based on the most rate-demanding

subcarriers.

7.5 Development of the NRS MAC and PC Techniques in

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 towards femtocells

The femtocell concept is steadily attracting research interest in both academia and

industry and thus takes part in the envisioned next-generation wireless networks. The
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main idea is to bring the high-data-rate capacity to numerous femto-BSs deployed

within user hot spots via the wired infrastructure, i.e., DSL, cable, or fiber-optic

connections [30]. Such modern radio access network (RAN) architecture is expected

to offer reliable broadband connectivity with QoS guarantees that can not be foreseen,

for instance, through WiFi as a contention-based RAN operating in the unlicensed

band. The immediate implication is that intelligent and distributed RRM is required

to smoothly integrate the femto-BSs into the service provider’s wireless network. We

observe that the medium access technique and the power control mechanisms devised

for NRS autonomous operation can be further developed to facilitate the transparent

operation of the femto-BS. Our initial thought is that a femto-BS would be serving

multiple WTs and therefore the MAC technique and the PC mechanism beforehand

have to be consolidated with a feedback-aided scheduler.

7.6 Terminal-to-terminal Relaying and Ad-hoc Networks

An interesting aspect of the envisioned next-generation wireless networks is how to

harness the inherent opportunities in the multiuser environment through terminal-

to-terminal cooperative relaying. Despite the existence of the infrastructure in the

service provider’s cellular network, enabling such cooperative relaying protocols im-

poses the ad-hoc nature on the wireless network.

Most of the works in the literature of cooperation consider non infrastructure-

based networks and focus on improving the end-to-end link quality in isolation from

the resource allocation. Whereas the literature of resource allocation have not yet

adequately addressed cooperative transmissions [141]. Therefore, we observe research

merits in bridging the efforts of these two research campaigns to fully exploit the

cooperative transmission paradigm. It is also worth mentioning that the work pre-

sented in Chapters 5 and 6, would be among the leading works addressing cooperative
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relaying within the framework of resource allocation and perhaps the first to study

that in the context of nomadic relay assistance.

Currently, we have not yet developed initial thoughts or conducted sufficient lit-

erature review to tackle such a research problem. Should we gear our efforts towards

that direction, several key issues will constitute our research basis. These issues are

summarized in [141] in the form of two questions as follows: 1) Relaying terminal se-

lection or “Who should help whom” among the randomly located users? 2) How many

and which resource units (i.e., power and subcarriers) should be utilized for coopera-

tion? The optimization objective in such ad-hoc-like network will aim at minimizing

the system power consumption rather than throughput since the terminal battery life

is a major concern [137].
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Appendix A

Generating a Large Number of Independent

Time-Frequency Correlated Fading Realizations in

OFDMA Multicellular Networks

As discussed earlier in Section 2.9, radio propagation models have significant impacts

on the performance of algorithms designed for wireless communication systems. To

test new algorithms, the channel models need to be versatile to adequately represent

the real-life environments in which the systems will be operating. Since correlation

exists in practical small-scale fading models where the channel gains on a certain

link are time-invariant within the coherence time Tc and frequency-invariant within

the coherence bandwidth Bc, time-frequency correlated Rayleigh and Rician channel

models are adopted in this thesis. However, in system-level simulations, techniques

based on FFT/IFFT, such as the Jakes’ model, are usually employed to generate an

offline N -by-Ns channel gain matrix for each potentially serving or interfering

link in the network similar to that shown in Fig. A.1 (Ns is the simulation drop

length in time samples or frames).

Looking at the network layout in Fig. A.2 demonstrating 19 cells with a relatively

low user density (K = 10), the number of potential serving links for each user is

7 whereas the number of potential interfering links can be calculated by connecting
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…

Single run length >> Drop length

Pointer spacing >> Tc

Figure A.1: A single run of the time-frequency correlated fading in a simulation drop
showing the pointers’ positions at time frame t.
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Figure A.2: An example network layout in a simulation drop.

each ‘x’ in the figure to every node in the first and second tiers of cells. That is

18×7+7=133 independent N -by-Ns fading matrices for each user in a wrap-around

simulation. The total number of 2-D realizations we need in the wrap-around case

(preferably for each drop) is generally (19)2 K(M + 1) which is up to 101080 2-

D realizations for the high density scenario of K = 40 and M = 6. A similar

calculation can be done for each FRS in the network but with only one potential

serving link. To make it worse, these numbers will further explode once we consider

the additional links associated with Knom NRSs per cell. As such, generating and

storing that many independent realizations given all the required random samples

and FFT computations for each, especially for a large number of subchannels and

very long drops, leads to unnecessarily intense computational complexity and wasteful

RAM consumption which even might preclude the actual simulations. We also note

that loading each realization from a hard drive whenever a sample is needed (to save

the RAM) will significantly slow down the simulations which already take several
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days to conclude without the channel gains’ generation time.

Therefore, the following efficient technique has been used throughout this thesis:

1. For each category of links (specified by a certain power delay profile, Doppler

spread, and fading PDF), only one N -by-Nrun realization is generated at the

beginning of each drop, where Nrun � Ns.

2. Each serving or interfering link in the network that is intended to fall in one

category is represented by a pointer on the time axis of the corresponding real-

ization.

3. The spacing between these pointers is set to be much greater than the coherence

time of the channel, i.e., ∆t � Tc, where Tc ≈ 0.423/fd. As such, at any time

sample or frame t, the retrieved channel gain vectors by the individual pointers

are uncorrelated.

4. At the time sample t + 1, all link pointers are incremented by one sample to

maintain the time correlation on their respective links. If a pointer reaches the

end of the run length, it continues to retrieve samples from the beginning in a

wrap-around manner using the mod function.

Note that:

• Mapping of pointers to respective network links can be easily done in some

interleaved manner so that the adjacent pointers i and i+ 1 correspond to two

links that are spatially apart in the multicelluar network to further avoid any

implications of spatial correlation between the co-located links.

• Due to the wrap-around retrieval of time samples, a violation of the time-

correlation between two consecutive samples might occur once per drop on some

links. However, the impact of that is negligible given the long drop length.
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Appendix B

Channel Emulation and Generation of Error

Patterns at the WTs and NRSs with lossless

NRS-WT links

We have discussed in Chapter 5 how the NRS cooperate with FRS transmission to

a WT through selective relaying which means that the NRS may assist only with

the data segments (subcarriers) that it received correctly and while the WT did not

(see the reproduced Fig. B.1). In order to implement such a channel effect into our

simulation platform to allow for the operation of the LARA protocol, the channel

emulation Matlab code shown in Fig. B.2 has been used to generate the random error

pattern for each subchannel transmitted by the source (FRS or BS) as seen by the

WT and the assisting NRS, as applicable.

The main idea is that whenever an AMC mode with certain spectral efficiency

η is chosen based on the fedback SINR γ targeting the BER Pe, a different SINR

could be observed at the receiving node(s); such as the NRS which has a link budget

that is different from that of its WT. Therefore, the effect of the channel on the BER

can be emulated by evaluating the new BER Ṕe based on the new SINR γ́ using the

same AMC equation (5.1). Assuming independent bit errors, a subcarrier is received

erroneously if at least one bit is in error which is a pessimistic approach assuming
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Figure B.1: Reproduced: Illustration of the cooperation of the serving FRS and
the dedicated NRS to assist the WT. S is the number of OFDM subcarriers per
subchannel. Red arrows indicate the subcarriers received in error at the WT and the
NRS.

no forward error correction (FEC) capability for coded modulations. As such, the

probability of subcarrier error can be calculated using a version of the packet error

probability formulae in [7] as follows

Psub = 1− (1− Ṕe)
nsub.

A Bernoulli sequence can thus be generated using Psub to represent the error pattern.

A more sophisticated code is considered however in Chapter 6 in which we take into

account the effect of a non-ideal NRS-WT link.
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function [NsymbFwd,b]=ErrorPatternGen(tx,q,sinr,sp,W,Tchunk,sinrNom)
% tx=1 --> BS is the source, an FRS otherwise
% q Buffered data at the source
% (new) sinr --> new BER (Pe) different from the target one
% sp chosen spectral efficiency at the source node (AMC mode)
% W subchannel bandwidth
% Tchunk = 24 OFDM symbols --> 12 OFDM symbols per sub-frame*18 
subcarriers
% sinrNom received sinr at the overhearing NRS
%
% NsymbFwd number of OFDM symbols to be forwarded by NRS
% b number of bits contributing the net throughput
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Pe=0.2*exp(1.5*sinr/(1-2^sp));
bpsubc=floor(sp*W*Tchunk/(2*18)); % number of bits per subcarrier
Nsubc=min(floor(q/bpsubc),18)*(tx~=1)+18*(tx==1);
Psubc=1-(1-Pe)^bpsubc;
u=rand(1,Nsubc);
errpattern=(u<=Psubc);
numerr=sum(errpattern);
b=bpsubc*(Nsubc-numerr);
NsymbFwd=0;
%%%%%%%%%%% NRS assists with the FRS transmissions only in the %%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% considered scenario %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if (tx~=1)&&(numerr>0)

PeN=0.2*exp(1.5*sinrNom/(1-2^sp));
PsubcN=1-(1-PeN)^bpsubc;
u=rand(1,Nsubc);
errpatternN=(u<=PsubcN);
NsymbFwd=12*(numerr-sum(errpattern.*errpatternN));
b=b+bpsubc*NsymbFwd/12; % NRS assists and contributes to the net
% throughput by the number of symbols it can correct

end

Figure B.2: Matlab code for error pattern generation (channel emulation) and
throughput calculation at the receiving WT and NRS assuming lossless NRS-WT
links.
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